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ABSTRACT

The first section of this monograph describes the debate in
Australia that has accompanied the consolidation of Australian
defence policy in the years since 1985 and the corrurrent reorientation
of Australian foreign policy. The relationship between these two
policy areas is examined, particularly whele tensions have been
apparent. The monograph then moves from a focus on Australia to
examine ASEAN perceptions of the changing regional security
environment. It describes proposals for inha-regional military
cooperation and the aftitudes of regional countries toward the Five
Power Hence Arrangements. The final part of the monograph
proposes the developnrent of further bilateral and intra-regional
initiatives and concludes that these new defence cooperation models
and the Five Power Defence Arrangements would work in
complementary ways to promote regional order.
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INTRODUCTION

In March 19&1, the Australian Labor Party gained federal

office under ltime Minister Robert Haw}e. In December 1984, Kim
Pruazley was appointed Defence Minister, a position -*F.l he had

corr"tgd, and foi which he could claim a degree of scholarly insight
atypical of the rnaprity of his predecessors. Du"in8 the mid-to-laE
eigirties, Bea"lef giined acknowledg -among defence

practitioners, planners and critics as one of Australia's ntost competent

befence ministers, credited with having refined Australian defence

policy from its previous confused and ill-focused state.

The process by which Beazley rationalised Australian defunce

policy had iis genesis in the R@iero of Australia's Defarce Crybilitia
condlcted by Ministerial consultant Mr Paul Dibb who was appointed
in February 1985 and who presented his rePort to Beazley in March

1986.1 biUUs findings were largely incorporated _!to the

goverrunent's Defence Policy Information Paper2 of March 1987, which

Jet the basic conceptual perincters and force structure rcquirements
for Australian defence planning into the twenty-first century.

Following a period of public debate of defence issues unusual

for its intensity during peacetime, the need to end Australia's

procrastination over the question of adoptinq a- T919 independent

sAnce in defence matters was generally recognised. Policy planners at
the Department of Defence then seftled into a Perid of consolidation,
including the gradual implementation of the finer tenets of defence

self-reliance.

The honeynnon period was, however, shortlived. By d9-
1989, serious and-potentially telling criticism of the Sovernmelnt's self-

reliant strategy surfaced in media circles. While the national defence

aspects of the new polrcy were largely accepted, critics-focuSed on the

alleged irrelevance to tlre nations of Southeast Asia and the Southwest

Pacific of Ausbalia's established military contacts.

Rmieu d Austmtb,s Dcfarc cenbilititr, R€port b the Minister for Defence by Mr
paul Di6b, UarO tgga (Australi,an Crcvernment Pqblisling Servie, Canberr+
1966).
Dep.rtmmt of Defence, Tlu Dcftia of Attsnelb 1987 (Aushdian Goverrrmmt
RubUstring S€rvice Canbsra, 1987).
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In December 1989, Foreign Minister C,areth Evans released a
parliamentary report which sought to cnordinaE in corrceptual terms
the various lnil""y and non-military elements of {usbaEs regional
security pollcy.3 The document lustained in niore subtle-form
elements of the critics' case against the future direction of Australia's
cooperative- military activity with Southeast Asia, as defined by
defence policy-makers.

Australian critics shared a concern that the nation's overall
relationship with southeast Asia, and c-anberra's ability to pursue
national interets through political, economic and military contacts,
could be undermined if the established defence approach, partiorlarly
under the Five Power Defence Arrangements, came to be perceived
negatively by regional observers.

However, it was equally apparent to defence planners that
proposals from Australian advocates whidr would change military
contacts that were already in line with established regional perceptions
should in turn be subiected to dose scmtiny, and the viewJof regional
nations sought before amendnrnts were aired with serious intent.

Terurs of Enquiry

- - TSt study, which in part weighs tlre merits of the positions
t$en b-y defence planners and their critics, will cnmnpnce bldefining
Australia's contemporary military contribution to security in-southeas-t
Asia, as refined from the mid-1980s. Given that it was not until 19g9
that the various elenrenb of the debate were brought into sharp relief,
chapter one will focus on the emeqgence of Austrilia's defuncedriven
re-eio-nat sec-urity pollcy, and on criticisms of the defence approach
which circulated in academic and foreign minisb:y circles (prih-cipafly
in C-anberra) during that year.

Chapter Two will follow the evolution during 19g9 of
Australia's first, coherent'multidimensional' policy towards regional
security, and with it the ernergence of enduring tensions betr^'een the

Austmlit s !$ry tuwity, Miniet€dal statement by sanator the Hon. Gareth
Evans QC, Mnist€r for Fordgn Affairs-g! Trade, Oe&mUer l9g9 (Department of
Foreign Affairs atd Trade, Canb€rr., l9E9).
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defence and foreign ministries over C-anberra's politico-military
approach towards Southeast Asia.

Four counter-proposals will be seen to emerge from that
period: that Australia should encourage and aim to participate in the
creation of a regional defence community based on military contacts
between ASEAN members; that Australia should downplay and
perhaps eventually abandon the anachronistic Five power Defence
Arrangernents; that Australia should @ncelrtrate on the more
demanding and beneficial tasks of promoting bilateral defence
relations with Indonesia and Thailand, given their established or
emerging importance as political and economic actors; and that
Australia should pronpte regional confidence-building and arms
control measures.

To test whether domestic critics paid adequate attention, at
least in the public domain, to the views of the very Southeast Asian
nations with which they would have Australian defence policy-makers
interact, Chapter Thrce will begin by surveying those nations' general
perceptions of their security environments.

Chapter Four will highlight the diversity of regional opinion
on shategic issues by focusing on the intra-mural controversy which
arose during 1989 over the extent to which ASEAN members should
rely on military cooperation with an 'outside', albeit Western, nation:
the United States.

Chapter Five will address the specifics of the critics' case
against the Australian military contributiory with reference to moves
during 1989 by ASEAN rnembers to rejuvenate intra-regional military
cooperation. The purpose of the examination will be to determine
what ASEAN members did and did not want from such cooperation.

Chapter Six will examine ASEAI{ perceptions of the Five
Power Defence Arangemenb in the context of efforts by the
Australian defence establishment, again during 1989, to improve
exercise activities undertaken by participants. Particular attention will
be plid to the perceptions of the two regional participants, Malaysia
and Singapore, and to lndonesia, ostensibly the nation most opposed
to the Arrangernents' continuation.

Regional perceptions having been explored in the round, the
following questions n'ill be addressed in condusion:
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How viable wel€ the alternatives proffered by

Australian critics of the established defence approach?

Did the military comPonent undermine the political
and economic eiemenis of Australia's wider approach
(ChaPter Seven)?

To what extent did the ooncerns raised by Australian
criticsreflecttheiudgementsofASEANofficialswith
whom defence planners sought to cooPerate to

Promote regional security (Chapter Eight)?

According to the differing views held by ASEAN

members, on balance should Australia persist with'
deemphasise, or reformulate its established military
contribution to regional security? Could the

Australian defence approach be made more
compatible with ASEAN members' requirements
(ChaPter Nine)?



PART I

DEBATE IN AUSTRALIA



CHAPTER 1

THE RISE AND RISE OF DEFENCE
POLICY

Definitions

The Australian military contribution to security in Southeast

Asia, as developed principaily by the Departnent of Defence,l

involves two broad categories of policy planning and practical

implementation: national defence; and international defence relations
through which bilateral and multilateral contacts with the region are
maintained.

Natbnat Defarce Situated on the periphery of Southeast Asia, the

conc€pts and consequent force structure Australia adopts as most

appropriate for its national defence posture also provide the basis for
the way in which Australia relates militarily to the region.

As articulated in the Defence Policy Inforrnation Paper,2 and
further refined in official circles, Australia's approach during 1989

cenhed on the dual concept of 'defence self-reliance within the

framework of alliances and regional associations'. While national
defence requirements received first priority, the promotion of defence
relations with regional nations was crcnsidered to complement the

development of Aushalia's military capabilities. Under this concept,

the Au-stralian Defence Force (ADF) was required both to provide for
the nation's defence and to qcntribute to regional stability by
promoting politico-military interaction through defence activities from

The main offices with inPut into Aushalia's defmce poliq to the-regio.n. are
located on Rusoell Hill in [\e capital city, canberra. Policy advice to the Minister
develops through liaison between the key service and civilian areas, with- inprrt
when iequired-frour the various intellilmce analysis organisations. 1Jr9 *ith
reference'to the views of the Treasury, the Department of Foreigp Affairs and
Trade, and the Department of Prime fulinister and Cabinel. Other departments
may become involved acrording to the tedrnical asPecb of the policy questio.n.at
issie. Public opinion, as expresed by various analysts, Preure grouPs and.the
media, is also an important determinint of policy, whidr ultimately is 'made' by
parliament.
i>parturent of Defence, Tlu Dcfue ol Austrdb f987. hrblidy dubbe4 for
conveniene, the White Paper'.
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which Australia was said to derive benefit. In that sense, defence self-
reliance was believed to 'rcquire rather than preclude' active defence
relations with Southeast Asia.3

Australia's obiectives in interacting militarily with ASEAN
members were touched on in official publications, reports and
speeches. They included the need to promote a stable regional
environment free from hostile external polver involvement through
cooperation to develop Australian and ASEAN members' defence
capabilities. The promotion of a sense of shared strategic interests,
particularly with Indonesia, was also emphasised.

Implicitly, Canberra sought greater acreptance among ASEAN
members for an Australian voice in the management of regional
security. To that end, defence officials reiterated Canberra's disinterest
in the role of 'regional policeman', shessed the non-aggressive nature
of the nation's military policy and posture, and indicated a willingness
to have regional participants take the lead in proposing practical
initiatives conducted on an'equal partner'basis under the categories of
bilateral and multilateral defence cooperation.

Bilatsal Defence Relations: During 1989, Australia maintained bilateral
defence relations of varying degrees of importance with each of the six
ASEAN nations. Activities included: exercises; dialogue between
military and civilian officers; intelligence consultations; and Defence
Cooperation projects. This final category included funding support for
exercises, personnel training, and visits by senior foreign officers.
Defence Cooperation had moved from the provision of military
equipment (during the 1950s and 1970s) to emphasising personnel
exchanges, through training and study visits from which the ADF
derived greater benefit because of the incteased scope for interaction
and shared expertise.

In theory, the level rf effort devoted to each nation was to
proceed broadly according to the White Paper's identification of those
of greatest importance for Aushalian security; with Indonesia
receiving foremost aftention. However, as will be examined in detail
lateri from early 1986 serious tension in bilateral political relations

'Self-Reliance and Cooperation: Aushalia's Regional Defence Policy'. Address to
Parliament by the Minister for Defence, the Hon. Kim C. Beadey,23 February
1988.
See Chapter Seven.
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with Indonesia precluded the allocation of financial and personnel
nesources conunensurate to Indonesia's stahrs.

Notwithstanding the octasionally troubled state of relations
with the region's predominant nation, relatively smooth, high-priority
bilateral contacts were rnaintained with Malaysia and Singapore. In
keeping with the established paftern, lesser prioritlr contacts were
maintained with Thailand and Brunei. The Philippines received
minimal attention.

Multilnteral D$arce Actiuitia: During 1989, Canberra undertook
Defence Cooperation activities, such as visits, military training and
educational functions involving interaction with participans of
medium-tehigh rank from multiple sounces in ASEAN. In additiory
consideration was given in Australian policy-making circles during the
year to the prospect of contributing to an international peacekeeping
arrangement under UN auspices to facilitate a comprehensive political
settlement in C-ambodia.

However, the centre'piece of Australia's multilateral defence
involvement in Southeast Asia remained its contribution to the Five
Power Defence Arrangenrents (FPDA), established in November 7977

between Australia, MaLaysia, New Zealand, Singapore and the Unit.ed
Kingdom.

The Arrangements had originally been intended to reassure
Malaysia and Singapore in the aftermath of both Confrontation with
Indonesia and the decision by the Unitd Kingdom to withdraw its
forces east of Suez.

A key paragraph in the inaugural communiqu6 conveyed the
founders' intention that:

In relation to the extenul defence of Malaysia and
Singapore, ... in the event of any form of armed aftack
externally organised or supported or the threat of such
attack against Malaysia in Singapore, their
Governments would imrrrcdiately consult together for
the purpose of deciding what measures should be
taken pintly or separately in relation to such attack or
threat.5

Five Power Ministerial Meeting Courmuniqu6, 15 Ap,rit l9Z, London.
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An Integ;rated Air Deftnce System 0ADS) had been

established in September 7971 to cmrdinate air force training and
operational readiness. Poliry guidance to the IADS commander
flowed from an Air Defence Council comprising senior representatives
from all member nations. FPDA members allowed themselves
freedom to review, and implicitly to terminate, the Arrangements with
due notice.

During the 1970s and early 1980s, the FPDA experienced
periods of stagnation and reiuvenation, pointed questions as to their
relevance and differing interpretations among its members as to their
purpose. However, the Arrangements survived to exhibit a trend of
declining involvement on the part of the United Kingdom and New
Zealand. Australia emerged during the late 1980s as the prime extra-
regional participant, in deferential cooperation with the local Powers,
Malaysia and Singapore, which increasingly determined the
Arrangements' practical activities and policy direction.

By 1989, Australian FPDA activities, centred principally at the
Malaysian base at Butterworth, included:

o Rotational deployments of F/A-18 Hornet and, less
frequently, of F-111 fighters. RAAF aircraft also
passed through Singapore's Paya Lebar and Tengah
bases.

. [ong-range maritime patrols by P-3 Orion aircraft
covering the Indian Ocean, Malacca Srait and South
China Sea.

o The rotational presence of a rifle company for guard
duty at the base and to participate in land exercises in
Malaysia and Singapore.

r Air defence training and exercises under the auspices
of the IADS, the only FPDA comPonent manned by
multilateral representatives on a Permanent basis.

In additiory apart from participating in FPDA maritime
exercises, the Royal Australian Navy undertook a Program of visits to
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the region whidr had been improved from its previous'regular' to a
'virtually continuous basis'.5

While continuing to devote advanced assets of its own,
Canberra sought to complement the increasingly sophisticated military
capabilities of the regional participants. C-anberra aimed to promote
collective knowledge and interoperability in air, sea and land
operations through training and exercises which maintained a credible
non-provocative deterrent. The FPDA also provided a high-level
venue for politico-military interaction during mapr exercises, and on a
continuing basis thorough policy deliberations.

Having outlined the Australian military contribution in
general terms, the remaining sections of this chapter will examine the
consolidation of Australian defence policy from 1985, before moving to
argurnents in favour and criticisms of the defence approach.

The Consolidation of Defence Policy 198G1989

In March 1986, Paul Dibb presented Defence Minister Beazley
with the Raiew of Australian Defnce Capbilitir. The report's terms of
reference included, inter alia, the identification of Australian security
interests, credible threat contingencies, and the consequent rationale
and priorities for defence planning.T

In preparing the report, Dibb brought a clinically obiective eye
to the business of defence policy formulation. Australian security
interests were defined with reference to two areas of 'primary strategic'
and 'direct military' interest. The first encompassed Southeast Asia
and the South Pacifig within which developments would affect
Australian security, but from which the impact on Australia of any
military tension would be indirect.s The more highly focused area of
'direct military interest' described the expanse which, with Darwin at
its centre, stretched some 3000 nautical miles in a north-south

Further details of FPDA activities during 1989 are at Chapter Six.
For the full text of Dbb's terms of reference as dictated in a letter from the
Minister's Offie in February 19E5 see Dibb, Paoiclv $ Austrelie's Defence
C,ap&ilitbs,7w.
ibid., p.4.

6
7
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direction, as well as from Cocos Island in the east to New Zealand and
the Southwest Pacific.e

According to Dibb, Australia should be prepared to undertake
independent military action in its area of direct milihry interest by
coming to terms with and o<ploiting the continent's 'fundamental
geographic and strategic factors'; in particular, the maritime gap which
separates Australia from the Indonesian archipelago and Australia's
inhospitable north and north-western regions which form the caraPace

shielding its vital social and economic organs on the eastern and south-
eastern fringes.

In terms of threats, Australia would be most likely to
experience atternpts to control the maritime gaP or to effect landings at
from low to significant levels. In response, priority areas for
development were listed for the maritime gaP as: intelligence and

surveillance; rnaritirne stike (air, surface and sub+urface); and Anti-
Submarine Warfare (ASW) and mine countermeasures, for which last
Australia was woefully ill-equipped. For action in Australia's northern
terrain, should the maritime gap be penetrated by smaller scale
aggressors, the Australian Army would require unprecedented
development as a mobile, light-arnred force capable of defending key
civilian and military infrastructure. Indeed, across-the'board
reappraisals would be required to identify dated force struchrre
elements which would be phased out. Future acquisitions would be
kept in line with the requirements of the coherent strategy outlined
briefly above.

The recomrnendations contained in the Dibb Review were
largely incorporated into the departrnent's subsequent Defence White
Paper. For the most part, the White Paper contained only cosmetic
alterations to Dibb's recommendations. Those amendrnents were
designed to address the more compelling criticisms received during
1985 from dorrcstic and allied sources. For example, while the concept
of creating a layered defence was retained, its title was altered from a
'strategy of denial' to 'defence in depth' in order to placate critics who,
despite the readily accessible substance of the concept, read 'denial' to
signify a passive stanc€ evoking images of a fortress Australia. US
officials in particular were said to be uncomfortable with such

ibid., p.3.
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connotations.l0 Notwithstanding Dbb's recognition of the practical
benefits to be gained from the US connectiorlll ,n"'t anxiety was
apparently compounded by Dibb's less than ebullient attitude to the
possibility of distant deployments of Australian forces in support of
Western interests.l2 As a rcsult, the first page of the White paper
adopted a more forthright affirmation of Australia's commitment to
the Western strategic community.

An intense focus on the primacy of Australian interesb had
also characterised Dibb's appraisal of the futule value of the Five
Power Defence Anangements, which were said to reflect the'concerns
of a previous era':

These Arrangements are still useful as a basis for
practical cooperation, but their continued existence is
a political rather than a military consideration. Any
future military involvement that Australia might have
in Southeast Asia will reflct an Australian iudgement
on the balance of our interests at the time.l3

In Dibb's view, Malaysia and Singapore did not have the gm-
strategic proximity to motivate Australian military interest to the
extent that Indonesia would, for better or worse, in future.

The two regional FPDA participants therefore wondered at
their apparent classification as being of declining strategic value to
Australia. The implications of Dbb's implied reticence on the question
of Australia's point-of-crisis commitment to the Arrangements, as well
as generally towards military commitments in the Western interest,
remained undear.

I0 ThomagDurell Young, Xryr"S W 1987 Austtelin Dcfclttt Whib pepr in tlu Light
' of Donestic Political od Allicd Influtzcts ar tlu Objcctiu of Dcfua Sclf-R.tie;cc,

Working Paper No.l52 (Strategic and Defmce Studies Centre, Awbalian National
rr University, Mardr 1988), p.11.
I I [n -terms of intelligm@ exchanges, logistics support, weapons purdrases and
rt delmce gci€nce interaction.tz We have an obligation b provide for our own defmce, and our forces would not

be freely available for other situations that the United Statee might onsider as in
the gmeral western inter€t. Eadr situation would have to be-considered on its
merib at the time and in the liglt of our own defmce priorities.' Drbb, Rnim of

1, Austrdb'1DcfueQpbilitbs,p.t6.rr ibid-, p.,13.
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However, following concerns expressed by Malaysian and
Singaporean officials, the White Paper underbok npre than cosmetic
amendments to Dibb's text with rqiard to the F?DA. C-anberra

emphasised its readiness to tnaintain and upgrade military assets on
rotational deployments through Malaysian ard Singaporean bases

under FPDA auspices.l4 The rnessage that Australia's newly
consolidated strategy of deferrce in depth could benefit from
cooperative activities with regional neighbours was also emphasised
during what can be termed loosely as the'post-White Paper phase',
from April 7987 to late 1989; the condusion of which was marked by a
further deparfinental review which was not released publicly.

During the post-White Paper Phase, the defence contribution
was further politicised with reference to the perceived
complementarity of Aushalian and ASEAN members' general strategic
interests, and in particular to the cornmon need for effective maritime
defence capabilities. 1 s

Arguments in Favour of Improved Defence Activity

Supports of the new defence approach argued that Dibb's
obiective was to address the iloma.tic imperative of defining the most
efficient way to defend the nation. In so doing, he also addressed a

number of related domestic conoerns. These included lending
substance to the government's desirc to focus on Australia's self-
interest during defence planning. Dibb also dedt, albeit indirectly,
with the need to establish more productive inter-service and service'
civilian relations with a view to creating an improved defence
'product' in terms of the establishmenfs advice to government.

To those ends, Dibb drew together prior official and
academicl5 thinking with unprecedented darity. Through the

!! Departmmt of Defmce, Ttu Dcfucc of Austmtia,7987,p.7.15 Kim neaaey 'Awhalia and the Region: The Next Twenty Years', Ad&ess to the
61st Annuai Summer School, Univ€rsity of Wstern Australia, 17 fanuary 1989'

16 The ext€nt of acadenric influence reni"ing vague. However, for an dxample of
early work conducted at the Slrategic and Elefence Studieg Centre in Canberra see

Desinond Boll, tvfrltlrffiqy fot Arctmlin Dcfaw Fore *?cloqiuttt, Rerference
Paper No.62 (Sbabgic and flefence Studies C-€!rtre, AusEdian National
University, Canberra, Febnrary 1981). The paper calledfor morc prcise shategic
guidance, reF'cted the'ore fqce'and'scenariobas€d'offidal onc€Pts of the day,
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imprimatur of his ministerial appointsnent, with his findings largely
accepted by governmmt, he foreed upon the defence community a
coherent frarnework for Australian military planning; the lack of
which over the preceding decade had allowed inter-service and
service<ivilian rivalry to delay consensus on the key conceptual and
force structure issues set out by Beazley with deliberate intent in
Dbb's terms of reference.

Despite the misapplication of the term 'revolution' by certain
observers and practitioners of Australian defence self-reliance,u Dibb
acknowledged the evolutionary natur€ of the transition. Until 198Q
the possibility of a more self-reliant approach had floated as the
unrealised potential of at least ten years of tentative and troubled
analytical development within the various conceptual and force
structure committees at the Department of Defence.lS The overall
framework for Dibb's findings was hardly revolutionary. In particular,
he had noted the continuing dependence of defence self-reliance on US
sources of hardware, logistics support and intelligence cooperation.
The US connection was to be used to hasten national defence
evolution, not junked during the throes of revolution.

Throughout the post-White Paper phase, Defence Minister
Beazley staunchly denied that increased and more sophisticated
military cooperation with ASEAN members, including under FPDA
auspices, constituted a return to Canberra's'forward defence' strategy
of the 1960s. Australia was not to be defended from a distant point in
the region; a task for which Australia lacked the requisite political will,
personnel and capabilities. The size of the Australian Defence Force
would be constrained for the foreseeable future by limited financial
resources. The use of military assets beyond Canberra's area of direct

. and advocated a sbategy of 'disproportionate defence' with eurphasis on the
f . improvement of Aushalia's maritime capabilities.rt See, for example: Andrew Ma&., Austrelb's Dcfcncc Rnlutln, Reference Paper

No.9, (Peace Researdr Cenbe, Aushalian National University, Canberra,
November 1989); C,eneral Peter C Gration, The Auskalian Defence Force: Currmt
Issues and Future Prcpects', in Desmond BaU (ed.), Attst'elb enil tlu Worlil:
Ptologue enil Ptospcb, Canberra Papers on Shategy and Defmce No.69 (SEategic
and Defence Studies Centrg Australian National University, Canberra, 190);
Thomas.Durell Young ?robleurs in Australia's Defmce Revolirtion', Cnrtanpnry

re Sot tcost Asia, Vol.ll, No3, December l989,pNl.ro See Dibb Raiat of Austmlia's Wfarce Cepbiiitics,pp.2L26.
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military interest would be rrpdest.l9 T?re total defence of Australia's
global economic interests, including the extended protection of sea

lanes of communication, would not be feasible. Australian action in
the wider international arcna would depend largely on diplomatic
effort. The Dibb Review and WhiE Paper did not, therefore, signify
blind faith in the military contributiory the limitations of which were
recognised both for national6slgnce20 and regional action.

Thus the policy review process involved the deliberate eclipse

of the various forms of influence theory'which emphasised the use of
extended force proiection capabilities in Southeast Asia and the South
Pacific, and which had tended to contribute to previous confusion in
some political, media and defence circles over the nature of Australia's
approlch to regional security.2l While Dibb had recognised the worth
of strike capabilities within a 1000 nautical mile radius of the northern
coast for deterrence and retaliation purposes,z his essentially
defensive posture eschewed large'scale force proiection.

Increasingly in the post-White Paper Phase, however, the
strategy of defence in depth allowed for assertive activity in the region
well short of 'gun-boat diplomacy'by:

forces able to undertake very long distance operations
necessary for our own defence PurPoses, but also
useful in building solid diplornatic anangements with
our friends and neighbours and capable of acting to
protect Australian interests in a limited way-B

Provision was made in the Dibb Review and White Paper for military gestures of
support to ellied activities beyond C-anberra's area of direct military interesl
H6*ever, the geshrre would not be of vitd scale, nor would the requiremmt act as

a forcr struchrre deternrinant.
Its national limitations induded the pwibilities that the prescribed defmces for
the maritime gap mrght be breadted or that force structure elesrents sudl as the
over-thehorizon radal mine countermeasures and air-to-air refuelling would take
time to fall into place.
For a version of the theory see David Beverage, Totttarils 2070: Sccuriry in ilu Asi&
Pacific, en Austrelbn kgttlr,l Stretcgy, Worldng Papg \oJE0- (Strat-€c and
Defi:nce Studies Cmtre, Australian National University, Canberra, May 1989).

Dnbb, Reoilry q AusPolia's Dcfue Apbilitics,pp.Tp4.
Interview witf, Defence Minister Beadey,'A C-onscious Creation for the Future'in
'Awtralia's Defense Revolution', Dcfans cnd Fcr crga Afitirs, Vol.XVI, No.8, August
79Ef.,p.27.
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In that vein, Beazley foresaw the rreed b build Australia's
military capabilities and b etablish inEractira contacts with ASEAI{
members to ensur€ Canberra a voice in future regional affairs,
particularly as the United States could be expecd h downgrade its
military involvernent while the influence of octernal powers such as
China, Irdia and |apan could be o<pected to irrrease:

We will be a betgr middle power, and we won't be a
minnow among sharks ... what we will have to do is
use our defence capabilities to build friendships rather
than impose solutions.2a

To supporters of this policy, the Dibb Review and White Paper
signified a belief in the worth of a credible defunce posture both as the
best possible guarantee of Australia's national security, and as a
legitimate tool within Australia's wider policy approach to the stability
of Southeast Asia.

A measure of institutional self-inErest was evident - in the
sense that, by consolidating and planning around the crcncept of self-
reliance, the miliary establishnent would be saved from entering any
future dispute from a position of weakness due to a lack of conceptual
foresight or inappropriate military capabilities. Ttre margin for
hesitancy could be improved for a government whidr might decide to
delay a forthright military response at a tinc of crisis in order to avoid
escalating tension. However, with a fledble defence force at its call, an
Australian governmmt would be nrore likely to command r€spect
from potential aggressors and support from allies. National
sovereignty could therefore be usefully enhanced by flexible forms of
defence support rangrng from the rnainEnance of an effective military
detenent to tlre applicatiory if required, of sophisticated and
appropriab levels of force, extending perhape overa perid of years.E

While the self-reliant nrechanism outlined by Dibb was
actepted by most dometic critics, as an appropriaE national defence
method, despite predictions that budget restrictions might postpone or
undermine its implementatiory Australian defence self-reliance took
longer to be accepted in Southeast Asian circle. firis was partiorlarly

24
25

ihnd",p.Z/.
Dibb, Raotlo ol Austmlb's D&w @billtfur., p.tA.
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the case anpng Indonesian critics, who considered themselves directly
affected by virtue of their geographic proximity.

The release of the Dibb Review brought considerable
instability to Australia's defence relations with Indonesia. Indeed,
following the release of the White Paper, Jakarta, which had long
sensed antipathy from the Australian public and in particular the
Australian media, felt itself for the first time since Confrontation
uncomfortably in the focus of the highest level official confirmation
that Indonesia was the npst likely potential threat to Australian
security.

Critics were quick to argue that the architects of defence self-
reliance had underestirnated its detrimental impact on Australia's
wider relations with the region. However, suPPorters of the new
defence policy responded that any honest approach to the problem of
defining threats to Australian sectrrity brought with it the necessity of
obiertive analysis based on inescapable gffitrategic reality. As Dibb
had stated, the 'necessary discipline' of contingency analysis would
prcve difficult, since it involved'assigning a hostile intent to regional
iountries which at present are friendly'.25 The negative consequences
of bringing conceptual order to defence policy were not unforeseen by
defence planners. From their perspective, even if during the course of
implementing deftnce self-reliance, feelings in fakarta wer€ uPset
despite efforts to establish stable, rnahrrre and mutually beneficial
relations, Australia should continue to focus primarily on its national
military interests:

We need to ensurc that we do everything necessary to
pr€serve our own defences, and then sell that
diplomatically, rather than base our policy around
foreign sensitivities.T

Criticisn from Academic and Peace Movement Circles

Promptly after the release of the Dibb Review, sotrr senior
militaqy officers expressed concern that the Dibb strategy was

ibid., p.38.
Ilrl,diy, A GonsdorsCreationfor the Filrre', p3).
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excessively defensive and would render Australia vulnerable to future
political intimidation or miliary strilcers by an aggresor.a

The gradual realisation among critics oqtside the military
establishment that those early interpretations were unfounded in turn
fuelled perceptions of defence policy-makers operating largely beyond
the realms of public accountability to fashion an aggressive military
policy which relied'on provocative high-technology capabilities as the
simplistic solution to regional security problems. In the context of
Australia's relations with Southeast Asia, the Five Power Defence
Arrangements received particular condemnation.

Considered to be the clearest example of the nation's over-
expenditure on military hardwarc of dubious rclevance to credible
low-level military threats to Australian sovereigng, the FPDA were
also said to undermine Australia's standing in Southeast Asia: by
altering (by stealth) what critics saw as Dibb's realistic assessment of
the declining relevance of the FPDA, the defence establishment had
perpetuated a serious crcntradiction. Defence planners seemed to
recognise the importance of contacts with Indonesia, yet persisted with
a military mechanism to which fakarta obiected. During the post-
White Paper phase they had sought to please their Commonwealth
partners while reassuring Indonesia. A more imaginative approach
would be reassure Malaysia and Singapore while downgrading and
eventually phasing out the Arrangements.

In addition, the FPDA were thought to contradict regional
preferences for a Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutsality. They defied
Indonesian sensitivities regarding the neo<olonial overtrones of
perpetuating external power involvement in regional security affairs;
particularly that designed originally in part to check the reemergence
of Soekarnoist aggression. By perpet rating tlre FPDA, the Defence
Deparhnent ignored the possibility that, at a time of political crisis
between Indonesia and Australi4 or between Indonesia and Malaysia
or Singapor€, worst{ase analyses of Australian force proiection
capabilities in the region by officials in |akarta might provoke pre.
emptive strikes against FPDA assets, or against targets on the

28 For a resum€ of views at a onferene on 'Air Power in the Defmce of
Australie'organised by the Strategic and Ele{ence 9udies Cenhe in Canberra see
Andrew Mack, 'Defence Versw Offense: The Dibb Repct and its Critics',
Aus|rellm Outlmk,VoLll, No.l, April 1987,p3.
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Australian mainland. By sustaining a potential irritant, the
Arrangenrents might exacerbaE intsa-regional suspicions and fuel a
regional anns race.

Furthermore, Australia's participation in FpDA exercises
would mortgage the nation's flexibility in a future crisis. c-anberra
could become embroiled in a conflict not involving its direct security
interests; for example, over sovereignty claims in the south china sei.
Having placed troops and hardware from its self-reliant forces onto
regional soil on a semi-permanent basis, c-anberra would be obliged to
defend them at a time of crisis. The distinction between 'consultation'
and'action' implied in the FPDA text would in reality be difficult to
zustain. Singapore, in particular, would continue to attempt to lock
Australia in to the defence of the island republic by urgrng closer
forms of commiEnent such as the assignment of air force assets-. But if
canberra had no intention of doing other than consult during a crisis
scenario, it was misleading Malaysia and Singapore into anticipating a
more active military response.2g

In sum, the Defence contribution to regional security under
ryDA auspices had become divorced from the reality of conditions in
southeast Asia due to a 'dislocation between defunce planning and its
broader political and stratqgic context'.s

By contrast, a more realistic Australian security (as opposed to
merely military) policy would involve withdrawing military lctivity to
recognisably defensive mainland security tasks. offensive sea and air
strike capabilities would be replaced over time by tess sophisticated
assets capable of attending to priorities such as maritime surveillance
and repulsing low-to-rrredium level incursions. The resources saved
could be devoted to diplomatic attempts to find cooperative economic
and political links designed to promote a greater sense of regional
cmperation and forestall the emergence of military conflict. As part of
a comprehensive security policy, regional confidence.buiUing
measures could be promoted, for example, to ban the use of chemical

For a collection of crtticisnrs see Graeore chees€dr an, An Altcnutiu Dcfauc postun
for Aruttdie, Working Paper No.59 (Peae Researdt C-elrtse, Austalian National
University, Canberra, lanuary 1989); and C,raeore Cheesecran, Ooa-Reh h
Austmlia's Filit"ry Poliqy, Wcking Paper No.Z (peace Research C-€nhe,
Austrdian National University, Canberta, August l9E9).
Cheeseoran, An Altcttutiu Dcfctre Postrot pr Anstralb, p.I6.
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weapons and to exchange information on nations' individual military
asseis and activities.3l

Criticism from the Department of ForeignAffeirs rnd Trade

If objections to the military component of Australia's regional

security policy emerged in academic and peace move-me1t-circles as

part of a resuigence of faittr in the relevance for Australia of European,

ilrticularly *andinavian, conc€pts of non-offensive defence and

armed neutrality,g critics in the foreign policy community largely

rejected such ioncepts in favour of the rutiotul defence tenets

contained in the government's White Paper.

That distinction aside, however, the line between critics in the

academic and foreign policy-making worlds was blurred. Both were

concerned to rnake Auitralia's regional security policy less aggressive

and less dependent on military input Beyond seconding criticisms of
the FpDAis neo-colonial character, their affront to Indonesian

sensitivities and their potential tro exacerbate intra-regional tensions,

foreign ministry critics composed additional variations on the themes

played by their academic counterParts.

Throughout 1989, indications of the views of foreign rninistry

officials surfacid in Australian nredia r€Ports. Those reports could be

read as supplerrrents to the diplomatically expressed-criticism implied
in ministeriil speeches. A prime concern was the view that by

defining Ausbaiia's place in the regional seorrity environment, the

DefencJDepartncnt taa nipcrca by inadvertent or deliberate stealth

the wider 
-foreign 

policy realm traditionally controlled by the

Departrnent of For€ign Affairs and Trade; with consequent damage to

the conduct of AuJtralia's external relations. Defence policy had

apparently shrugged itself free of the proper coordjnation rluired by

" 
di*iptit"a and comprehensive security policy relevant-to Australian

and Southeast Asian preoccupations, which centred on the promotion

of national well-being through greater economic and political
interaction. Anachronistic and potentially disruptive Australian

iti4, p.26.
Ao oil" o.op*"I along these lin€ is ontained in David Martin, Attrud l'latrality
fu eus*ilb('Drumnron4 Melboume l9E4).
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military activities were being sustafured by a defencedriven foreign
policy *hig!, threatened to undermine Australia's vital integration into
theregion.s

For critics in the foreign ministry, pollcy equilibrium was
required between the military ard non-military components of the
nation's approach to Southeast Asia. Defence MinisEr Beazley had
been overly assertine in consolidation FPDA exencises and had
compounded the mistake by introducing virtually continuous naval
visits to the region without pausing to prove that Malaysia and
Singapore actually wanted an enhanced, as opposd to continuing,
commitrnent. The FPDA qruld not be easily incorporated into a
comprehensive politico-military package, the military and non-
military elements of which an ASEAN quorum would regard as well
balanced or compatible with regionally defined security concepts.

Perhape the most strident rendition of the academic critics'
belief that defence policy-makers had divorced themselve from the
reality of conditions in Southeast Asia was o<pressed to the regional
media. In August 7989, while annourrcing the launch of a
departsnental review into the implications for Australia of changes to
the global and regional security environnents, an anon5rmous foreign
ministry spokesperson stated that the rcview would examine the
issues 'through foreign pohcy eyes rather than the Defence
perspective'. The spokesperson went on to explain that:

They [the Defence Departnent] look at the region
through different eyes to cpunter hostilities. Our way
is to keep the region secure and the country
prosperous beforc things reach that stage.il

The following chapter will examine atEmpts by critics in the
Australian foreign ministry to develop an internally consistent,'multi-
dinrensional'policy to that end.

911,-'Hgly Bomb€r b"ky Bliqcd Bill Hayden', 9y&ry fv/orlringHcruJd,26lwe
!?9:.p.7j;Te Stab within a Stab rhar Dominates Dilloracy', Sydtrcy Monkt
Hcnld,26 June 1989, p.l3;'Australia Rwampo SE Adan Defence', Atst'trlian,l
Augusr 19E9, W.7, 2; 'Why our Defence Stsategy Should not be a Foreign Affair',
Austmlbn,S Augrrst 1989, p.13.

3*tr"h Revier,ve its Regional Policy; Slrrrts Tint6,zAu$Dt 1989,p.5; 'Arlshalia
Begfus War Gameg with US amid Seority Revierv', letntu Post,2 Augrrst 1989,
p.5.



CHAPTER 2

THE REORIENTATION OF FOREIGN
POLICY

It is difficult to identify precisely the point at which the desire

for a cross-policy approach incorporating greater attention to non-
military meins ol enhancing Australian security was transformed into
action in official circles in Canberra. It is certain, however, that the
preceding defence policy review provided a catalyst which took

ionsiderable time to spark activity at the Departsnent of Foreign

Affairs and Trade OFAT).

The appointment of Senator Gareth Evans as foreign minister
in September iig8 f,as been cited as providing the condition fora more
reflective and assertive approach by DFAT to the business of shaping
Australia's regional security policy. However, the momentum had

been building well before them among the morc perceptive academic

and official analysts. For example, after endorsing the defensive bent

of Australia's newly established national defence Posture, one such

analyst concluded:

Achieving long-term security requires as much
aftention being Paid to non-military means of
preventing war as to defence. Yet on this crucial issue

lhere has been no ministerial review and no public
debate. Australia needs both.l

As with the previous defencedominated Phase, significant
interaction took place between DFAT officers, principally gathered in
the departmentls Policy coordination Branch, and like'minded
academics positioned at the International Relations Department, Peace

Research Centre, and Shategic and Defence Studies Centre at the
ciunpus of the Australian National University located nearby.

Mack,'Defence Versus Off€nse: The Dibb Report and its Critics', p.E.
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The Cross-Poliqr Crawl

The opportunity for various contributors, including Senator
Evans, to air the basic cnnceptual building blocks of a new cross-policy
approach to Australian security came in December 1988 at a
conference organised by the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,
entitled 'Australia and the World: I'rologue anrd Prospects'. If some
clumsily mixed metaphors can be excused, the confercnce allowed the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade to doff its cap in the
direction of the Defence Deparhnent at Russell Hill, even as the newly
established Evans regime arrived to seize the baton of responsibility
for the future counee of Australian security policy.

At the conference, the Dibb Review and White Paper were
described by Senator Evans as having provided a 'conceptual
watershed'for both defence and foreign Policy. Defunce analysts were
cledited with having indirectly 'liberated Australian foreign policy
once and for all' by relieving Australian policy-makers of their
previous inclination to define the nation's security with deference to
the interests of traditional allies. As Evans described it, defence had
also provided the impetus for a more coherent, considered cross-policy
approach:

... the evolution of our defence and shategic thinking
has put into sharp relief the reality that Australia's
interests are multidimensional, and that to promote
these interests we need policies that are equally
multidimensional. And it has rnade clearer the kinds
of choices that are available in the process.2

The Minister then unveiled what with hindsight appeius as the
exploratory work of a novice team confronted by a daunting task.
With unremarkable simplicity,'the pursuit of the nation's interest' was
identified as the key concept which should bind effort within the
defence, economic and political components of a cross-policy
approach:

It is a matter of first identifying the relevant national
interests - what one is trytng to achieve or protect, and
why; then assessing the various opportunities for

ibid., p.3.
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influence in pursuing them, which involves weighing
up both the 'assets' and 'constraints' sides of the
ledger; and devising strategies accordingly.3

The overall aim would be to establish a 'sense of priorities, and
a resourc€ allocation to match'4 within the limiH budget available to
policy-rnakers under the eqrnomic conditions of the day.

Couched for the most part in thernatic generalities and
abstraction, the Minister unveiled his depa.rtment's preliminary
thoughts on the most productive types of activity within each of the
three national interest categories: strategic, economic and political.

His appraisal of strategic priorities and concerns appeard
uncontroversial and consistent with the direction previously
established by the Dibb Review and White Paper. Stability in
Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific should be pursued through
contacts and cooperation with regional and mapr extemal Powers.
The rnaintenance of 'effective working relations'S with Indonesia and
Papua New Guinea rated special mention.

Australia's economic interests included the prornotion of
liberal global and regional trading regimes; for which the efforts of the
Cairns Group within the extant round of the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations provided an early model. Under the category of political
action, the Minister highlighted the notion of Australia as a 'good
international citizen'5 active in such oncerns as global ecology, anti-
narcotics efforts, programs against acquired immune deficiency
syndromg decolonisation, arrns control, peacekeeping and the
promotion of human rights. The concept was defined as'an extension
into our foreign relations of the basic values of the Australian
community',7 *'ith the multiple aims of promoting positive behaviour
and cooperation between states, long-term stability, ild, not
incidentalln an environment conducive to the pursuit of Australia's
economic interests.

ibi4,p.11.
ibid,p.14.
ibid"
ibid., p.6.
ibid.
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The next public viewing of Australia's developing cross-policy
approach canre with the delivery by Senator Evans of the Roy Milne
Memorial Lecture in Melbourne in April 1989.8 The speech provided a
refined rendition of the basic themes and priorities identified in
December 1988. A coherent and internally consistent foreign Policy
would both react to and influence the changing intemational and
regional environment characterised by a number of factors: a probable
though limited decline in US influence in Southeast Asia; increased

though manageable activity on the part of emerging extra-regional
powers, namely laPan, China and India; the relative decline of
luperpower ideological tension as a factor in relations between states;

a iimultaneous though less than cast iron consensus that 'military
solutions have limited applications',g and increased prospects for non-

violent conflict resolution and cooperation across a range of common
socio-economic issues globally and in the Asia-Pacific. While the
region would not be free of disputes:

... the desire for growth and prosperity is the more
compelling and significant force. it is no exaggeration
to say that economic aspirations today constitute the
prirnary dynamic of both domestic and external
poticies in the Asia-Pacific region.lo

Without neglecting Uaditional UK and U$based contacts,
Australian initiatives for the promotion of economic links with the
growing Asia-Pacific markets would receive incrcased attention.

Clearly the momentum was building for a comprehensive
definition of Australian security interests, and for an equally broad
shategy for their pursuit which extended beyond Prirnary reliance on
military mearui. Nevertheless, the military contribution to Australian
security via its provision of a strong national defence mechanism was

again expressly recognised. In addition, while the Minister called for
the improvement and concentration of diplomatic and economic
assets, he also apparently endorsed the established military approach
to Southeast Asia with the observation that:

Selrator Evans, 'Foreign Policy hiorities', Roy Milne Meurorial Lecture, Austsalian
Institute of lnternational Affai$,27 April1969, Melbourne, Printed tn Australbn
Foreign AffeirsendTruL,Vol.Q, No.4, April 19E9, p.139.

ibid.
ibid., p.141.
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Much of the focus [of Australia's regional defence
policyl is on regional capability and regional
cmperation - e.g. through the Five Power Defence
Arrangerrcnts - but the policy is very far rcmoved
from the so<alled 'forward defunce'postrlre of earlier
decades.rr

By defending the Arrangerrenb from the allegation that the
FPDA were an anachronism, the Minister appeared to acknowledge
the appropriateness of the Arangements both to regional
requirements and to the cross-policy framework he was building for
the pursuit of Australian interests. At the same tinre, however, the
Minister identified Indonesia as a key focus for the application of non-
military effort with a view to adding 'some ballast to a relationship
which necessarily remains among our most important'.I2

Thus, whether to reassune regional FPDA participants or to
provide evidence of harmony between Labor's somewhat estranged
defence and foreign policies, at the official level, extant forms of
cooperative defence activity with Southeast Asia appeared to have
been embraced by this more coherent and less abstract rendition of the
themes first aired some four months previously. However, the
possibility remained that tensions might arise within a cross-policy
approach which strove to enhance contacts with Indonesia while
maintaining, and indeed, as the defunce community intended,
upgrading Ausfalia's commitment to a set of defence Arrangements
which Indonesia had previously questioned and which in the context
of contracting domestic resources might divert funds from an
improved'Indonesia policy'.

A reliance on public documentation of the various stages of
review within DFAT can be deceptive. However, an unofficial and
still indecisive indication of the potential scope of the DFAT evaluation
of the defence contribution came with the publication in June 1989 of a
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre (SDSC) Working Paper by a
member of the Policy Coordination Branch within the Departnent of

ibid.,p.l€.
ibid., p.142.

l1
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Foreign Affairs and Trade.l3 A version of the paper had been
delivered in May 1989 to the Australia-Irdoneia Seminar at the
Australian National University; a closed affair held annually for the
benefit of senior Australian and Indonesian foreign and defence
policy-rnakers, as well as selected academics. While stressing that his
opinions were in line with but did not represent official views, the
author proposed the long-term rcconsideration of:

the continuing relative importance of established
forms of military cooperation in which we are
involved in the region such as the Five Power Defence
Arrangernents ... and the Integrated Air Defence
SYstem'll

The author foresaw the need to 'get the deterrence/
neassurance mix right';ls perhaps by doser attention to the prospects
for less provocative, implicitly more sophisticated forms of political
and military confidence'building measures. Initiatives might include
encouraging Southeast Asian nations to improve their military
dialogue; achieving acc€ss for Australian civilian participants in that
dialogue; and promoting regional arms control, particularly in the
fields of chemical and biological weapons. These milder forms of
military cooperation would be set in the context of a comprehensive
political agenda including active inter-govemmental consultation on
economic and ecological concerns.

It is possible that the contrast between the author's direct
criticism of the FPDA and the Ministey's apparent support in April
1989 indicated differences of view between DFAT analysts themselves
as to the relevance of established defence contacts. The SDSC Working
Paper, and especially the May version delivered to an Indonesian
audience, could well have been used as experimental feelers to help
consolidate the DFAT position and, as a result, determine the extent to
which DFAT policy-makers might be obliged to stand against the tide
of increasing defence enthusiasm for the Arrangements.

A.C. Kevin, Ivbjor Pontct Infuctrccs on tlu fuuthast Asian Rcgion: An Ausbelbn
Viaz, Working Paper No.183, (Strategic and Defence Studies Cmtre, Australian
National University, Canberra, June 1969).
ibid., p.25.
Lbid.,p.2..
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Whatever the state of DFAT thinking during the first half of
7989,by August of that year media commentators had established that
rival reviews of Australian security Poltcy werc underway within the
defence and foreign ministrie respectively. A DFAT source was
quoted as indicating that the DFAT review miSttJ recommend
alterations to the established appncach'at the rnargins'.l5 The prospect
of continued interdepartmental wrangling rabd front-page attention.

The Cross-PolicyWdk

On 6 December 1989, Senator Evans tabled a ministerial
statement in Parliament with the straightforward title, Australin's
Regional Sauity. The statement represented the nation's first attempt
to codify the principles of a comprehensive and internally consistent
cross-policy approach to its own well-being.

Some familiar observations concerning the expected fluidity of
intemational and regional affairs were incrcrporated into a preliminary
chapter which set the scene for a core section outlining the various
military and non-military rneans by which Australians would help to
maintain a positive regional environment. Those means would
include diplomatic initiatives, economic ties, development assistance,
action on international non-military threats, and the exchange of
people and ideas. The importance of the 'genuinely defensive'I7
national military posture established by the Dibb Review and White
Paper was confirmed for its avoidance of comprehensive force
proiection and ib provision of a 'secure south'l8 for ASEAN. The
worth of possessing sound national defence assets and undertaking
appropriaie forms of cooperative defence activity in the region,l9 in
tandem with wider action under the non-military categories, was
confirmed:

The contribution that our military capabilities make to
our general national status strengthens our ability to
exercise leverage across many fields. It also gives us

!6- 'Australia Revamps SE Asian Defence', Arctnlbn,l August 19E9, pp.l and 2.

:: Evans, Austrelb's Rcgionel fuurity,pra,59,
j: ibid., para.59.t' Sudr as bilateral deferrce cooperation and participation in regional seority

arrangemmt3.
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aocess to a range of militaly and security deliberations
and developmenb we would not otherwise have.o

At first glance the docunrent pieced together neatly the various
components of a'multidimensional' security policy. As its definition
of Australian security indicates, Australian politico-military activity in
Southeast Asia would involve rnerging the contributions of the
foreign, defence and other domestic policy-making communities:

The protection of Australia's security ... has more than
one dimension. In specifically military terms, it
involves the capability to deter, and if neoessary,
defeat attacks against us; in broader external poliry
terms, it involves acting through rnany different
policy instruments, to maintain a positive security and
strategic environrnent in our own region.2l

Australia's past tendency to concentrate on military issues
when considering ib security intelests in Southeast Asia was to give
way to a more comprehensive evaluation.Z However, each non-
military contribution to the cross-policy melting-pot would be first
shaped with a view to maximising its direct relevance to the overall
aim of enhancing Australian secrrrity. This new managerial principle
was to have important ramifications for those individual non-military
components which had previously been only loosely coordinated, and
which had focused primarily on the direct portfolio-specific gains to be
made in the international arena. In future:

The variety of assets, capabilities and poliry
instruments available to us for use in the regional
contrext should be employed with an awareness of
their possible relevance to our wider security
interests.E

Furthermore, in view of Ausfalia's interest in becoming
involved in a wide range of interdependent relations with its
immediate neighbours, individual components within the cross-policy

ibid., para.72.
ibid., para.57.
ibid-, para.1&{.
ibid., para.l55.
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approach would address Southeast Asia and the South Pacific as their
first priority:

The importance of Southeast Asia and the South
Pacific to our long-term national security requires that,
in terms of policy attention and allocation of resources,
we give those regions greata priority tlun their intrinsic
significance in any prticulm pliry ara woulil otheratbe
wanant.24

National security considerations would henceforth drive, for
example, economic policy, on occasion against the independent logic
of that component which might otherwise have perpetuated the
neglect of less important ASEAN markets in favour of trade and other
forms of economic cooperation with North Asian, European and North
American centres.F

The term'comprehensive engagement' was duly affixed to the
cross-policy approach prescribed for Australia's relations with
Southeast Asia.26 The 'diverse and substantive array of linkages'27
between Australia and Southeast Asia were to include: continued
support for ASEAN; cooperation via other multilateral arrangements
such as the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) group; a
readiness to encourage Indochina and Myanmar to engage in positive
contacts with the region; and an end to Australian inhibitions as to its
ability to participate in regional affairs.

Thus, the Evans Review brought conceptual discipline to the
formulation of Australia's non-military approach to regional security.
However, expectations were to remain unfulfilled among those who
had observed the evolution of DFAT thinking in anticipation that the
Minister would reveal a detailed strategy for the implenrentation of
Australia's regional security poliry through the combination of
diplomatic, economic and militaqy input. The document went no
further than to set the broad conceptual outline for such a grand
scheme. Its concentration on'general principles which should govern
our approach to the formulation, implementation and presentation of

ibid., para.157 - emphasis added.
ibid., para.l55.
ibid., para.173.
ibid., para.155.
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policies relevant to our regional security intertsts'4 suggested that the
planning and coordination of the cross-policy approach was still in its
nascent stages.

A full appreciation of the tinkering within, and coordination
between, components that would be required would await future
public presentations. Unlike the Defence White Paper of 1982 the
Evans document gave no indication of the relative resource votes to be

devoted to components within its approach. Neither was a clear

indication given of the lines of responsibility delineating a particular
departrnent's bailiwick, the requisite committee and other mechanisms
for communication and consultation between departments, or the
centre of final authority which would decide the relevance or
otherwise of a particular department's ProPosal in relation to the
overarching principle of the promotion of Australian interests. It was

in the grey, everynnn's land of interdepartnpntal overlap, under the
category of Australia's 'politicro-military' activity in Southeast Asia,
that enduring tensions could be detected.

Tensions over Politico-Military Policy

Beneath the veneer of interdepartmental carnaraderie, and
notwithstanding Senator Evan's consistency with the principles of
Australia's national defence Policy, one basic question remained
unanswered. What did the cross-policy walk mean for future defence

policy and practice in Southeast Asia: was it to be reined in to a
position of deference within the framework of a multidimensional
approach to regional security?

While the extent of the tensions between the respective

departrnents cannot be easily determined from without, two
observations (which may also have been in the minds of Defence

Departnent analysts confronted by the early signs of an emerging
DFAT challenge) are worth making in response. The first relates to the
nature of the transition Phase which marked the attempt by DFAT to
assume prime responsibility for the formulation of regional security
policy; the second pin-points certain complicatiorrs which analyss
might have expected to persistbeyond the transition Phase.

2E ibid-,para.154.
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First, the handover was characterised by the presence of
contenders of unequal experience in the formulation of security policy
pertaining to Southeast Asia. On the one hand foreign ministry
analysts were finding their legs in the lalgely unchartered realms of
economic, political and deferrce pollcy coordination. On the other, it
was arguable that defence policy had been the only component of the
three to be properly rationalised as a coherent unit with prime focus
on Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific, prior to DFAT
aspirations to conduct a 'multidimensional waltz'. Any such waltz
was bound to be particularly clumsy in its early stages, characterised
by some crushing of instihrtiond toes, and prone for the indefinite
future to the occasional shinarinding stumble.

In fact, the Defence Departsnent continued to lead from a
position of confidence in the established military contribution. Drring
7989, Defunce Minister kazley further politicised the defence
contribution, embeddilg it in topical domestic and rcgional political
and ecronomic issues.ze On the regional front, Beadey stated with
rhetorical flourish that:

Survival is a product of a totality of factors, one of
which is the willingness to be massively involved in
the strategic issues of the area in which we must live.s

Defence cpnfidence in its Southeast Asian role derived indirect
monrentum fiom a similar belief in its worth, under vastly different
circumstances, to the security of the Southwest Pacific.3l Influence
could be gained for Australia through the presence in both regions of
defence activities attuned to local rcquirements. Ttrese were familiar
defence establishment themes reiuvenated at a time when sceptics
predicted the decline of the military contribution to regional security.
For Southeast Asia, Australia's strategy of 'defence self-reliance within
the framework of alliances and regional associations' was carying itsetf

30
3l

Domestic concerns induded tlre need for defence to flnd more efficient wa)rs to
pay for its self-rcliant strateg5l as a result of the nadon's declining ecnn-oqric
proopects, while protecting key eonoric asets srdr as off-shore islands,
territcies and maritime resources. The potential fq dourestic defene indusEy
production to bo6t strte coffem and reduce unemployment was highlighted.
Nqthelrr defmce infrashrcture was dso 'sold as a poJdbie tqulst attra&onl
'Defence Asault on Ada Pacific', Alstrrlisn Finrnnid Rtzi.o,4 May 19S9, p.13.
According b Beadey We have shown that Defene cen make i srtriLudqr to
thce countries'nadqr building': s'Ddence Asault on r{.ria Padfic', Australbn
Fituncbl Rmia,llvlay f989, p.13.
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a conceptual and practical niche in the new circrrmstancts of the day,
shaped- by inoeasing suPelPower detenb and the prospect of
e-"tgit g external powets such as lndia, fapan and China.32

If the hanrCover phase was a tussle between unequal policy-
rnaking institutions, the complications of sudr a situation were also

apparent. For defence officials, the first involved the possibility that
the 'sharp edge' of Australia's military commitment to regional
security might be blunted by DFAT attemPts to blend in 'softer'

concepts with which the latter was mor€ comfortable; including the
remnints of former Foreign Minister Hayden's preoccupations.S
Evans' early contribution to the security debate, the concept of
Australia as a 'good international citizen', snucked of an attemPt to
tack the decreasingly relevant remnants of the Hayden legacy on to the
mainstream regional security method, which had been centred largely
on concrete military tmls developed on Russell Hill. It was also

possible that the more active promotion of 'Australian values' as an

ilement of a cross-policy approach, could itself bring new levels of
instability to relations with regional nations by contradicting their
behavioural norrns. The progress that might otherwise have been

made by more pragmatic, less value-laden military initiatives would
be undermined.S

The second, more immediate complication of the hand-over
phase might be described as the possibility that DFAT officers ^ig[iend towards bathwater analysis' of the defence approach. DFAT
analysts might indulge in an impulse not urrcomnron among newly
formed decilion-rnaking bodies to ass€rt and consolidate their control
by identifying'problem areas' and ingenious'solutions' requiring the

abandonment of aspects of the previous regime's approach. It is
probable that in the early stages of the handover Phase, defence

policy-rnakers searched carefully for signs that DFAT planners might

32 See Hon. Kim C. bdey,'Australia and the Region: The Next Twmty Years',

Ad&ess to the 61st lnnual summer sclrool univ-ersity of westem Australia, 17

January 1S9.
Haydrir had long be€n cddcF€d fc his predonrinant focns on gloqalteu€ su.dl

a" jup"rpowet dGnrurammt and dwdopurmlin lurory-ana-South Africa at the
expeise of attention to iscuee in the Sotrthwest Padfic and Southeast Asia.

Iniact, DFAT already exerted dgnificant inf,uence in shaping the various policies
which deternrined tire charactd of defence contacts with Sqrtheast Asia, For
example, long-strnding policy constraints circgnscribed activities in areas sudl as

defence industry and special fore @oP€ra6on.
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intend to dispatch the various babies' which defence had nurtured
through the complexity of regional politics; occasionally in the face of
hesitancy on the part of the very departrnent which now daimed
overriding authority in the policy process.

Thus while the Evans docrrnent incorporated with ease the
rutional defence pqlicy tenets established by the Dibb Review and
White Paper, questions as to the best method to extend Australia's
politico-military inlluence into Southeast Asia remained implicitly a
source of tension.

As Evans had indicated, the new Australian approach would
to some extent be defined by the resource constraints of the day. The
managerial directive addressed to decision-makers across the
spectrum to focus their'assets, capabilities and policy instrurnents'on
security interests in the Southeast Asian and South Pacific regions
implied the need to identify less relevant policy options which either
on principle or kause of limired funds should be downgraded or
culled from the cross-policy approach for the coming decade.

A pstle for resources within and between military and non-
military elennnts might be settled by reorganising priorities within
each component. However, during the course of his statement,
Minister Evans identified a number of non-military areas which would
require upgraded effort, presumably well beyond the level of
resources -previously allocated; for example, the foreign visitors
program,3s and Radio Australia.s The signs for Defence Departrnent
analysts were not promising. Canbena's APEC initiative was heralded
as an 'excellent' example of the coordination of economic, political and
diplomatic resouroes, while the impending agreenrent between
Canberra and |akara over the Timor Gap was cited as:

A dear example of a non-military solution to a
problem that has historically often led to conflict - a
disputed -boundary involving the fate of prized
resources.3T

In addition, {uestions remained as to the relative resource
levels to be devoted to security cooperation with Southeast Asia and

Ev ans, Austtnlb's kgintul Scatrity, pra.ll2-
ibid, para.142.
ibi4, paras 110 and 113.
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the Southwest Pacific respectively.s This financial uncertainty that
would impact on the future shape of Australia's military participation
in Southeast Asia remained unresolved, at least publicly, at the time of
the release of the Evans document.

However, since funds can generally be found for a policy
component for which sufficient eysErnatic support exists, the debate
within the pages of the Evans document between the DFAT and
defence voices was of more imrnediate importance for the future
course of Australia's cooperative military activity in Southeast Asia.

Before listing the specific dirordant echoes of inter-
deparhnental tension over politico-military policy, it is worth
indicating that, in the Australian context, it is rare for a foreign or
defence policy paper to be released without detailed consultation
between interested departsnents.39 The various analysts within their
depa.rtrnental hierarchies are in theory tasked to canvass all issues and
policy options obictively as the basis for their department's advice to
their respective ministers. Notwithstanding the neubality of their
briefs, it is common for deparfinents to generate distinct and
adversarial agendas for policy formulation and reform. It is also
possible for a poliry document to contain traces of interdepartmental
dirord, recorded 'finally' (and perhaps sornewhat deceiffully) as a
consensus opinion. In reality, the position recorded may be far from
final, not least due to the need to maintain flexibility given the fluidity
of intemational and regional events. The tendency to defend
established policy instruments and assert a department's position on
the future modification of those instruments will also survive the
codification of policy at a particular time.

In that light, the peculiar, 'each-way-bet' section of the Evans
document devoted to Aushalia's politico-military approach to
Southeast Asia appears less perplexing. Three key subtcts of
interdepartnrental contention can be identified, narnely: the prospects
for improved military cooperation between Southeast Asian nations;
the worth of the Five Power Defence Arrangernenb; and the need to
realign defence assets to upgrade military contacts with Indonesia and
Thailand.

38
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ltesumably resourc€lr would be divided in line with the established defence
principle that the Southwest Pacific would receive equal attention.
Some would argue that the Dibb Review was an ironic exception.
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A Regional Def etrce C ommanity?

The possibility that Southeast Asian natioru might strive for a
higher form of intra-regional defmce cooperation would be of vital
importance to policy-makers in Canberra intent on seeing Australia
more closely involved in both military and norrmilitary activity in the
region. A cross-policy approach improperly hrned to the region's own
dynamics would risk Australia's alienation. Thus the Evans document
identifies active participation in the'gradual development of a regional
security community ba-sed on a sense of shared security interests'& as

a key element of its policy of 'comprchensive engagement'' The

document notes that the trend in regional military acquisitions had
moved towards 'improving defence capabilities which would have a
regional application'. Aspects of this trend arc cited as including: the
greater interoperability of Southeast Asian defence equipment;
increased maritime capabilities; and, at the operational level, irint
training and exercises on a bilateral basis'.4l

The Defence Departrnent's counterpoint is contained in the
same section. The creation of an intra-regional collective security
arrangement would be 'unlikely in the near future'4 given the
differing security perceptions and obiectives of Southeast Asian
nations and their preference for informal and bilateral forms of
cooperative defence activity. However, the DFAT voice has the last
word, warning that Australia should be ready to participate in a

collective security arrangement, should it eventuate due to ASEAN
members feeling the pressures of increased influence'seeking by
external powers at a tirne of decline in the stabilising Presenc€ of the
United States. The impression left by the exchange of DFAT and
defence opinion is that, notwithstanding contemporary barriers, the
seeds of a regional defence community had been sown and might
germinate during the 190s.

Evars, Austmlie's Regimal Scanraty, pta.776.
ibid., para.82.
ibid., para.&!.
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The Fioe Power Defetw Arangmrarts

As a direct consequence of this optimism, and despite Minister
Evans'apparent support for the Arrangenrents in his earlier speech of
April 1989, the Five Power Defence Arrangements receive ambivalent
treatnent.

The Arrangements are noted as having been revitalised in line
with Australian, Malaysian and Singaporean interests€ and are
described as being 'of value'.4 However, the description appears
particularly reserved when coupled with the suggestion that the
'FPDA should be seen as but one of a range of cooperative defence
activities in the region'.45 Although AuCtralia's rnain obpctive is
described as 'participation in a gradually emerging sense of shared
strategic and security interests',6 and although it is made clear that the
FPDA will not be terminated in the short term, the FPDA are expressly
severed from a key argument previously used by defence officers to
shore up the pro-FPDA case; namely, that the Arrangernenb permit
multilateral and increasingly sophisticated forms of nraritime
cooperation.4T

Instead, the document reftrs to the need to develop maritime
surveillance cooperation with Southeast Asian states through
increased and improv& 'bilatqal exercises and exchanges'.4 The
argurnent that the Arrangements provide an influential political enh6e
into the region is ignored by a document purporting to weigh all
elements of an appropriate politico-military contribution. Likewise,
the consequences of forfeiting a venue for cooperative defence activity
between Malaysia and Singapore are not considered, except in so far as
the implicit assumption is made that such a venue would be rendered
s-uperfluous with the coming of an intra-regional mechanism. By
downplaying current, and contemplating the eclipse of future,

ibid., para.78.
ibid.
ibid., para.79 - errphasis added.
ibid., para.80.
Paragraph E0, descibing the possible future need to subsume the FPDA into some
wider regional arrangement or understanding is inserted between the 76th
paragraph's apparmt support of the FPDA as relevant to all participants'
requirem€nts, and disrssion in the 81st paragraph of southeast Asjan nitions'
interest in maritime surveillance ooperation.
ibid., para.Sl - emphasis added.
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multilateral activity under the FPDA, the document dismisses the

contemporary and future need for such a mechanism on behalf of both
Malapia and Singapore:

It might eventually Prove possible ard appropriate to
subsunre such arrangements in a wider new regional
security community arrangement or understanding.+r

Australia's aim under such an arrangement would be to
achieve compatibility with Southeast Asian trends by presenting it:
defence contribution as 'a regional asset contributing to a regional
goal'.so Implicitly, the FPDA is portrayed as inadequate and a
potential liability.

Bilatq at Military Relatiotrs utith Indoncsia antl Thailand

While the rcader is left with the impression that the FPDA are

to be tolerated as an expendable stepping-stone towards a higher form
of regional defence community, the document goes on to recomrnend

the iirprovement of defence iontacts with Thailand and Indonesia,sl

which might complernent such a community in the long term. The

proposal for increised bilateral contacts, and implicitly a shifttowards
indbnesia, is aired as a contribution to 'the development of greater

trust and shared security perspectives'.s2 To be consistent with
perceived regional moves towards enhanced security cooperation, and

io facilitate Australia's direct military and non-military contacts with
Indonesia, it is assumed that the Australian defence contribution must

be fully reconciled with Indonesia's curr€nt and anticipated regional
predominance.

The motivation for increased defence contacts with Thailand is

strong. Prior to the release of the Evans document, Australia had

clearly indicated its interest in developing ecrcnomic contacts both with
Thailind and with Indochina (for which Thailand would provide
useful points of entry). Bangkok was widely seen as an emerging
centre of influence in ASEAN affairs, perhaps to the point in future of

ibid., para.60.
ibid.
ibid., para.79.
ibid., para.81.
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challenging Iakarta on sonre issues. Compared to Indonesia,
Thailand's lack of geo-strategic imrdiacy provided the opportunity
for relatively 'trouble.free' bilaEral defence contacts in support of
Australia's obiective of developing a defence contribution suited to
contemporary regional requirements and a future defence community.
Increased aftention to the lndoresian and Thai alternatives would
allow Australian forergn policy-rnaken to rcnder the military
component of the politico-military contribution less controversial.





PART II

ASEAN PERCEPTIONS



CHAPTER 3

THE CHANGING REGIONAL
SECURITY ENVIRONMENT

It is perhaps a 'travesty of history' to reftr so briefly, as this
chapter will do, to the unprecedented global and regional
developments which occurred during the late 1980s. Similarly, the
diversity of perceptions of those events may not be adequately
conveyed by the collage to follow. However, the purpose of this
chapter, and of Chapter Four, is to focus on the concePtual and

practical responses by ASEAN members during 1989 to unprecedented
change at the global level and to the prospect of indirect 'ripple effects'
in the Asia-Pacific.

This chapter will open with dirussion of a review conducted
early in 1989 by ASEAN members of their long-standing concept of
'regional resilience'. Subsequent Practical'tests' of the revised concept,

pertaining to the prospects for a new regional order, will then be

canvassed as an introduction to a morc detailed examination in
Chapter Four of the first, and to some surPrising, intra-mural
challenge to the p(rcess of conceptual rejuvenation which came with
news of an offer by Singapore to host US military facilities.

Together, Chapters Three and Four will reflect the state of
regional security thinking from which critics of Australian defence
policy towards Southeast Asia drew their inspiration. The scene will
also be set for an analysis of ASEAN members'perceptions both of the
prospects for close intra-regional military cooperation and of the
FPDA.

Regiond Resilience Revisited

The rneasure of predictability which the later stages of the
Cold War had provided in Europe continued to be undermined in
1989. The prospects of a declining Soviet threat and increased

democratic reform in Eastern Europe pronnted political tryprrchanant
between the superpowers, and boosted nuclear, chemical and
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conventional arms control initiatives. Doubts were also triggered over
the future relevance of NATO and the Warsaw Pact. For ASEANI
members, however, differences between the rnanagement of order in
Europe and in Southeast Asia had long been apParent.

In 7971, ASEANI had forrnally declared its intention to create
aZone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality GOPFAI{) encompassing all
of Southeast Asia. The so-called Kuala Lumpur Declaration was
couched in general terms to that effect with an emphasis on the right of
regional nations to determine arrangements for their individual and
collective economic and social stability, free from interference by extra-
regional states. In particular, ASEAN members agreed that:

the neutralisation of Southeast Asia is a desirable
obiective and ... we should explore waln and means of
bringng about its realisation.2

In 7976, in a lengthier, slightly more specific document, the
Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in Soutlreast Asia outlined ASEAN
support for the concept of 'regional resilience'. Members would:

endeavour to cooperate in all fields for the promotion
of regional resilience, based on the prirrciples of self-
confidence, self-reliance, mutual, respect, cooperation
and solidarity which will constitute the foundation for
a sbong and viable community of nations in Southeast
Asia.3

In7987, following an ASEAN Heads of Government Meeting
in Manila, members confirrred their support for regional resilience,
ZOPFAN and the creation of a Southeast Asian Nuclear Weapon Free
Zone(SEANWFZ).4

However, beyond broad statencnts of principle in official
circles and some academic support work, particularly on the
SEANWU idea,s exactly what ZOPFAN and regional resilience meant

Exduding Brunei, whidr irined ASEAN only after independene in 1984.
Kuala LumErr Declaration, 1971.

Treaty of Amity and Cmperation in Southeast Asia 196.
Meeting of the ASEAN Heads of Government', 1+15 Deqlbetr 1982 ASEAN
Secretariat.
See SoedFd Diiwandono, Srnthrct Asir u t Nrc|zlr Ftu Tnne flnstihrte of Strategic
and Intemational Studies (ISI9, Kuala Lumpnr, 19E6); end Muthiah Alagappa,

1
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in detailed practical terms, as well as tlreir chanc$ for implementation,
remained difficult to divine.

During the late 1980s, it was clear that the decade to follow
would be one of considerable flux in Eurcpe ad perhaps in the Asia-
Pacific. ASEAN observers gerwally welcprned sigru of a growing
political rcryrhaflefll between the Soviet Unbn and United States,
and foresaw possible indirect benefits for Southeast Asian nations
including improved prospects for a political settlement in Cambodia,
as well as economic ties with Moscow.6

However, while ASEAN officials adopted positive attitudes
towards the apparent demise of communism in Europe and the fall
from fashion of ideological and military confrontation between states,
they remained cautious regardrng the impact thos€ tr€nds would have
on regional order in Southeast Asia.7

As the Malaysian Prime MinisEr Dr Mahathir obsenred, the
world had only just entered an 'era of tansition and ib attendant
uncertainty'. The global shift toward multipolarity could portend
'other important battles to be fought, different dragons to be slain, new
powers and new constellations to relate to'. Although the distinction
between threat and opportunity in the new era would at tirnes be
difficult to determine, the necessity for improved inba-ASEAN
cmperation in ecrcnomic and political terms was considered
imperative.S As a consequenc€, ASEAN members began to reevaluate
their conceptual guidelines for the promotion of regional security. In
particular, the concept of 'regiond resilience' was iudged to rcquire
fine tuning.

Drring 12 lanuary b 1 March 1989, the Indonesian National
Defence Institub (Lemhannas) convened the first ASEAN Seminar on

Taannk e Nucln ltlapns Ftu Tanv h funiltasl zts& 0nsdtute of Strategic and
Internadonal Studies, Kuala Luarpr, 19V).
Tlu Prcllic h m En ol Clwtgc: Thtals md OVptutittizs (lnsdtute of Strategic and
Inknatimal Shrdies, Kuala Lunpr, 1987), Reord of ISIS TV Frurl RTM
Nelwork 2,24 Nwemb€r f987.
Alatas cited h 'RI Appeals for a More Strble Re&n', I&rb Fosl, 4 lanuary 1969,
p.l.
Mahathir btn Mohamad, 'Regbnalisur, Globalistrr rnd Spheres of lnflumce:
ASEAI\| and the Ctrallenge of iXrange tnto the Tw€nty-Flrst C.€nhrry', Singapore
Lectrrre, f4 Deqrber l96E 0nsdtute of Santhd rMrn Studtes (ISEAS),
Singepce, 19891,p.7.
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Regional Resilience in Iakarta. Participants included senior
goverrunent officials and military personnel from ASEAN, excluding
the Philippines.

I-emhannas had been involved in the formulation of national
security concepts since its inception in the laE 1960s. By 1989, the
concept of 'national resilience' (the economic, political, social and
military coheion of each member nation) was well developed on'an
individual basis by most members to the extent that communist
Vietnam's future participation in the EFouP could be contemplated.
However, ASEAN officials and scholars recognised the need to further
refine the tenets of regional resilience to bolster the group's solidarity,
to indicate methods for improved intra-mural relations and to define
collective responses to the uncertain through by no means wholly
ominous international and regional envircnments exPectd for the
1990s.

During the Iakarta seminar, ASEAhI nrembers reaffirned the
principles contained in previous ASEAI\.Icommuniqu6s pertaining to
the management of order through regional resilienc€. ASEAN
members, and eventually Southeast Asian nations collectively, were to
insist on their right to govern their immediate environment. However,
as the Indonesian Armed Forces Chief General Try Sutrisno stated
during an address to the January seminar, it was the responsibility of
ASEAI{ members themselves to rnake the concept of regional
resilience workable.9

To that en4 the threat or use of force during intra-mural
disputes was to be esdrewed. Interferrence by one member in another's
internal affairs would not be blerated. The nature and detail of
members'dealings with extra+egional nations was to be the Preserve
of individual governments rather than sone overriding collective
ASEAI\I authority. However, while ttre sovereignty of each nation was
sacrcsanct, members were exPected to crcruider the comnmn ASEAN
good as far as possible when defining individual strategies to deal
with the changing international circumstances of the day. The

interdependence of members was to be stressed. ln short, ASEAI{
would continue b provide loose, consultative guidance to remind
rrembers that individual national prosperity could not be assured in

'ASEAN has Enhanced Regiur's ImageSays Top Indon Cgreraf, Nalo SfiaitsTittus'
14 fanuary 1989,p.12.
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the long term without due atEntion to the views, limitations or
divergent interesb of fullow-members.

Above all, it was incumbent upon regional members to
pr€pare to assert their control. As ltofessor Sumitro Diriohad-
Kusumo said in his address to the lakarta conference:

. ASEAN regional resilience will be influenced by the
success of its members to come to gnps with their
internal problems and equally so by their ability to
maintain and to further develop a corrunon regional
approach to problems and issues originating from
'outside'. By observing the intertwined relationship
between national policies and regional interests we
will be able to turn 'extra-regional' forces into
invigorating elernents or at least mitigate their adverse
im;nct.1o

To that end, comprehensive intra-mural cooperation was
encouraged. The ASEAN character was worth preserving. U"ity
would bring a strong collective voice, partiorlarly in economic
dealings with more powerfirl industrialised nations.

In political terms, with the cohesive force which the Cambodia
issue had provided fast dwindling, and with older generation leaders
particularly in Indonesia, Singaporc, and perhaps Malaysia at least
contemplating the twilight of their active political careers, stress was
plad on promoting contacts between the younger, emerging 6lites.
The need to nurture, as best possible, the personal rapport which had
existed to varying degrees between older generation leaders and
which had facilitated ASEAI{ rrpmbers'adherence to the principles of
non<onfrontation at times of intra-mural discord was recognised.

Social and cultural understanding had been considered,
particularly among Indonesian officials and analysts, to be a
prerequisite for efftctive and enduring cooperation arnong ASEAN
members. Without such a foundatiory tension could be triggered and
quickly escalate over apparently trivial issue. ASEAlrl's sucress as a
confidencebuilding nrechanism which had promoted mutual
awareness and tolerance, and brought together nations of diverse

t0 A Gbbal Economy ln Uneasy Transition', /aftrtn Pc;t,g{enuary 1989, p.4.
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historical and socio-cultural backgrounds, was on record. However,
participants at the falorta conference urgd gr€ater attention to

educational and training exchanges, especially among younger
citizens.

Regional economic cooperation would be particularly
irnportant given the expected primacy of economic over military
competition in the emerging international and regional environmenb.
The pursuit of interdependence and maintenance of respect between
membens of unequal economic development were central tenets.

However, ASEAN had long been criticised for its poor cooperative
economic performance. As General Try Sutrisno indicated to the

fakarta conference, addressing problems such as global protectionism,
currency fluctuations, new trade opportunities and the increasing
rcgional influence of japan and the other East Asian Newly
Industrialised Countries (NICs) required 'more serious and deeper

pondering fsl d$f,AN.u

Military cooperation among ASEAN members, but outside the
auspices of ASEAN, was also considered a useful element of regional
resiiience. In principle, the aim of such cooperation would be to
develop a sound military franework through indigenous bilateral
contacti, enabling Southeast Asian nations to declare the ZOPFAN a
viable conc€pt. of particular importance to rnaritime southeast Asia
would be local, as opposed to externally directed, efforts to ensure the
security of regional sea lanes of communication. However, in order to
realise the ZOPFAN goal, some military contacts for exercises,

intelligence and tsaining exchanges with extra-regional nations would
be inevitable. Such contacts would be left to the discretion of
individual ASEAN goverrunents in the hope, as mentioned earlier, that
a member nation would not disregard long-standing corporate
prescriptions for the managenrcnt of regional order.

Post-Conference Reality

While participants enrerged from the fakarta conference intent
on better communicating among ASEAN members their revision of

11 'ASEAN has Enhanced Region's Image Says Top Indon General', Nazr Straits
Tints, 7 4 lamary 7989, p.l2'
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regional resilience, with the aim of presenting their findings to ASEAN
governments for formal approval,t2 a number of tests were visited on
the reiuvenated concept during 1989.

The remainder of this drapter will examine briefly the rnairr
'imponderables' which ASEAN was obliged to address.

A Ngut Oriler in Southeast Asia?

As mentioned, ASEAN observers were generally not slow to
welcome the prospect of bipolar ditnte. However, the notion that a
new, rrore stable regional order might result in Southeast Asia
remained highly questionable.

The apparent demise of communist ideology, reduced reliance
on military means and search for economic contacts by European
nations was not read to portend the end of tension or overt conflicts of
interest, including military confrontation in extra-European theatres.l3
As Hasiim Djalal, Head of the Research and Development Agency
within the Indonesian ministry of foreign affairs suggested, the
supe{poweni would not abandon attempts to extend their respective
spheres of influence despite changes in the 'nature and intensity' of
their efforts.la For Singapore Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew, the
failure of communist economic theory and political ideology did not
mean an end to miliary conllict between nations.lS For Indonesian
Defence Minister Moerdani, the economically dynamic Asia-Pacific
could become a focal area for increased competition among extra-
regional nations.l6

In fune 1989, Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir summed up
regional views conceming the paradoxical mix of threat and promise

12 
Ptit g- 1 ryess conference at the condusion of the fakarta conference, Mapr
lenaaf Sabiiaktq Governor of l-eurhannas, indicabd the preliminary nature of
the revision: We call it an initial conctpt because it has yet to be apprdved by Bre
governm€nts of ASEAN countries'. See 'hesence of US Bases in SE Asia Stil

12. !9es1ry:_Gen Soebiiakto', /4&e rb Post,2Mardr 1989, p3.rr Moerdani Predicb Crnllicts in the Next Five Years', lilolae post,4 February 19E9,
p.1.

ll ![a1gr.P-owers.ETerge as Superpowers Change', /atrra posl, 6 February 1989, p.4.
:2 'Glotal Issues in the Eyes of ihe?M', StmitsT-itrpi,l6 fuly 19S9, p.E.ro 'ASEAN-Japan must Cooperate on Inteflrational Issu6', lalwte post,27 Marctr

1%9,p.6.
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which Southeast Asian nations would face during the 199Os. On the
brink of a new era of 'soft imperialism', economically sourced conflict
would be likely between erstwhile allies as well as between
adversaries. Yet the shift in emphasis from ideological and military
confrontation to economic competition could also pernqJ new
opportunities for mutually beneficial contacts between nations.r/

The rnood of guarded optimism was sustained throughout the
year.l8 Indeed, the surprising developments in Europe during the
later months of 1989 seemed for some observers to confirm that the
concept of 'securit5r' could not be narrowly defined in terms of military
aspects alone, but should incorporate eqcnomic and socio-political
problems which, if left unattended, could trigger conflict between
nations.lg However, while Mahathir had urged ASEAN to prepare for
a 'second phase' of regional reconciliation with Indochina which
would merge the two into a harmonious'Southeast Asian system of
states',2O the requisite catalyst - a comprehensive political settlement in
Cambodia - remained elusive. Although considered positive factors in
facilitating such a solution, the effects of the May SinoSoviet Summit
and improvernent in relations between China and Vietnam remained
unclear.

Thus by year's end, mapr impediments to wholly productive
interaction at the regional level were perceived to have persisted.
Although the margin for optimism had increased, 'uncertainty'
remained a leitrnotif in ASEAN membets' analyses of their future
regional security environment.

Ambivalent appraisals by ASEAN members of the potential
characters and roles of the various extra-regional nations that might
strive to participate in Southeast Asian affairs reflected their caution.

t7
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Mahathir,'Beyond Confrontation - The Challmge of Peace in the Pacific', Ad&ess
to the Third Asia-Pacific Roundtable, ISI9 Kuala Lumptr, June 1989.
'soeharto Hails East W€st Rapprocheurent',lelc;lle Posl, 15 November 1989, p.3.
Alatas, 'Only Change will Bring World SecLtri ty' , le}oirla Post,6 October t 9E9, p6.
Mahathir,'Beyond-C-onfrontation - The Challenge of Peace in the PacifiC, Ad&ess
to the Third Asia-Pacific Roundtable, ISI9 Kuala Lumptr, June 1989.
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Oatsiile Nations

Iakarta had nroved to restablish norrnal diplornatic relations
with China incrementally and with caution.2l Indonesia's gradual
paae was considered prudent by its ASEAN fellows due tio uncertainty
over the Chinese regime's disposition caused by Beiiing's apparent
resolve to develop its naval proie.ction capabilities (partly to uphold ib
claims in the Spratly Islands) and by Beiiing's willingness to suppress
domestic political reform, as evident in the fune Tiananmen Square
massacre.Z Indeed, President Soeharto's July statement that military
aggression against Indonesia by the turn of the century could not be
ruled out was widely read as a reference to China. !

ASEAN members individually and as a group adopted a low
profile on the human rights aspects of the Tiananmen Square
incident.B They evoked principles of non-interference in order to
avoid discouragrng positive trade and investrnent contracts with
Beiiing, Chinese guarantees of reciprocal non-interference in dometic
ASEAN affairs, and negotiations on a comprehensive C,ambodian
solution. On balance, normalisation of relations with China was seen
as a positive foundation for the new regional order; particularly, at an
early stage, annng Thai observers.24 Singapore remained primed to
follow in Jakarta's steps. However, as the Chinese delegation departed
fakarta in December after having laid the technical groundwork for a
meeting of Chinese and Indonesian foreign ministers, the meeting date
was not announced. No regional analyst could be confident of the
relative costs and benefits which would result from the emerging
trend.

Relations were frozen in 1955 following allegations of Chinese support for an
abortive communist oup in Indonesia the previous year. Limited hade ontacts
were resumed in 1965 and in February 1988 the initial decision to normalise
relations was taken.
Lee Ktran Yew, cited in 'Global Issues in the Eyes of the PM', Straits Tines, lS luly
l9tl9, p.25; Gmeral Hashim, 'US Bases Issue, HK 1997 an Affect KL's Sectrity',
Straits Tinus, 2 Augwt 19E9, p,74; International Forum Indoneia (Non-
Governmmtal Organisation (NGO) think-tank), Vietnam and China will Remain
Threats toASEAN', StmitsTinus,2 Septeurber 1989, p.19.
The issue was raised only by dialogue partners at the fuly pct-ministerial meeting
in Bnmei: 'Comered China a Danger to Region', StreitsTinus,T July I989, p.l.
'Siddhi Welcomes Strong China-lndonesia Ties', Bazgftot Post,28 February 1989,

P.5.
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If the potential for Chinese force proiection into Southeast Asia
was of some consern, similar caution tempered ASEAN member€'
enthusiasm for contacts with India and fapan In the former case,
Indian officials had iustified the nation's naval build-up with reference
to its requircment to develop self-reliant coverage of its extensive
coastline, Exdusive Economic Tnne (EEZ), off-shore oil assets and
maritime trade lines. During 1988, an attempted coup in the Maldives
had been quickly squashed by Indian rapid deployment forces.
Although India's assertive image was undermined by late 1989
through its ineffective intervention in Sri Lanle, New Delhi had
continued to hone ib maritime strike and interdiction capabilities to
the extent that regional obsenrers predicted that, inter 4ha, ib airlift
capacity for rapid intervention might extend to the eastern edge of
Southeast Asia during the early 1990s.2s During his National Day
address, Prime Minister Lee pointed to the Indian ability to proiect
military power over 'great distances' as one element of a more
complicated regional scene.25 In October, Malaysian Defence Minister
Rithauddeen encouraged Indian officials to indicate unequivocally that
they had no intention of interfering in regional affairs.T

Yet the unpredictable nature of India's likely relations with
ASEAN membens had been highlighted earlier by Thai efforts in 1989
to entice Indian interest in economic cooperation. During a visit to
New Delhi in March, Prinre Minister Chatichai had sought to revive
bilateral contacts to encourage Indian investnrent in Thailand's south
and south-eastern provinces, and to improve bilateral trade relations,
partly as an entr6e br Bangkok to other South Asian markets.2s

A similar mix of opportunity and threat crcloured ASEAN
perceptions of the emerging fapanese identity. While regional nations
had strong reason to dread the prospect of a rcturn to independent
fapanme militarism of the sort experienced during World War Two,
the spectrum of ASEAN opinion was diverse. Assertions that fapan

25

26
27
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'In-dia's Airlift Capacity 2nd only to Superpowers', Brrlgbk Post, 4lanuary 1989,
p.8.
Medium Powers a New Dangsr', Stmirr'Thna,2l August 1989, p.18.
Suruby Tittus,I5 October 1989, p.15.

14 f.t* Beginning in Thai-Indian Relations', Natlm,28 March 1989, p.8; 'PM Sees

F"Ul t Econoqric Bridge to Indh', Erag&ok Post, I April t9||9, p2; Thailand
Shows Finese in Diplonracy with Soilh Ad^',N.tbn,X) May 1989, p.8.
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should not develops into'a mapr military world powsl'29 mingled
with expressions of confidence that ASEAN concenui would be heard

in Tokyo, that Japan was not lilely to rcvert to crrde military tactics,

and inat lapanese military capabilities rernained essentially
defensive.S The optimists drew reassurancie in particular from Prime
Minister Uno's mid-year diplornacy during which Tokyo admitted,
and implied repudiation of, is aggressive role during the early 1940s.

There was indeed substantial incentive to accePt Tokyo's bona

fides as a leading political and economic participant in the new
regional order. C-apital flows to ASEAN, for example to the

Philippines and to less developed areas in Indonesia, would boost the
netwbik of nationally resilient economies envisaged as the basis for
regional prosperity. In Manila's case, regional resilience could be

shored up at one of ib most vulnerable points. Access to fapanese
markets could be obtained through technical cmperation with
japanese companies. To that end Prime Minister Kaifu announced in
September that Tokyo intended to become an 'import suPerPower'.
ASEAN might also find an ally in its calls for a more open global
trading regime,3l and might develop as the first regional grouping of
Newly Industrialised Economies (MEs) through |apanese
interaction.u The ASEAN-Iapan Development Fund would provide
substantial support for small-to-medium scale rnanufacturing
industry.S In additiory fapanese economic Powet could be focused on
the reconstruction of Indochina following the mandatory
comprehensive settlement in Cambodia, an approach rrrentioned by
Foreign Minister Taro Nakayama in September as part of |apan's non-

military, though'actionist' foreign Policy.

The flip side of the |apanese coin was somewhat less

promising. The scramble for funds might bring division and acrimony
io ASEAN ranks. Tokyo might indirectly encourage contacts with

Hasiim Dialal, Mairr Powers Ecrerge as grperpowers Change', lelwb Post' 6

Febilary ifAe, p.l;iSneS C-onferene, Japan can Help Keep Security in Southeast

Asia', reported in Slmits Tinus, 12 May 19fJ9, p.4.
Wanandi, 'Soviet Union can Take Part tn ActiviUes in Asia, PaclfrC,Ietsta Post,2'
Marctr 1989, p.19; Moerdani, Japan's Military Unlikely to do Foolish Things
Agin', StmitsTittus,2l July 19E9, p.14.
M-ahathir, Japan Told: Hel-P Make it a Mce Equitable World', Neo Stnils Tittus,S
May 1989, p.l.
'Ctiok Tong Urges fapan: Help ASEAII', SfiaitsTirttr,l4 fune 1989, p.1.
'A Frierrds-Tlmily Vidt', Nai stmitsTinrr',4May l9E!t, p.E.
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Indochina prior to the desired comprehensine solution in Cambodia.
US pressurc on Tokyo to sharc the financial burden of American forcas
stationed in fapan, and to adopt morc assertive support roles in ib
maritime and air defence, might encourage an independent |apanese
military mind, perhaps already intent on inEnsifying indigenous
weapons development capabilities in response to disputes with the US
over the transfer of military techrology.g ln short, the Japan-US
nexus, the mechanism upon which ASEAN depended indirectly to
keep an independent |apanese military impulse in check, might fail.
As fapan was influenced either by a declining US $onal military
presence or by nunerous military requirements of its own,35 post-war
public and constih.rtional inhibitions barring military activity beyond
100 nautical miles might be gradually eroded.

In an editorial in Novernber 1989, the Straib Times summed up
ASEAN's predicanrent. Greeting news that fapan might extend its
military capabilities to protect ib national interests as 'martial
maturity', but noting that ASEAN members had reacted with'various
shades of tolerance', the writer pinpointed the lack of direction from
ASEAN rnembers as to what might constitute an acreptable |apanese
military role in the new regional order:

there is no consensus ... This is a very unwise haziness
and therc should be more determined attempts to set
down the parameters clearly.

As the writer continued:

The rules of the garne must be dearly worked out, if
only because a growing fapanese military profile both
at home and abroad is inevitable in the long run.s

fapanese defence and foreign ministqy officials themselves
ended the year with a warning that depite the December Malta
Summit between the superi.:owers, the elements of the new Asian

l,ee Poh Ping Faoilty of Eonomics and Administratior, University of Malaya,
:IapanFe Relations with the US and its Irrplications for ASEAN', Nero Srniirs
Timcs,4 October 1989, p.f0.
Sudr as to protect vulnerable plutonium cDnvoys to Europe and Japanese
natiqnlg abroad or to participate spre effectively iir UN peaeleeplng effinb by
deploying military personnel, or to rddres Sovielnaval fqces in th; Far East.
'Belligsant to Bmign', Stnits Tint6, zNovecrber 7%9, p.21.
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regional order had yet to be determind. Indecision was a

chiracteristic not limited to ASEAi.l members.T

The view that the US also lacked a coherent plan governing its
approach to regional security on the eve of the ney^ era was pursued

during 1989; particularly bylndonesian observers.s But while some

in Iai'arta e*pressea scepticism that the us military bases in the
phiiippines were in fact essential to regional sAbility,39 and indicated

aisappointment at the Americans' lack of support for ZOPFAN and
tfre 3EAVWFZ,0 observers in Singapore warned that the balancing
influence of a US military presenc€ remained an indefinite necessity in
the Asia-Pacific.al While lubsequent controversy over the point will
be explored in detail laterf2 it is worth noting at this stage that during

1989 neither the US nor ASEAlrl officials themselves could arrive at the

beginnings of an agreed blue.print for American political or military
involvement in regional affairs.

Similarly, the future role of Washington's erstwhile adversary,

the Soviet Union, was by year's end ambiguous. Visits to Moscow by

Alatas in May and by Soetrarto in September (the latter's first since

1964) had signified both a reaffirmation of fakarta's non-aligned Poliq
and a prag-atic desire to improve bilateral trade, investment and
other econ-omic contacts.a Morow was thereby confirmed as an

acceptable partner, particularly in the light of its support for the
jakarta Informal Meeting (fIM) process and new desire to de'
emphasise idmlogicd and military conflict.

However, if the need for increased multilateral, apolitical
economic contacts was conunonly realised among ASEAN officials as

an element of an effective strategy to deal with outsiders, the nature of
the particular soviet reglme with which ASEAN would interact during

Japan Gropes for a New Era Soviet Policy', SttaitsTittrcs,T Demrber 1-989, p'2' .-
Ub eoU"y'-, Southeast Asia not Clear{uf. lalrrb Put,29 August 198?,- q'1; 'US

Foreigrr Folicy Critidsed as Fragmented and Unfcused" I*gda Post'?O August
1989, p.1.
'US $se DebateGrrc.*An',lelartaPat,22 August 1989, p'4.
Alatas, 'RI Appeals for More Stable Region', /aterla Posr, 4 lanua\ ,9:p'7'.,us Role in ni6on vital d€pite netter sinosoviet Ties: BG Lee" Strrits Tittus,79
May 1989, p.20.
See Chapter Four.
Sabam Siagan, 'soeharto, Gorbadrev Sign Acccd on C-ooperative Tre".lebrb
Post,l2S"it*tUo l9E9,P.|;'RI, USSR bcooperac on International Issues', Press

Corrmuniifu4 la Septecr-ber 19E cited in ll&ttt4 Post, 22 Septcnrber 7989' p.6.
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the 1990s had not been sketched even in draft. Mixed signals had been
received from Moscow through the year, over Gorbachev's own
domestic political longevity; Soviet intransigence regarding the return
to |apan of dispuEd islands in the Kurile chain; and increased Soviet
naval and air force activity in the Sea of Okhotsk and the northern Sea
ofJapan.

Intr a-ASEAN Co opu ation

In February 1989, as participanb at the First ASEAN Seminar
on Regional Resilience continued their deliberations, and on the eve of
renewed ASEAN efforts to prornote a comprehensive political solution
in Cambodia through the second fakarta Inforrnal Meeting,Indonesian
Foreign Minister Alatas foresaw that ASEAN might in future be
judged as to whether ib membel€ were:

found ready and capable of rising to the
opportunities and challenges that were presented to us
at a pa.rticularly momentous iuncture in world
developments, and indeed, succeeded in solving the
problems of our region on our own and in accordance
with the- higher principles of our corrunon political
destiny.e

While the |IM negotiations were to founder due to a lack of
political will to compromise on the part of the cambodian factions,
Alatas' rhetoric did pin-point the need for ASEAN members to assume
a more assertive role in the rnanagement of regional order by
developing effective avenues for both outside contacts and cooperation
within ASEAN; in short, by transfurring the tenets of regional
resilience from abstract theory to contemporary reality.

In terms of economic cooperation, identified as a key element
in the bonding process within ASEAN, regional observers had

M 9i$ T'Opportunities for Southeast Asia', lotarte posl (editorial), 20 February
1989,p.2.
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themselves in the past criticised the collectirre performance.4s DurinS
1989, the tenor of that criticism reached a mone serious pitch.

In February, for example, Thai business representatives found
that the promise oi pitt ASEAN irdustrial vmhrres had lapsed.6 In
August, Prime Minister Mahathir urgd greater atbntion to trade and

invesunent links, Partly to counbr the domination of global markeb
by develo@ nations.4T In October, the Malaysian Finance Minister
Daim called for improved ASEAN cooperation in banking, insurance
and other service sectors, and appealed for a stronger collective voice

against global protectionism.s similar calls for results rather than

rhetoric lo counter potentially negative trends such as integration in

the European and in the US{anadian markets werc voicd by
Indonesiah officials.a9 Indonesian analyst Sudinti Diiwandono added
that:

ASEAN has not achieved as much as expected ...
particularly in the economic field. ASEAN rernains

ihe business of its foreign ministers.s

In December, the normal quiet Brunei officials added weight
to the year's growing urgency.st D'rring a more pornted address, Dato
Paul Leong confirmed that ASEAN tended to be passive and reactive
rather than proactive in relation to international economic

developments, that inadequate progrcss had been rnade in reducing

non+ariff barriers between ASEAN countries, and that some members

For forthright <riticisms of the 'tragically omirc play' involving Pt"fT:lFd
Trading Ariangerrenb, see Steven Wonp !9 (Econo-mic) ImPo-+l"ce of Being
ASEAff, in TElmptancc of king ASEAN (ISF, Kuala Lumpur, 1987).

sesrinar at the National Institute of Development Adninistration, reported in
'Members of ASEAN Told to Ptay by the RulC , kngkok Put,7 Febngly Jf!1, p.:.
Mahathir Address to the 1fth Anirual ceneral Assembly of the ASEAI.I Inter-
Parliamentary orpnisatiou reported in 'call For More ASEAN Trade" Naz, Strcils
Tittus,Z3 Attgttst 1989, p.3.
Daim Addt;s to the-l5th ASEAN Insurance C-ommissioners' Meetinp Kuala
Lnmpur, reported in 'ASEAN Action Needed Sap Dain', Ncttt Strcits Tirrus' lO
October 19E9, p.15.
Radius Prawiro, C-oordinating Minister for Economics, Financial and Industrid
Affairs, Address to the 4th AS-EAN Trade Fair, Iakarta, reported in'ASEAN Urged
to Elininate Trade Tmsions', /aftlrln Posl,4 October 1989, p.1.

'Asia-Pacific Continues to be Arena of PJvalry',lekerb Posl,7 Octoberr 1989, p3.
Sultan Hassanal Bolkiah, Addrese b the 21st ASEAN Economic Ministers'
Meetins, Brunei, reported in 'ASEAN must Utilise its loint Strength: $rltan',
le*mta-Pat,l Decem-ber 19E9, p.1; see also Malaysian analyst Noordin Sopiee, 'Six

Hard Facts of Political li'fe', Naio Stnils Tiaas, 10 Decanber 19E9, p.15.
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might justifiably be tempted to turn to other economic opportunities
beyond ASEAN:

even without actually disengaging from ASEAN, a
gradual refocusing of attention elsewherc can change
its character quite dramatically.sz

While the introspective criticism continued, progress was
made during the year in developing socio-political and economic
bonds. Efforts to promote contacts between younger generation
leaders were given rinewed impetus, particularlybetr^Len Indonesia,
Malaysia and Singapore.s Sundry cooperative arrangements from the
substantive to appa.rently miniscule lvere made or nrooted covering
cooperation in areas such as Vietnamese refugees, science and
technology, the media, engineering consultancy, police action against
narcotics-related and cross-border crinre, emergency rice stockpiling,
and sporting contacts.il

In purely economic terms, cooperation was enhanced in areas
such as tourist promotion, pint venture projects, shipping links,
fisheries development and comrnodity trads.55 While some bilateral
and trilateral economic contacts existed only rnarginally under ASEAN
auspioes in the sense that benefits would not flow to the entire group,
more exclusive contacts between ASEAN rnembers were portrayed as

l,eong Chafurran of the Group of 14 Working Committee of the ASEAN Chamber
of Commerce and Indusby; 'ASEAN Eonomic C-oop Said to Lack Yitallty',latarte
Posr, 1 December 1989,p.4.
'Hsien loong Sure Ties Will Remain Clce', Naz Stnits Tirrlcs,2l January 1989,
p.10; fC,oh's Visit to Bolster S'pore-RI Cooperation', labrta Post,29 February 1989,
p.1; 'Soeharto-Coh Keen on Younger Generation Cop', lokaila Post,3l-March
1989, p.7; Malaysia and RI must Avoid Misunderstandings', laknta Pcr,t, 12 lune
1989, p.4.

:49E4ti !ftin-8 End to Retugee Problem', Nczr Straits Ti,tus,7 Mardr 1989, p.2;
'ASEAN Consultant Engineers Grouping * Up; Nant Sneits Tin*,,7 June 1989,
p9; 'ASEAN Speakl *iq One-Voice on its Interests', lelarta Post,l0 Iuly 1989, p.5;
'Drugs: ASEAN Police Force foin Hands', Nau Straits Tirn2s,7 August-f 989, p:14;

4SEAN Food Stockpile', Na;o Stmits Titttt-s, 16 November 19E9, p:12; 'Harkmoko
Foresees Growing Role for ASEAN Pr*', la*nrta Post, 1 December 1*19, p.4;

:P^a^yng_W3y for Better ASEAN Ties', Nezr Stmirs Tittus, 10 Decernber 1989,i.6;
'ASEAN Nations Clcer to fudicial C-ooperation', lalentu Post,ll tf€cember 1989,
p3.

FUi"g ASEAN to the World', Nant Stmits Tirrus, 6 Mardr 1989, p.l2; 'ASEAN

Fy-"_^.:ptSl Urged to Set Up More foint Proircts', laknta Pat,8 fune 1989, p.Z;
'€E4llFtsheries Agree to Avoid Unfair C-onrpetitton',laktr|a Post, 7 August 1989,
p.7; 'ASEAN Agrees to Indude More lteurs on YIA', lalarte Post, 2 Demrb€r 1989,
p.l.
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indicative of the potential for improvement. For example, during the
year Malaysia and Thailand worked to revive a long-standing
proposal to create a |oint Dwelopment Authority to_exploit oil and gas

rreserves in disputed waters in the Gulf of Siam.s With the year
ending on a positive rhetorical note following custornary declarations
of resolve at the 21st ASEAN Economic Ministers' Meeting in Brunei,
Singapore Deputy Prime Minister C,oh Chok Tong felt able to launch
speculation that a'triangle of growth'within ASEAN could be created
in which the Republic, Batam Island in Indonesia and the state of fohor
in Malaysia couid pool their respective resources.ST

Perhaps because Singapore envisaged itself at the managerial
helm, with the other participants providing basic nahrral resources
and labour, the proposal was initially flagged tentatively. Although
the consensus .unong ASEAN members was that much work had yet
to be done to promote conbacts between them, substantial inhibiting
factors persisted.

Intra-ASE{N Discoill

The prirnacy of national sovereignty and self-interest among
ASEAN members rernained an underlying therne of the various
discordant incidents which occurred during 1989. Just as cooperative
contacts ranged from the substantial to the apparently miniscule, so

negative incidents spanned the behavioural spectrum.

Stalemate prevailed over sovereignty claims in the South
China Sea (betn'een Brunei, Malaysia, and the Philippines) and in the
Sulawesi and Natuna seas (between Indonesia and Malaysia).
Members' 'defenc€' of their maritime borders included blends of
discussion, deliberate silence, controversy and judicial action. In the
latter category, step6 were taken against incursions by fishermen into
neighbouring waters; on immigration problems including illegal
border crossings by itinerant workers; and on the treatment of one
member's citizens under a neighbour's law.

'Cleer Ties with Thais', Nant Stmits Tirzcs (editorial), 6 August 1989, p.10.
'Spot", Batam and Johore Can Form a Triangle of Growth', Straits Tirrus, 21

Decsrber 1989, p.3.
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The tension during these incidents lvas not unfamiliar and was
for the most part managed without serious disruption. However,
perhaps the year's nrost striking example of ecronomic and political
individualism came with the Chatichai administration's pursuit of its
obiective, first announced in August 1988, of transmuting Indochina
from a battlefield to a marketplace'.

From the early months of 7989, Chatichai repeated his bold
rhetoric of the previous year with the conviction that given sufficient
political will, economic cooperation between erstwhile antagonists
iould shore up regional order.s The proposal was acknowledged as

partly motivated by a desire to establish _Bangkok as the centre of
development in rnainland Southeast Asia.59 However, in terms of
gains to the whole ASEAN FouP, an economically driven
rapprochanenf with Indochina was also intended to facilitate Progress
towards a comprehensive political settlement in Cambodia.

ASEAN rnembers were for the nrost part dismayed by
Bangkok's deviation for the group's long-standing political position
that no overtures should be made towards Vietram prior to the
agreement of a comprehensive solution in Cambodia. Chatichai's
unprecedented januaqy meeting with Hun Sen was perceived to have
launched a new Thai 'rogue' elenrent in regional diplomacy, the
political implications of which remained uncertain both in terms of
how ASEAN members would henceforth relate to each other on
Indochina issues, and how each might choose to relate individually to
the local communist bloc.

Singapore for one fought all the more determinedly to retain
the hardline ASEAN position. Sceptical of the veracity of Vietnam's
announced troop withdrawal, concerned that Vietnam might retain
hegemonic designs in the long term over its neighbours, adamant that
tacit approval lhould not be extended to Flanoi's invasiono yet
willing to encourage Vietnam towards peaceful economic interaction
with the region following a comprehensive solution, Prirne Minister

Chatichai, Address to the 6th Regional Security Conference on lnternational
Security in Southeast Asia: 'Current Problems and hcpects for Resolutio-n',
reported in World Enters New Era of Peae: Chatidrai', lalote Post,S July 1989,

p.1.
'PM: Thailand can Become Nudeus of Asia-Pacific', Netion,I7 February 19E9.
'Aggression must not Pay', Stnits Tirws, S July 1989, p.1; 'Beware of Viet Tactig
Warns Kan Seng', Straits Tinus,37 fuly 19E9, p.1.
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Lee Kuan Yew flew to Bangkok to explain the Republic's policy.6l
Dming his visit, Lce implicitly countered Thai criticism of the
Republic's position, which had allowed Singaporean private sector
involvement in lndochina while urglng retention of a formal ASEAN
economic boycntt of Vietnarn@

Other ASEAN members werie rrpne equivocal over the group's
future relationship with Indochina. Malaysian and Filipino officials
quietly supported the economic rationale for the Chatichai initiative.
Agreed that in the economic sense the policy was appropriate,
individual memberc gradually prepard to fasten on to an idea which
was apparently building a rnomentum of its own.6 Untroubled by the
sort of gee'strategic vulnerability which had in part motivated
Singapore's vanguard role against the precedent set by the Vietnamese
invasion, Indonesian officials nevertheless resented Bangkok's
apparent disrcgard for ASEAN's long-standing political consensus,
and by Chatichai's preemption of Indonesian diplomatic initiatives
through the fIM process.s

The sum total of the year's surprising developments reinforced
the corporate feeling of uncertain$r over both the political and the
economic aspects of ASEAN rrembers' relations with Indochina. In
November 1989, Thai foreign minister Siddhi announced that
following Vietnam's withdrawal of troops from Cambodia, Bangkok
no longer regarded Hanoi as a threat to its security and that greater
aftention should be devoted to ecpnomic contacts. In effect, the
'frontline state' had relaxed, at least politically, and had confirmed its
intention to take a more independent approach in the 1990s.

Thai frustration at the Cambodian factions' intransigence and
lack of ASEAN progress towards a comprehensive political solution
was also implied by Siddhi's view that the internal dynamics of the

As announc€d by Lee during his S€ptemb€r visit, tsading contacts were
per:missible, however inv€tmmts in capital and infrastnrchrre in Vietnam whidl
might sustain Hanoi's war effort were not. Trade OK but not Investnrents', Sfrzils
Tines,20 Sept rtb€r 7989, p.23;'PM: No hofit from Aggression', Streits Tittus,20
September 1989, p.1.
See Suthalq Saengprathun, spokespenon for House Committee on Foreign
Affairs, in Thai Indodrina Policy has Singapore Worrying', Netion,79 S?tembe"
1989,p.4.
For example, see Malaysia Calls for Cleer Ties with Thailand', Straits Timcs, lE
May 19E9, p.15.
'Thailand's Policy on Cambodia Criticbed', StmitsTinus,2June 1989, p.19.
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Cambodian situation should be left to run their cpurse. DePuV Prime
Minister Bichai's su@uent visit b Hanoi, ard annourrced preference

for a 'stepby-sEp' approach b Cambodia, were read as further
evidence tirat na"ltofintended to stsay from the ASEAN line.55 In a
liate attempt to allay ASEAN fears, Siddhi annourrced plans to boost
intra-ASEAN economic cooperation through privaE sector investment
and trade contacts.6 However, Thai foreign ministry officials were
subsequently reported to be pleparing to boost economic contacts with
Hanoi as part of a more flexible Indochina policy.57

By yeay's end, ASEAN lacked a united strategy on the
'rnarketplace initiative'. Observers rePeatd previous predictions of
competition anrong members in their efforts to secure trade and
tourism rnarkets in Indochirn, as well as in the plans of some to
establish themselves as gateways for extra-regional nations' civil air,
trade and invesbnent links with the region. As further evidence of the
uncertain nature of the coming decade, calls by Thai critics for
measures to ensure that the economic benefits of the marketplace
initiative would extend beyond favoured circles,s as well as for clear
policy guidance as to how the initiative would be implemented in
practice,69 remained unanswered.

Intr a- Re gio nal M ilit ary Erp ansi o n

ASEAN members (except the Philippines) ditplayed a desire

during 1989 to boost their respective military forces.7o The following

b5

6
67

68

69

A stepby-step approach mvisaged an international conho-l and monitoring golP
to mi*tor u6of 

-witfrarawals is a way towards, rather than as an elemmt of, a

comprehensive-solution: see 'Cambodia: Thailand for Stepby-Step Solution',
Straits Tittrcs,E Novesrber 1989, p.15.
New Thai Foreign Policy to Focus on ASEAN Economic Cooperation', Slraits
Titttcs,9 Dec€tnbq 1989, p.14.
Thailand may Boost Ties with Vietnam and Review Cambodian Policy', Slraits

Titrus,Z5 Deember 1989, p.I.
'Chatichai Initiative Eases Tmsion with Indochina', kngkok Post,17 August 1989,

p.6.
Participants at a conference 'Bureaucrats and the Policy of Transforming Jndo-
china from a Battlefield to a Marketplace', reported in 'Chatidrai must Have Clear-
cut Guidelines on Indochina Policy', Streils Tizcs, 18 October l%9'p.72.
The Philippines was least able to devote economic nrourc€ll to developing its
military Jorces, whidt werre widely t"gTd"d as antiqrrated. Information
concerning Brunei's intentions was partiorlarly dcely guarded'
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developments in the Thai, Irdonesian, Singaporean and Malaysian
military establishments were of note.

In August 1989, Thai Army Commander Chavalit announced
plans to embark on a comprehensive modernisation program in
keeping with Chatichai's 'strong fence, good neighbour'- policy.
Although tensions with vietnam over c-ambodia werc much reduced,
Bangkok required a rnre efficient and compact army.7l With similar
intent, the Thai navy subsequently creatd a rnarine division to
integrate land, sea and air defence systems for amphibious, ground
and special warfare tasks.Z Final government approval was given in
September for a 200,000 million baht modernisation program for 1990,
incoqporating heavy weapon and electronic warfare acquisitions, as
well as frigates, patrol boats and missiles for an Eastern seaboard
Defence Program.u By late 1989, the Thai air force was reportedly
seeking US and European sourc€s of equipment rather than triditional
Chinese suppliers for part of its own revitalisation program
incorporating F-16 iet fighters, bansport aircraft and munitlons.
According to defence officials, the tri-service overhaul was a reflection
both of Thailand's increasing economic prowess, and of the need to
protect its growing economic assets.

The main public event on Indonesia's acquisition calendar
{uring 1989 was the gradual arrival of l2F-16 fighlers, first ordered
from the us some three years previously at a cosi of us$332 million.
By December, three fighters werc in place at the newly upgraded
Madiun base in East fava. General rry sutrisno marked 

-tt 
e figtrters'

anival with the announc€ment that although limited funds precluded
his ideal, ABRI required an additional 24 fighters for the efiective air
d_efence of the archipelago. A further notable development occured in
November, with the firct successful launch of a Jurface.to-surface
Harpoon missile during irint naval and air force exercises.

The Indonesian military build-up, particularly its naval
aspects, was iustified with reference to the increasing interest expected

'chavalih Army Gearing up for the Next century', stmits Thna,l7 August l9g|
p.13.
'Thai Navy Sets Up Marine Division', Srnits Tirrcs,5 September 19g9, p.14.
'Thai C,overnment Approv€ $7.6b Weapons plan', Sttliils frrlus, f'a Septemter
19{39,p.12.
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among outside nations in the politics and resources of the region.74
Beyond its purely military function, in response to a presidential order,
and backed by hefty iudicial sanctior$, General Try also pledged
improved efforts by the Arrned Forces of the Republic of Indonesia
(ABRI) to control the nation's exclusive economic zone to counter
damage caused by piracy and fishing incursions to Indonesia's natural
nesources, local employment prospects, investor confidence and tourist
potential.Ts

For its part, Singapore had already established sophisticated
regular, reserve and civil defence components of ib 'total defence'
conc€pt, the over-all rationale for which centred on the need to
maintain a level of deterrence honed more acutely than prevailing
strategic circumstances might iustify, in terms both of technological
and organisational prowess. To that end, Singapore focused during
the year on developing a 'multidimensional' naval capability with
emphasis on indigenously constructed missile corvettes. Fitted with
sophisticated anti-submarine warfare equipment, anti-aircraft guns
and surface-tosurface Harpoon missiles, six fast attack craft were
scheduled to be operational by year's end as the core of the Republic's
naval strike force. In addition, an unnamed anti-submarine missile
was successfully tested in November. Public rationale for the naval
program included the needs to protect sea lanes of communication and
coastal shipping, to rely primarily and certainly in the short term on
domestic defence nesources, and to sustain investor confidence in the
tacitly acknowledged vulnerable Republic.T5

Malaysian developmental plans were perhaps the most
accessible of the ASEAN members', due partly to the inclination of
service chiefs to make public their respective bids for a share of funds
available in unprecedented amounts since the economic downtum of
the early 1980s.

In March 1989, Army Chief General Yaacob proposd that the
nation's economic progress would allow the army to purchase

'Foreigr Powers Shift Attmtion to the Pacific Try',labrta Post, 6 Decesrber 19E9,

p3.
'Foreign Poadrers to be Charged with Subversion', lalwtt Post,13 Mardr 1989, p.l;
'Inqeased Naval Presence in EEZ is Fundamentrl Need', la*mte Pat,28 March
1989, p.1.
Financial Minister Ridrard Hr1 reported in 'SAF Plap Part in Drawing Foreign
lnvestors H€rs Hu', Struits Tirll,ls,,2 December 1989, p3.
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sophisticated weapons and communications equipnnnt, to attend to
deficiencies in administration and logistics .urangenrcnts, and to
improve mainEnance procedures ard facilitieg; in short, to becpme a
credible conventional fore,v A similar desire for credibility
motivated air forre bids. A series of acridents involving A4 Skyhawk
fighters had plagued the Royal Malapian Air Force (RMAF) and
forced intq alia its embarassing witMrawal fiom Air Tharnal VII, a
irint air exercise with its Thai counterpart along the nations' corunon
border. By June 1989, Air Chief Lieutenant General Ngah proposed
the acquisition of new fighters, airborne early-warning craft and
ground-based air defence systems.ro Ceneral Hashim also announced
plans to upgrade a fornrer British air base near the Trengganu border
in Kelantan.D N".'y Chief Wahab focused on the need for submarine,
strike craft, helicopters and anti-subrnarine warfare conrettes as part of
a twenty-year pLan for maritime defence reiuvenation.So During mid-
to-late 1989, serious consideration was given to the need for a
submarine capability through the acquisition initially of a refurbished
UK model for coastal defence and minelaying. The fact that the
defence ministry postponed the proposal in November 1989 did not
indicate that a strategic rationale could not have been found had funds
been available. Rather, with the need to rein in the various service
chiefs' bids in the realisation that the deftnce vote was not
inexhaustible, higher priority requirernents were identified.

Malaysia's fighter and ground-based air defence capabilities
would require rnore immediate attention. Priority in the naval realm
was allocated to developing the Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN)'s
visible reach through construction of a largescale base at Kota
Kinabalu in Sabah, and a secpnd forward base at Sandakan to improve
surveillance of surounding coastal waters and operations in the South
China Sea.81 The requirement for improved reach had earlier been
justified in part with reference to the need to upgrade patrols against

n
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n
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'Upgrading Perfcmance', Naro Srrzirs Titus, 1 Mardt 1989, p.7; 'Arury's $25Om
Arurs Order', Nao Stmits Thna, 20 Mrrdt 19E9, p.6.
'Airforce to Upgrade Planes', Nao St'lritsTint6,2fune 19E9, p2.
'C,ovt to Build Mair Modern Air Base at Old British Sit4 Strils Tinrs, 5 fune
19E9, p.16.
Navy Ftnallsing lts Shopping List of Ships', Nau Srrrirs Tintrs,.zE April 1989, p.9;
Navy Warshipe to Carry Hdiopters', Nao Slrzits Tint6, 21 AFll 19E9, p.ll;
'Giving our Mvy Added Fircporver', Nao Stnits Tittu,t2May 1989, p.5.
'Naval Base to be Built at Sabah', Ncp Stlliits Tiacs,24 Noveor6c 1989, p.a.
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pirates, illegal fisheries and refugee inorrsions, and to protect off-shore
oil rigs and rcsource daims.62 Civilian officials had openly urged
ASEAN members to rectify their poor reputation among international
businessmen with repect to piracy.B A month later, Malaysian and
Indonesian police agreed to excha4ge inforrnation and coordinate
patrols against rnaritime crirne.e Improved EFz control gained
endorsement at the highest political level in Kuala Lumpur by year's
end.85

In addition, the expansion of air force and naval activities was
thought to require investnrent in separate logistics support
arrangements,s while command and conhol facilities would require
unprecedented revision to accomrnodate new weaponry as it came on
line and to promote exercises on a tri-service basis.Y

Malaysian officials were at pains to stress that the rejuvenated
deterrent that would be created was not directed at its ASEAN
neighbours. Nor were the proiected expansions and improvements
intended to trigger a regional arms race.s Indeed, explicit assertions
of Malaysian sovereignty over claims in the Spratly group had been
directed at Viehram and China, the two most aggressive
protagonisS.sg Malaysian military officials preferred to point to
uncertainty over the future of the US bases in the Philippines and
Chinese intentions towards the South China Sea. Despite the absence
of an immediate, identifiable military threat, Malaysia's emerging
version of 'total defence'was billed as reassurance against the expected
concentration of big power interest in the region, and the nation's need
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'Malaysian Navy to Buy More Pabol Boab for Security Operations', Streits Tittus,
13 Augnst 79E9,p.77.
Deputy Transport Minister Zaleh at the 19th ASEAN Transport and
C-ommunications Connrittee Meeting reported in 'Oean Up ASEAN's Image:
Says Zaleh', Nao Stnils Tittus,24 Augrst 1989, p.4.
'KL, Iakarta Police to Cmrdinate Sea Pahols', Stmits Tinls,27 September 1989,

P.r7.
New Role for Armed Fore Says Mahathir', Ncto Stmils Titncs,S Decfliber 1989,

P-77.
'RMAF and RMN to Get Olrn Logistics C-mrmand', Ncp Sfnits Tirzcs, 10 fune
7%9,p.4.
Hashim, 'Armed Forces to be Revamped', Nao Strzits Tintrr., 16 Septerrbec 1S9,
p.r.
'KL will not Change its Non-aligned Polig', Srais Tittlcs,Z2luurre7989, p.l5.
'Sp."tly Islands are Malayd.an: Foreign Ministry', Nero Stnirs Ti,n6,25 Rbruary
l9EE, p.1.
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to withstand external aggression unaided at least 'for a period of
tirne'.s

The numerous rationales offered publicly by ASEAN officials
for plans to develop their repective military capabilities were
plausible. However, the possibility that aggression might in future
emanate from within the ASEATI fold remairred a tabm subiect with
or without speculation that the character of a rnember governrnent
might be altered for the worse either by invasion from without or by
the movement of internal political forces. Yet even the rnost anodine
press coverage of a member's own military capabilities, or those of its
neighbours, failed to conc€al that highly unlikely scenarios involving
intra-mural aggression were addressed by defence planners.gl Equally,
if media coverage can be taken as indicative, defence planners
maintained a careful watch on military activities by their neighbours;
particularly their unilateral exercises in contiguous areas.% As a
further example, Singapore's sophisticated civil defence capabilities,
including bomb shelters located in the Republic's housing and subway
systems, were also read by some neighbouring analysts to imply that
an intra-mural strike was not unthinkable.

Observers could be forgiven for surmising that sound military
deterrence constmcted on an individual basis, inccrporating both
defensive and offensive capabilities, served in part to support the
principles of coexistence and peac€ful intra-mural crisis management,
regularly confirmed at meetings of ASEAN foreign ministers.

Commander Armed Forces C-ollege, Brigadier General Dah* Fhii Mohd AL 'lt's
Everybody's Fight agairat External Threat', Nao Sfnirs Tinas,9 Mardr 1989,p2.
For 'implicit ssrarios' involving commando strikes on neighboring defence
facilities c de{ensit/e operations agatnst air strikes from neighbouring territory,
see The Swift and the Deadly', Stnits Tbtrc,9 August 1989, p.20; 'Seardr and
Destroy', StrtirsTintcl,26 fuly f 969, p.f9.
See 'lndonegians FloH Naval Exerds South of Singapore', Stnits Tirnes,16 May
19E9, p.9. The artide focused on the amphibions landing aspec{s of Arma& faya
XII, a biannual exercise conducted by tre Indonesian Eastern Flet whidr involved
livefiring pracdce at an uninhabited idan4 Pulau Gundu! and landings on hrlau
Bintan, 39 km frmr Singapore. A map indicating the prodmity of the latter island
and Surabaya, tlre fleet's fava base, acompanied the artide.
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Th e M al ay s i a-Siagap o r e N etu s

Emotions suloynding Singapore,s split from the Malaysian
Federation in 1!b5 had diminished in intensity by 19g9. The respective
decision-rnaking dlites had successfuily managed a series of discbrdant
social, political and military irrcidents sinc€ the Republic's birth. As
mentioned above, wideranging sociepolitical and Lcpnomic contacts
had been established. Regular patterns of dialogue between leaders
were maintained during the year to build mutuil confidence and to
communicate directly their different perspectives and interests on
bilateral, regrgnal and global issues. However, Malaysian and
singaporean officials and commentators in academic and mfoia circles
remained alert to the inevitable potential for residual tension or new
controversies to emerge.

For example, Singapore's increasingly open discussion of
questions sunounding race and religion in an attempt to fosbr greater
social cohesion among its diverse population wai watched itosely
from across the causeway.93 The 

-rnarked 
appreciation of the

singapore dollar against the Malaysian ringgit 
"a"'sua 

some conoern
lTong Malaysian politicians and spokespeople that, while
singaporeans-crossing to fohor to purchasecheaper do"ar and services
might boost the state's 

-*o.9-'ny, {ln"g costs would abo rise causing
r€sentment lmgng local residents.ga singapore's attempts to increase
water supplied from Malaysia fell into protracted, bften difficult
negotiations.9S Tension surfaced over the delisting of singaporean
companies from the 

^Kuala 
Lumpur, stock exchange and Matiysian

compa.nies from the singaporean counterpart.% However, the year's
most- compellilg bilateral controversy sunounded allegations ttut
members of a 'foreign' spy ring including civilian and seiice officers
in.Kuala Lumpur, had been detained.9T The incident saw both prirne
ministers conduct private, closeddmr negotiations to thrash out the
issues, while entering a public damage-limitation phase stressing that

]!1 Easl on Racial Talks: Singapore MF, Nao Stnils Tinra, 13 January 19g9, p.14.
Johore Baru Castres in on Subriger Slngapore', I,ln Stmitif'^,iiii"ruiiigg,
gal_2^; M-ore Singapoeans Head fq Cho-po IB,, Nm St''eii* Ti,r6, if Noi*rU",
1989, p.3.
Johore's Temrs to Sell More Wab', Nalo Stnits Tittta,T Septecrber 19g9, p.4.
l$^grp"t Knows o'r Smtimmts Says Daim', walo Stiits n*, i liovec,ber
19E9, p.l.
'9 Held over Sale of State Secrets', Ib Stmits Tiru, Z Desrber 19g9, p.1.
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Malaysian national security had not been compromised and.that ties

between the older generation leadership should be rnaintained beyond

the terms of office of present incumbents.9E

l*ll+

In the light of the uncertainty which pervad{ almost every

element of the rfuionat security environrnent expected for-the 1990s,

and given the blind of coopeiative and dirordant impulses.which

ctrara"cterised the collective ASEAN will on the eve of the new decade,

the following chapter examines the year's most intense intra-mural

controversy,"centering on the extent to which an ASEAN nrember

should rely on milita4y contacts with extra-regional nations'

96 tlation's S€cudty Still Intact Says PM', Nm Stmits Tbrt'f7 S Decemb€r 1T9, p..1;

'Kuan Yew Arrives in Penang" Na?0 StnitsTint s,lo Dec€mbs 7989,p.1; 'Hope for

fr"g C-a towith PM', N;to StmitsTittus,l3 De@lb€tr 1989, p'5'



CI{APTER 4
THE SINGAPORE OFFER

On 4 August 1989, sonre five npnths after the First ASEAN
*dTr 91 Regionaf Resilience in Jakarta, Sirqgapore's Minister of
sate for Finance and Foreign Affairs, Brigadier Gnerat (Res) George
Yeo, announced tlre Republic's willingnesi to'host some us (mititar!)
facilities to rnake it easier for the philippines to continue to host the US
bases'.l There followed prolonged and intetse debate, chiefly among
Indonesian, Malaysian and singaporcan comnentators and ofiicials, ai
to the rnerit of the offer given ASEAN's long-standing commihnent to
theZOPFAN corrcept.

The debate provided a useful case study into how ASEAN
members handled isiues by their own definitior,-c",rci"t to the future
slabiliy- of the region: in this case, whether the us military prcsence
should be retained as- a stabilising factor. The debate als6 f,rovidedrare and explicit public insight into differences between'AsEAN
members over the appropriate nornrs of inha-mural interaction. In
particular, controversy persisted over the extent to which a member
s.\o_uf{ +alify its sovereign decision-making inEgrity by deferring to
ASEAN prescriptions for the maintenancJ of regidnaf order. Tl.,e
question entailed at times heabd exchanges, partiartarty between
M-111y-r]"" and singaporcan comrnentators. Although the iebate was
officially curtailed by late November 1989, an understanding of the
enduring differences in seorrity perceptions and methods" which
rcmained, particularly among the three nations of rnaritinre southeast
Asia, would be useful for Austsalian policy-makers seeking to interact
with that subregion.

of particular interet to Australian observers was the debab,s
provision of further impehrs, at least arnong Indonesian
commentatons, for renewed trglgt a ry to the sort of r"giotral secudty
fgitrre ASEAN members would prefer for the futurc, tle permissiHl
level of external nations' involvernent in regional r*,rtity, and, in

Parliamenhry-s-Ftedrgt on us $te s'rvey Team by Minrsh of state (Flnane
and For-dgn Affain) Brigadier csr"n.l c6orge yeo- at gtting or partiameni I
August 1989.
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particular, whether ASEAN members could develop alternatives

through intra-regional military cooperation.

After briefly examining the positions of Brunei, the Philippines

and Thailand, thii chapter witt focus on varied perceptions from

Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore.

Views from Bmnei" Bangkok and Manila

Throughout the debate Brunei officials maintained studious

public silence i-n an attempt not to be seen to take the side either of the

iarge contingent of Indonesian and Malaysian oPPonents to

Sirigapore's olf"t ot of the forthright Singapor-ean-ry"qtuqtts, with
wh6m Brunei officials maintained close bilateral political and military
contacts. For Brunei, the worth of mainAining a neutral low profile

was reconfirmed.

Similar, through less inhibited, caution marked the Thai

position. The immediite response of officials in Bangkok fell_on the

positive side of neutral. Army Commander-in{hief Chavalit had no

oUlu"tiot to the Singapore offer, noting that US forces already utilised

the Republic's refii and maintenance facilities and that the offer

would 
''supplemeht' services provided at the Clark and Subic Bay

bases.2 fbreign Ministry and National Security Council officials
agreed that a continued US Pr$enoe provided a 'counter-balance'

riithout which a serious regionil vacuumwould result'3

However, the Thai position subsequently stiffened, at least

ostensibly, as the intensity of Malaysian and, to a lesser degree,

Indonesiin opposition to the proposal became clear. on 18 August

1989, Prinre Mitristet Chatichai welcomed the offur, reiterating Thai

support for the retention of the US bases at their Pres€_n-l location, but

str;sed that Bangkok intended not to interfere in a bilateral matter

between Singaport and the US.4 During a visit to Singapore at the

tirne, Ctravatil assurned a similar indirectly supportive though

2
3
4

Nothing Firur Yet [et's Wait and See: Alabs', Strrits Tit ,6, E Augusf 1989'

Malawi"a Reiterates Zone of Peace Goal', StTctts Tbna,7 Augur/. 1989, Pl-
'philiipine Bases s6orld Stay 9p Chatichai', StnitsTintes,19 August l9V9'P.12.
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reserved position.s Ttrc Banglcok Posf suggested that official Thai
hesitancy to endorse the offer also reflected fears of antagonising
Indochina and thereby undermining the Chatichai 'market place'
initiative.6 It was left to newspaper editors to publicly question the
offer on the grounds that in a new era of bipolar d4tente, unnecessary
instability could be introduced both by provoking counter-me.rsures
by China and the Soviet Uniory and by antagonising ASEAN members
keen not to undermine the prospects of attaining the cherished
ZOPFAN goal.7

For its part, the Aquino administration had long considered
itself burdened by the political ignominy of hosting external military
forces to which ASEAN members in thmry obiected. Against a
background of rising Filipino nationalism opposd to the continuation
of the bases agreement, and the need to prepare Manila's position for
forthcoming negotiations with the US over the bases'future, President
Aquino had called during the ASEAN Summit of December \987 for
ASEAN views on whether the bases should be retained. However,
despite an informal tour of ASEAN capitals by estranged Vice.
President Salvador Laurel in |uly 1989, no substantive response had
been received.

Officials in Manila therefore took early reassurance from the
Yeo announcement. As National Security Adviser Rafael Ileto stated,
the offer:

makes things easier for us to analyse that maybe we
are not an isolated country and that there arc other
countries also willing to help support the bases here.8

Opposition and goverrunent officials immediately entered a
heightened phase of pre.negotiation manoeuvring, both among
themselves and arsri-uis US spokespersons.9

'Chavalit will not Disctrss Issue while in Singapore', Streits Timcs,l8 August 1989,
P.14.
'9pore Offer a Busines Move Says Chatichai', Sfieirs Tinr.s,25 Augwt 1989, p.17.
9pore Must C-onsider Views of ASEAN Partners: Bangkok Posti Straits Times, B
August 1989,p.21.
Quoted in Manila Speeaing Up Plans for Converting Bas€', Straits Tlnus, 8
August 79t19,p.27.
'9pore Offer a New Factor in Bases Talks: Manila', Stnits Titws,5 August 1989,
P.14.
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President Aquino prefened, however, to press for a more
ocplicit corporate ASEAN view on the bases'future. Despite l.aurel's
conclusion that ASEAN had reached an 'informal consensus' that the
bases should remain 'temporarily', that a final pull-out should be

snpoth, and that ltesident Soeharto for one was aPParently amenable

to a 5 to 10 year exEnsion of the bases' lease,lo Aquino tasked Foreign
Secretary Raul Manglapus to 'fitld out fiom the governments
concerned what exactly is their position on this matter'.ll

Explicit Singaporean support for the bases had triggered a

new, initially confusing phase of intra-ASEAN discord, the
consequenc€s of which for ASEAN solidarity were not easy to pedict.
As Manglapus had stated, Malaysia's sbong criticism of the Singapore
offer revealed serious diffurences within ASEAN ranks as to the worth
of the US military prcsenae:

It merely shows that there is no unanimity in
Southeast Asia with regard to miliary relations with
the United States. I do not perceive any public, official
position of Southeast Asian countries. What I see are
individual countries making their own positions.
There is no regional position.l2

Singaporean Perceptions

Singapore's initial rationale for its offer was apparently as

straightforward as it was pragrnatic. The Yeo parliamentary statement
was phrased to preempt possible regional sensitivities. ZOPFAN was

supported as a 'long-term' goal. The principles of the Non-Aligned
Movement would not be undermined since the offer was not spawned
by bipolar rivalry and Singapore retained complete control over the
extent to which US forces would be entertained. The proposal was not
unprecedented, since the US navy alreadl" had access to the Republic's
bunkering and repair facilities, US fighters visited for octasional
exercises and US transport aircraft utilised Singapore as a transit Polnt.

10 'ASEAN Favours Keeping Bases in Philip'pines Tmrporarily Laurel', Stmirs Tittrcs,
l0August 1989,p.77.

1l 'Aquino: B€t to Wait fq Official Word', StmitsTittus,TS August 19E9, p'I5.
rz No Common Stand on US Bases in ASEAI{, Nao Stnits Tirrt6,77 August 1989,

p3.
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Singapore lacked the spaceto provide a complete replacement for the
Clark and Subic Bay bases.l3

However, according to Singapore, the past benefits of a US
military presenc€ should be acknowledged explicitly. The stabilising
influence of the US 'umbrella' had allowed ASEAN members to
conc€ntrate on their economic growth. Its retention would facilitate
future regional efforts to that end. Singapore was prepared to
shoulder sonre of the political burden borne single.handedly by
Manila, thereby lessening domestic pressurc on the Aquino
administration, which critics had cnndemned as the lone ASEAN
member subservient to US interesb.

In response to questions put by members of parliament
following his address, Yeo indicated that the offer did not foreshadow
the emergence of a bilateral pact or treaty between the US and
Singapore. The Minister assumed that, given its gmstrategic position,
the Republic would be a Soviet target in the event of nuclear war
regardless of any new .rrangen€nb which might be agreed. In
addition, Yeo stressed that while regional sensitivities to the proposal
would be taken into account in defining the exact nature of the
facilities to be offered, 'the final decision is ours'.I4

This was a theme to which Singapore officials were to return
adamantly; much to the displeasure of critics of the offer. In his first
reaction to regional obpctions, some ten days after the Yeo
announcement, Foreign Minister Wong Kan Seng in effect evoked a
higher authority than the ASEAN teneb of regional resilience, namely
the UN Charter, to reiterate Singapore's sovereign right to define and
pursue its national interest. In particular, the Minister stressed the
prirnacy of national (Singaporean) perceptions of the regional good:
not to allow the development of a security vacuum, which extra-
regiolll navies from China,India and Japan might feel encouraged to
enter.l5

Parliamentary Statement on US Site Sr.lwey Team by Minister of State (Finance
and Foreign Affain) Brigadier C*neral George Yeo at gtting of Parliament, 4
August 1989.

_!1Fp"* Willing to Have Some US Military Facilities', Stslei/r Tirnlr,,S August
1989, p.1.
'9pore Must be hee to Decide Ovyn Future', StmitsTbna,lS August 1989, p.l.
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In a rare example of the sPontaneous 'mobilisation' of
singaporean grass-roots opinion on an issue involving regional

security policy, political leaders and private comnrentators

subsequenlly v6icea their support for the goverrurEnt's defence of its
sovereignty against the perceived emotive and politically inspired

criticisms voiced across the causeway. An inrCication of the general

impatience with such criticism arxl, indeed, with the governmenfs
propensity to receive it in good faith and respond _in 

merySred tones,

io.ria Ue iaketr from the numerous letters to the Sbaits Tines on the
subiect.l5 For their part, local politicians echoed these sentiments
through uncharacteristically emotive reirinders.lT As it became clear

that Mahysian politicians were distinguishing themselves as the most

vociferoui of the critics, so their Singaporean counterparts raised

equally loud objections to the possibility that th9 Republic was

considered in some Malaysian quarterc to be little more than a

'component'or'vassal' state obliged to take direction on foreign Policy
mattirs from Kuala Lumpur.l8

The analytical substance for this reciprocal rhetoric lay in the

scepticism reserved by singapore officials at the highes! felels for the

efficacy of the zoPFAN concept. Echoing Prime Minister Lee's

pragmatic approach, Mr Ng Pock, Political Secretary to the Prime
irrtinister's Department, reiterated that while the Republic intended to
respect its neighbours'belief in ZOPFAN, Singapore needed to focus

on;the practical side of [its] securig interest'. As he otplained:

We have to be pragmatic and realistic in choosing our
options in achieving both security and prosperity, not
only for ourselves in Singapore, but also for the region
in which we live. C-an ZOPFAN replace the military
vacuum created if the US should withdraw its bases in

As one particularly irate reader stated: We must not sit back and let parties
outside Singapore- make omments and criticism on this issue whidt will
ultimately iffect our own livelihoods'; se 'S'p9-rea":1 SPok. Up-. aginst
Unfoundid Statenrents', Straits Tittts, 16 August 1989, p'26. See also 'S'poreans

Have FeelingS Too', and Need to Respect Orrrr Internal Matters', St',,its Tirrrcs,z3

August 19f19,p.26.
'Ooi't pictate'to Us Foreign PoliticiansTold', Stmits Tinas, 18 August 1989,-p3.
'ASEAN should Back He-ting of US Bases: MP', StmitsTinus,2l August 1989, p.lE;
'Vassal State Status Unacccptable; Stt?its Tittus,2l August 1989, p.18.
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the Philippines? Can ZOPFAI{ create the same
security umbrella that the Anrericans now provide?I9

As such, Singaporean prescriptions entered the realms of
benevolent pragmatism. The rub remained, however, that more
idealistic, sornewhat threadbar,e, though no less paternalistic
prescriptions for the regional good vied for the corporate ASEAN ear.

Malaysian Perceptions

The immediate reaction among Malaysian officials to the Yeo
announcement \ilas one of strong support for ZOPFAN. Defence
Minister Tunku Rithauddeen spoke of the importance of not increasing
or upgrading the US military presence. The phasing in of ZOPFAN
meant the phasing out of foreign military bases. Should progress
towards ZOPFAN be temporarily constrained, 'at least the status quo
as regards the bases should be maintained'.m

Although the Malaysian High Commission had first been
informed of the offer in fune 1989, Rithauddeen remained ill at ease

because no firm details of the Republic's intentions had been provided.
The implications of the offer thus remained open. As a result, the
official Malaysian position hardened progressively against the
possibility that Singapore's original offer of rnere 'facilities', relatively
consistent with ZOPFAN, might foreshadow a rnore permanent, larger
scale US presenc€. Datuk Kamil laafar, Secretary4eneral of the
Malaysian Foreign Ministry, clearly anticipated the advent of a US
'bas€'on Singapore soil.2l Negative reactions by Soviet officials were

'US ltesene B€nefib Al| Sa1ls Pock Too', Stmits Tima, 12 August 1989, p.1. In
addition, Chandra Das, Chairman of the Parliamentary Committee for Foreign
Affairs and Defene, pointed out furar dia that ZOPFAN depended on external
nations supporting regional neuhality and abandoning their long-standing
interest in the security in particular of regional sea lanes of conrmunication. Yeo
followed up with the view that ASEAN should be realistic: 'lt cannot talk about
ZOPFAN in the abstsact or in terurs divorced frour reality'. See 'CPC Supports
Government's Stand', Straits Titttcs, 75 Augwt 1989, p.1; and 'Offer is Mutual
Initiative of US and Singapore: BG Yeo', StmitsTitws,ZS August 1989, p.13.
Malapia Reiterate Tnne of Peace Goal', Stnits Titrus, 7 August 79E9, p.7;
'Rithauddeen: Be Firr on ZOPFAITI, Naar Stnirs Tincs, T August 7989,p.7,
As Kamil stated: We do not see the logic of inducingnto our region al rotltc.r fu*
- we drcady lnoc tun. Pmlifaetion of these bcscs will certainly work against what
we [ASEANI set out to do', see 'US Bascs may Erode Peace: KL', Sheits Tittus,9
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later cited by Foreign Minister Abu Hassan as dangerous portents of
the sort of big power rivalry that ZOPFAN had been designed to
preclude.2

While noting Singapores sovereignty over the formulation of
its foreign and defence policy, lvlalaysian officials at least implied that
the Republic ought to have paid rrore attention to the established
ASEAN position before venturing the offer.8 The point was
expressed explicitly by various rnedia commentators. For example,
Beritan Harian Malaysia opined that:

Of course ... the final say lies with Singapore, but in
the context of ASEAN, mafters that affect the interest
of the region should be discussed first so as to reach
agreement among the ASEAN countries.24

As the pen-named correspondent, Bunn Negara, added:

Even in the closest of regional groupings, individual
member states need to make certain decisions for
themselves. But decisions of regional import imply
irint responsibilities and obligations, which need to be
tempered accordingly.2s

For officials on both sides of the causeway interested in
civilised, albeit strenuous, debate over the issue, perhape the most
worrying aspect of the grass-roots reaction in Malaysia was the
prospect that the younger generation might take to extr€mes the theme
of deference to the ASEAN will.25 For example, Datuk Seri Najib, the

August 1989, p2 (errphasis added); New Military Bases will Harm Peace in
ASEAN Sap Malaysia', Nao Strzits Tincs, 9 August 1989, p.1.
'Soviet No a Reason for KL Qpposition Move', Stnits Tit tcs,18 August 1989, p.l4;
Why Malaysia is against Bases', Sler, 18 August 1989.
Kamil reported in 'US Bases may Erode Peace: KL', Stmits Ti'zres,9 August 1989,
p2; see also Deputy Forcign Minister Datuk Dr Abdullah, reported in 'KL Urges
Common Stand', Stnits Tinus,lT August 1989, p.1.
'Singapore's Move C'e against Spirit of ASEAN: Malapian Paper' , Stmits Tittus,9
August 1989, p.9.
'Upsetting the ZOPFAN Equation', Nczl StnitsTinr*.,9 August 1989, p.10.
LJMNO Youth leaders, for example, exprsed similar resernations with the view
that 'Although Singapore has the right to make its own decisions as an
independent ountry, the Rep,ublic should not ac-t in such a manner without first
consulting its frimds in ASEAN, see 'IJMNO Youth Warns of Power Stmggle',
Stmits Thna, I0 August 7989, p.l7; Singapore Accrlsed of Betraying ASEAN
Spirit', f{no Strl;its Tirr6, 10 August 1989, p2,
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United Malays National Organisation (UMNO) Youth Leader and
Malaysia's Youth and Sports Minister, warned that younger generation
aspirants to office in Kuala Lumpur rnay Possess long rnemories:

Between Malaysia and Singapore, there are economic
and security ties which cannot be broken, but the
Singapore decision may affect future reLations, and
this should be avoided.z

By presenting a protest note to the Singapore High
Commission in Kuala Lumpur on 16 August 1989, UMNO Youth
stepped into the vanguard of grass-roots opposition to the offer.

Criticism at lower levels was generally couched in emotive
terms. An UMNO Youth spokesperson was quoted as complaining
that 'We notice of late, Singapore does not take into account our

feelings'.28 Peripheral issues such as the continuation of water supplies
to Singapore from |ohor were brought to bear in a 'grabbag' defence
of ZOPFAN. The Parti Islam (PAS) Youth Wing subsequently
demonstrated outside the US Embassy in Kuala Lumpur against the
offer,E adding a disconcerting edge to earlier comments by the
Muslim Students' Association at the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
that Singapore's perceived contravention of ZOPFAITI presented an
unspecified'threal to Islamic resurgenc€ in the region'.3O

The notion that by oPenly supporting the US regional military
presence, Singapore had paid scant attention to the need for regional
unity and instead aspired to be 'another Israel' recured during the
debate.3l As columnist Nazri Abdullah explained, by hosting US
facilities, the geographically small Republic might feel that US backing
would be guaranteed for narrowly defined foreign policy initiatives at
the expense of ASEAN solidarity:

Move ould Dismpt Future Ties with Malaysia: Naiib', Stmits Timcs, 12 August
1989, p.l.
Emphasis adde4 See 'UMNO Youth Sends Singapore a hotest Note', Strafts
Tir'l,rs,77 August 1989, p.1;'LJMNO Youth: Singapore's Offetr Violates ZOPFAI{,
Ncu Straits Tincs, 17 Augwt 1989, p2.
'PAS Youth Wing hotiests in KL against 9pore Offer', 'Stmits Tittus,23 August
r989, p.13.
'A Threat to Islamic Revival Says KL Student GrouP', StmitsTincs,16 August 19E9,

P.r2.gpore's Move C,,oes Against Spirit of ASEAN: Malaydan Paper', Srrcits Tirttcs,9
August 1989, p.9.
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With such modern military might, it is not unlikely
that Singapore will one day become a proud and
arrogant ally.32

Additional conc€rns induded the possibility that Singapore
would lend tacit support to the US pohcy of neither confirming nor
denpng the presence of nuclear anns on board naval vessels using
Singapore facilities, thereby undermining the prospect for a Southeast
Asian Nuclear Free Zone. Extant tensions between Malaysia and
Singapore over the latter's alleged infringements of Malaysian airspace
would be exacerbaH by visiting US aircraft which would not be
accountable to the Singapore government. the social and cultural
degradation which generally accompanied the presence of foreign
military personnel would spread across the causeway. Thus
Malaysian sovereignty would indirectly suffer from Singapore's move
to block progress towards ZOPFAN.3

While rnaFrity grass-roots opinion in Malaysia was firmly
against the Singapore offer, occasional minority support was
expressed, minoring the argumenb put by Singapore officials.3a For
example, Gerakan, a component member of the governing National
Front coalition, supported Singapore's assertion of its sovereign right
to take such a decision, and considered that the offer would enhance
Malaysia's security indirectly.$ However, rather than this bringing
an element of balance to the debate in Malaysia, C€rakan's position
was quickly condemned by the Malaysian Muslim Youth Movement
(Abim). The presence of minority dissent seemed only to fuel the
combative and emotive nature of the controversv.

Indonesian Perceptions

From the public record, both the official and the unofficial
reactions in Jalarta to news of the Singapore offer were more reserved
and less coloured with the emotive spice of domestic politics that
characterised debate in Malaysia. However, Indonesian

2Z 'KL's Conc€rn Understan&ble: Columnist', SfieitsTinus,IT August 1il19,p.72.
:, lUfo.t!"g IhIZOPFAN Equation', Nero Stmits Tinus,g eugust ime, p.tO.-n 'Why Such a Fuss over US Base in Singapore', NcrD Stnit; Tirrr.s, 22 August 19E9,

P.r1.rr 'Gerakan Supports Singapore Offer', StreitsTinus,T5 August 1969, p.15.
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commentatons, particularly in the foreign ministry and media, were no
less firm in reiterating their support for the ZOPFAN ideal.

Foreign Minister Alatas imrrrediately adopted a'wait and see'

attitude, noting that neither the US nor Singapore had committed itself
to the offer, and that Singaporc had expressed both support for
ZOPFAN and a rcadiness to enffiin the views of its fellow ASEAN
members.s President Soeharto was reported to have quickly
reaffirmed the ZOPFAN principle at his August rneeting with Prime
Minister Lee in Brunei, while indicating that maintenance facilities
would be acceptable.3T Ahtas also reiterated later that US and Soviet
bases in the region were no npre than a'temporary phenomena'.s In
a subsequent elaboration on his initially cautious attitude, Alatas
tightened up by indicating that Ial€rta would obiect to the creation of
anything beyond straightforward service and repair facilities which
might fit the Non-Aligned Movement's definition of a foreign miligry
bai; namel, one estiblished in the crcntext of superpower rivalry.39

Among high-level military commentators, however, the

tendency w.ls towards an incisive, pragrnatic analysis of
developments. General Try Sutrisno appeared more relaxed than the

cautious Alatas, observing that all ASEAN members remained
committed to ZOPFAN and that:

There will be no [militaryl base in Singapore. The
plan is for maintenance only.m

Defence Minister Moerdani subsequently added that the
island Republic was manifestly too small to replace the us bases in the
Philippines and that the offer was in the nature of an exploratory move

only.41

On the central question of whether sovereign decision-making
rights should be disciplined to ASEAN prescriptions for regional

Nothing Firm Yet Lets Wait and Seq Alatas', Stmits Tinus, E_{ugust 1989, p.4.- 
^^No ObFction if Offer is for Upkeep, Says Jakarta', Stmits Titrrls,10 August 1989,

p.17.
'Foreign Bas€ in SE Asia Teurporary, Says Alatas', Stnits Tirrus' 15 August 1989,
p.1.
iakarta will Speak orrt if US Sets UP Bas€ in 9ngapore', Stmits Tina,2ll August
19119,p.2.
'KL Uiges Common ASEAN Stand', Stnils Tirrrcs'll August 19E9, p.1.
'Facilitib for US Ships will Affect Indonesh', Stnits Tittus, 19 SePteclber 19E9,

P.l0.
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security, Alatas expressed sympathy for the Malaysian position that
individualism should be tempercd with defererre to the Bangkok and
ZOPFAN declarations:

These should be the for us all, ana before
we step towards any rEw issue, we should first
consider what we have agreed on4
Unofficial criticism on the theme tmk a sharper edge. An

anonymous senior goverrunent rcpres€ntative labelled the offer'a set
back for ASEAI\I.43 'I\e Stura Pemfurnn pornted to alleged
Singaporean duplicity on ZOPFAN and inErpreted regional resilience
to mean that members should seek consensus on issues affecting other
memberc' security.44 An editorial in the lnilonaian Obsroer desaibed
Foreign Minister Wong Kan Seng's assertion of Singapore's sovereign
right as 'disproportionate cockiness', arguing that other ASEAN
members could be indirectly affected; for oomple, by Soviet strikes on
US military assets in Singapore.6

In stressing that other ASEAN members had the right to
express criticism, Sekretariat Bersama Golongan Karya (Golkar) MP
Mr Marzuki Darussaman urged Jakarta to pr€ss Singapore for morc
detail as to its intentions6 and described the offer as inopportune since
it had qcme on the eve of a rare visit by President Soeharto to the Non-
Aligned Movernent NAM) Summit in Belgrade.4T At least implicitly,
ASEAN members should postpone tlreir endeavours in sensitive areas
whch might be seery however indirectly, to undermine the separate
political rnanoeuwes of their neighboun. Although acknowledging
the independence of Singapores foreign policy prescriptions, former
Forcign Minister Mochtar posed the rhetorical question:

'ASEAN Unity Stsong Alatas', Stnits T it ta', 16 August 1989, p.1.
'lndonesia will not Stay Calm if Base is Set Up, Says Officid', Stmits Titttcs, 15
August 1989, p.15.
'Spore Breaking Three ASEAN Pacts: Jakarta Paper', Sfnils Tint6,17 August 1989,
P.14.
l1k".t" Paper Raps Assertion of Sovereign Right', Strrils Tirrus, n August 19S9,
p.9.
'C.lkar MP Urges C-vt to hess for Mqe Details', Stmits Thna,20 August 1989,
p.9.
'Baseo Debate Rais€ Issue of ASEANb C-ollective Security', Stmits Tbna, 7
September 1989,p21.
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If all the ASEAN countrieg were b adopt this attitude,
what will happen to their commitment b the regional
grouping?a6

'Showdown' at tJre ASEAN InterParlienrenta4l Organieation
Meeting

Approximately a week after the Yeo statrement, Malaysian
officials hardened further their position that Singapore should defer to
long-standing ASEAN prerriptions for regional security. DePUV
Foreign Minister Datuk Dr Abdullah called for a public, united
ASEAN stand on the Singapore offer.4e Foreign Minister Datuk Abu
Hassan proposed that an ASEAN meeting should be convened to
discuss the issue should the US decide to accept Singapore's
invitation.s fohor Mentri Besar, Tan Sri Muhlddiry seconded, the
call for a meeting qior to a final decision being taken by Singapore on
the facilities to be offered. The aims of the meeting would be,intn alin,
to examine Singapore's motives and to'dear all doubts and ill-feelings
over the Singapore move'.Sl Sonre officials, at least in Kuala Lumpur,
clearly desired an opportunity to rcin in the Singapore pragmatists.

Previously low-profile Thai foreign ministry and National
Security Council NSC) officials were quick to intercede on Singapore's
behalf,-and indeed on behalf of ASEAN solidariSr.s2 While suggesting
informal discussions to better determine Singapore's intentions, former
ZOPFAN signatory Dr Thanat Khoman r€ie.ctd the Hassan call on the
grounds that it would 'fuel the controversy and damage ASEAN's
uniSr'.53 However, Foreign Minister Siddhi Savetsila flatly dismissed
calls for ASEAN deliberations on the matter, however informal'il The

t{odrtar Urges Spore to be Sensitive to Neighboun' Fedings', Stnits Tinx,22
August 1989, p.13.
'KL Urges Common ASEAN Stand', Srrzfis Tittus,Tl Augrrst 1989, P.1.
'ASEAN slrould Meet if US Tak€ Up Offer', StmilsTinus,lS Augu.st 1989, p.1.
Muhyiddin Calls for ASEAN Meeting to Discuss Singapore Mane', Streits Tittus'
21 August 1969,p.12.
Thaila-nd Sees no Need for a Joint Regional Stand', Stmits Tinrr.,l3 August 1989,

P.I0.
Flave Informal Talks on Bases Issue', StmilsTittlrs,2S Augwt t989, p.13.
'Thailand won't Respond to Cdls for C-onsensus', Srnils Tittus,2s Augwt 19$,
P.77.
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prospect of Kuala Lumpur rallying ASEAN against the Singapore
black sheep was shortlived.

However, the Aquino administratioru left none the wiser as to
the corporate ASEAN position on the US regional military Presenoe,
expressed implicit dissatisfaction with the stardoff. President Aquino
looked to the impending 10th Annual Meeting of the ASEAN Inter-
Parliamentary Organisation (AII0) in Manila as an opportunity to
obtain guidance. ASEAN members were errcouraged in advance to
'express clearly' their views on whether the US bases provided a
positive contribution to regional stability. Singapore was urged to
seek regional opinion on whettrer its offer was worthwhile.s5

In the event, the Singapore delegation studiously avoided
dirussion at AII0 of the specifics of the offer. Mr Abdullah, the
delegation head, considered that such discussion would be prernatur€
since details of any U$Singapore arrangement had yet to be
determined.56 Rarnon Miha, Speaker in the Philippines'lower house,
duly back-pedalled', with the qualification that only Sin_gapore could
bring up ib foreign policy prescriptions for discussion.5/ Singapore
thereby restricted discussion of Aquino's recommended agenda to the
well-worn and, for Manila's purposes, unhelpful question of whether
ZOPFAN could realistically be described as a short- or long-term
goal.S8 The Singapore delegation returned dearly pleased that an
effective veto had been exercised against the possibility of a formal
ASEAN resolution condemning the August offer.59

Reconciliation and Relapse

A brutal rift in ASEAN ranks having been avoided, those
Malaysian officials who had not been directly involved in calls for an
ASEAN inquiry regained the ascendancy in terms of limiting damage
to the image of ASEAN solidarity.

55 '$ate Your Stand on US Presence Clearly, Aquino Tells ASEAN', Stmits Tittus,Z3
August 1989, p.1.

= 
No to Talks on Offer to the US', StmitsTitttcs,2l2 August 1989, p.l.5t ibid58 'Offer is Mutual Initiadve of US and S'porer BG Yeo', StrtiuTinas,}gAugust 19E9,

P.13.rt 'S pore Team Avoided Talk of Offer to US in Manila', Sfnits Tirzcs, 2E August 1989,

P.15.
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In fact, some nine days afEr Singapore's original
announcement, and two days after the Hassan call for an ASEAN
meeting, Prime Minister Mahathir had put official opposition to the
singapore offer in perspective by pronouncing that-while Malaysia
would not object to repair facilities, it would oppose the basing of
troops, aircraft or naval vessels in Singapore. In doing so, Mahathir
also indicated that the us bases should be gadually withdrawn from
the Philippines only in response to similar reductions in the soviet
regional military presence.o

Malaysian officials were for the most part also reasonably
quick to distance themselves from the heady, occasionally ill-informed
criticisms focused at the grass-roots level. For example, the outgoing
Malaysian High Commissioner to Singapore, Dato Tharmaratnam,
advised a public audience in singapore that prime Minister Mahathir's
opinion was the one to be heeded rather than the at times politically
motivated statements of lower-eclrelon politicians.5l UtvlVO Vice-
President Datuk Abdullah later delivered a similar public reassurance
by descriling certain Malaysian critics as sensitive, 'perhaps even
emotional', about events in the Republic. singaporeMaliysia ielations
had often been characterised by a 'certain degree of competitiveness,
tension and sometimes even hostility'. For local Malaysianpoliticians:

An anti-Singapore bandwagon is a popular race to
enter because it often touches race and religion and
thus has tremendous enptional appeal.52

Abdullah concluded tlut 'cooler heads' operated at
goverrunent level in Kuala Lumpur to control the more emotive critics.
In support of this more sanguine interpretatiory it was worth
remembering that Mahathir had not been consulted prior to moves by
young political activists to organise demonstrations and present
protest notes against the Singapore offer.

Thus when Prime Minister Lee Kuan yew visited both lakarta
and Kuala Lumpur in October, to release details of Singapore's
intentions regarding the offer, he could anticipate a moderate olficial

@
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reception. To the relief of officials in bo0t capita-ls, Lee gave an

unequivocal assurance that no foreign -itifry base would be

eshbtished in Singapore under the agreenrcnt6 Details were made

clear publicly ovei 
-the 

next two weeks. Singapory lvould- 
provide

faciliti'es for ihe berthing, maintenance and repair of US naval vessels,

as well as hosting rotational deployments of US aircraft through
singapore bases.6l-A foreign ministry staterrsrt further indicated that
a ,riobest incr€ase'of US military activity (and support personnel for
that activity) in Singapore could be expected from early 1990'b5

The wind gradually left the sails of the g;rass-roott qlogj
movement in Malaysia as attendancEs at meetings dwindled.b
However, conciliatory statements among ASEAN officials from late

August did not entirely preclude either relapses into- emotionalism or
petiistetrt questioning oi Singapore's rationale for the offer by more

informed Malaysian and Indonesian observers.

on the enrotive front, the Israel rrretaphor, prospects of social

degradation and other indirect costs to Malayiia flared periodically.6T

Mdre perceptively, however, the Malaysian opposition Democratic

Action Party (DAP) expressed dissatisfaction with Prime Minister
Lee's october explanation on tlre grounds that Lee had not entirely
ruled out the eventual establishment of a US base'68 It was a
suspicion, shared by other Indonesian and Malaysian-observers, which

nad Ueen triggered-first by the lack of detail which had accomparied
yeo's originil parliamentary statement, and then exacetbated by a

report by a trlitaysian irurnalist quoting anonymous sources to the

efiect tfrit Washington had reiected an offer from Singapore to develop

a base at Tuas, neai furong.69
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A su@uent report in the Malapian media raised the
possibility that Singapore's initial reticence had not been due to an
inability to clearly define the limits of the offur. Rather, the
possibilities had been more open+nded than singapore officials were
pr€pal$ to admit in August either publidy, or behind dosed ASEAN
doors.D As an anonymous US official wai reported to have said, the
srnall increase in SingaporeUS activity announced in fttober was
'really not as much as they [Singapore] would like'.Z With hindsight,
a lakarta Posf editorial indicated some discomfort with offrcial
Singaporean pronounc€ments over the preceding months:

A mere technical contract to maintain and repair US
military planes and naval vessels obviously does not
require such a principled iustification as was
formulated by Minister Yeo, nor does such an
arrangement need to be defended as intensely as
Forcign Minister Wong Kan Seng did when he also
stated before parliament that the decision regarding
the offer should be viewed as Singapore's sovereign
ight'n
Upon reading the above, Singapore officials may well have

wondered exactly how the original offer should have been handled
grvery as the Yeo statement revealed, their initial judgenrent that
regional opposition ought to be addressed in advance. However, the
question remained as to why Singapore did not at least in principle
explicitly strike out from the start the option of transferring limited
basing facilities from the Philippines. At least for curious In-donesian
observers, speculation of that nature was cut short by a high-level
decrce, sonre six weeks after [ee's October visit to fakarta, that
controversy over the Singapore offer was dosed.R
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Indefinite Debate

In August, Philippines Secretary of Sate Raul Manglapus had

noted with some frustration the absence of ASEAN consensus

regarding the worth of the us $onal military Presenc€. However, in
tfr6 aftermath of serious tension over the Singapore offer, Manglapus

depicted the crcntroversy in a positive light. Although no- ASEAN-

eniorsed position on the US bases or Singapore offer had been

reached, Manglapus concluded that:

The worth of this offer of Singapore is that, little by
little the Philippines is getting less isolated in this
problem.T4

Although Manglapus acknowledged that some members

0akarta, for example) had not been forthright on the need to retain US

bases, an informai consensus had been reached which confirmed that

the bases, and to a lesser extent Singapore's intention to provide
auxiliary facilities, constituted positive contributions to regional

security. Manglapus seemed to second Prime Minister [.ee's earlier

appraisal that theinsistenc€ of those ASEAN members who sought to

eihblish a clear and pragmatic pattern for the maintenance of regional

order had sobering eifect on their rnore idealistically inclined

counterparts.E

Although ZOPFAN remained the only official 
- 

ASEAN-

endorsed initialive, Malaysi4 its most forthright supporter during the

debate, had emerged with a considerably mor€ pragmatic position
which recognised the intetim impediments to the ZOPFAN goal, and

which explicitly distanced the rational appraisals of the leadership in
Kuala Luhpui from the emotive, at times ill-informed, deference to

ZOPFAN *f,ict had characterised graseroots participation in the

debate.

However, if a catalyst can be said to trigger glacial

development, such was the effect of the Singapore-offer on ASEAN

members'deliberations over the appropriate rEthod to ensure future

74 'Spore Offer Makes Manila Less Isolated on US Bas€ Issue', Slt?ils Tin'rs' 72

Noverrber 1989, p.12.75 tn Lee's opinioni'The private pcition is unstate4 btrf-gnte perceived by.reading

between 
'tre lines'. Siee fU"iia Debab on Bases Offer has Done Good', Strcits

Tincs, 19 Septecrber 1989, P3.
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regional security. Contrary to the image of unity and reonciliation
portrayed publicly by officials afEr the event, the debate remained
open-ended. Two key differences persisbd between ASEAN
members: first, in their broad definitions of what might constitute
regional order; and second, at the micro-level, in their prescriptions
outlining how order should be managed.

Two further questions of importance to the terms of reference
of this work were also raised, namely: the extent to which ASEAN
members could assume greater responsibility for the management of
security through improved intra-regional military cooperation; and, as
a consequence, the extent to which the assistance of extra-regional
nations could be modified or foregone. The remainder of this chapter
will focus on the embryonic product of the debate over the Singapore
offer.

A Collective Regional Security Obiective?

Notwithstanding the emergenc€ of an ostensibly rrrore
pragmatig informal ASEAN consensus that the US military presenc€
enhanced regional stability, critics in fakarta insisted that the
Singapore offer had sustained an outdated paradigm for regional
security.

From the earliest days of the controversy, a series of editorials
in the influential lalarta Posf had repeatedly expressed dissatisfaction
with the limitations of the debate and called for an indigenous 'new
runner of thinking' to define and deal with questions of regional
security. Some four days after the Yeo announcement, the lalcarta Prx,t
argued that:

ASEAN countries have the rare opportunity to
hammer out a new security setting in the region with a
much lower equilibrium of the superpowers'
presence.T6

Such a forward-looking conceptualising would require ASEAN
members to:

76 'New Manner of Thinking', /aer b Pat,E August 1969, p.4.
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arrive at common perceptions regarding the futurc
security arangenrcnts in [the] region ard the tg"t"gi"
posture that tie ASEAN rnen-rbers should take.v

As the lalerta Posl advised:

If and when an intensive dialogue on the management

of regional security is conducted by ASEAT'I countries,
it would be most helpful from the outset to free
ourselves of the entrenched notion that tte US military
pnesence in this region is by definition beneficial, and
it"t is reduction would create a vacuum.B

Indonesia was urged to take the lead in disseminating

alternative ideas to ASEAN members, especially the errant singapore.
After hinting at its suspicion that singapore had originally intended
more than mere facilities, and after implying that the Republic had

been brought back into line in late 1989, a subsequent editorial

suggested ttat tte apparent compromise between_pragmatists and

iaJalists within ASEAN could serve as the foundation for future

dirussions on regional security management. The 'new

understanding' between:

Indonesia and Singapore should function as an
impetus to initiate discreet talks among ASEAN
members on the security setting that would best serve

the interests of the coun-tries of ihe region.n

The editorial board of the lakailn Posf was not alone among
Indonesian observers in calling for ASEAN to commencE work on a
new regional security paradigm. In reminding ASEAN members to

rely on national and regional resilience, Mr Sabam Siriat, past

president of the Indonesian Democratic Party, noted thatindonesian
oniciats were on record as having denied that the us bases were

beneficial to the Philippines' internal stability or that the US military
presence guaranteed- regional economic growth-s Mr Marzuki
barussaman, a rnemb€r of Golkar's foreign poliry grouP, regarded

'US Base Debate Goes On', /atarb Post, 22 Augtlst 1989, p.4.

ibid.
'gngapore's Offer Clarified', /ef4da Posl, 9 October 19E9, P.f.
'na6n'esian lrader Thanks PM Lee for Tribute to Soeharto', Stmits Tincs, 23

August 1989, p.13.
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Singapore's offer as a much needed prompt, obliging ASEAN to
confront long-avoided regional security issues:

There is a need to define our regional concems in
terms of more specific analysis of how we sere

developments in future.8l

Foreign Minister Alatas had noted mid-way through the debate that:

Eventually, we in ASEAN will have to rely on our
own system of comprehensive resilience at the
national and regional levels, instead of resorting to a
foreign military presence.62

In announcing that debate over the Singapore offer was closed, Alatas
again reiterated in general terms Indonesia's support for the
alternative concepts of national and regional resilience.s

Intra-Regional Military Cooperation and the Five Power Defence
Arrangements

Indonesian observers were no less forthright in proposing
initiatives to flesh out the new security paradigm. For example,
during an address to the ASEAN Secretariat, former Foreign Minister
Mochtar used the Singapore offer to call for closer military cooperation
between ASEAN nrembers.& In an interview with Antara, Mochtar
indicated that:

if the other ASEAN member states are interested in
sefting up such cooperatiory we should think seriously
about it.8s

'Bases Debate Raises Issue of ASEAN's Collective Security', Sfiaits Tirnes, 24
November 1989, p.l.
'Foreign Bases in SE Asia Tenrporary, Says Alatas', Stmits Timcs, f6 Septenrber
1989, p.l.
'Bases Issue Closed after Assuranm frour Singapore', Streits Tinus,24 November
1989, p.l.
'No Obiection if Offer is for Upkeep, Says Jakarta', Stmits Titrus, 10 August 1989,
P.77.
'Soelrarto C-autions S'pore on Bid to Hat US Forcs', laknta Post,l0 August 1989,
p.1.
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In an al,armist interpretation that the Singapore offer
threatened to put ASEAN 'on the threshold of disinEgration', retired
Indonesian General Soemitro cdled for ASEAlrl rrembers to develop a

multilateral security arangement involving intelligence exchanges,

irint exercises, and mutual assistance against both internal unrest and
the threat of external aggression.s The Head of the Centre for
Strategic and International Studies in ]akarta, Dr Wanandi, later added
that the Singapore offer had given ASEAN reason to consider
establishing close regional military cooperation to cover the prospect
of withdrawing US forces.87

However, an anonymous fakarta-based ASEAN diplomat was
reported to have dismissed the Mochtar proposal for a collective
military.urangernent with the view that:

In the short rury I don't see a military grouping. There
is still a certain amount of distrust among Singapore,
Indonesia and Malaysia. That's why there's no
military pact [among all ASEAN members].s

In a subsequent address to members of parliament, Defence
Minister Moerdani reiected the Mochtar proposal as'unrealistic':

In our view, this is almost not possible because of the
different histories, ideologies and national interests as

well as differing geo-strategic interests.s

Clearly, Indonesian observers were divided. In the minds of
some, the development of a higher form of indigenous military
cooperation would lend much-needed substance to the long-held,
abstract concept of ZOPFAN, which the Singapore offer had brought
into serious doubt. Yet proponents of closer intra-regional military
cooperation were in a position only to call for, and not to provide, a

blueprint outlining an indigenous alternative to the Republic's

86 'Rrture of ASEATJ being Threaten"d S"yt Retircd Indonegian Gmeral', Slraits
Tittrcs, 19 August 7%9, p.12.6/ 'Modrtar Urges S'pore to be Sensitive to Neighbours' Fedings', Stmits Tbws,22

88 i!ffiiJffitdh"e Rrore over us Bases', Nero stmits Tittus,lT August 1989,
o.12.E9 'f""itiU.u for US Shipo will Affed Indonesia', Snaits Tittus,lg Septeurber 19E9,

P-l0.
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initiative which, in effect, welcomed the indefinite presence of an
extra-regional benefactor.

In their efforts to encourage ASEAI{ nrembers to embark on
penetrating, less conservative prerriptions for regional security,
Indonesian observers did not ignore the presence of extra-regional
nations - Australia,New Zealand ard the United Kingdom - under the
'FPDA connection'. Mochtar hinted at the uncertainty of the
Arrangernents' future should its regional rnembers, Malaysia and
Singapore, see greater advantage in irining a new indigenous
network.s

Notwithstanding Yeo's rreassurance to FPDA members in his
original statement, an editorial in the Indonesian Pelita continued the
theme of the Arrangements' fading relevance by describing the FPDA
as being in'a state of decline'and by asking whether the Singapore
offer signalled the Republic's intention to rcplace the FPDA with an
upgraded US presence.gl

Modrtar Urges ASEAN not tro Forrr Flasty Condusion', Straits Tirrus,73 August
1969, p.10.
'Offer Comes as No Surprise because of Singapore's Position: lndonesian Paper',
Stmits Tines, lE Augtst l9ll9, 9.14.
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CHAPTER 5

INTRA-REGIONAL MILITARY
COOPERATION

Background

ASEAN reacted with grave ooncern to the Vietnamese
invasion of Cambodia in December 1978. The consolidation of
Vietnamese control through ib proxy goverrunent in Phnom Penh
resulted in a sustained political campaign among ASEAN members
against the invasion. Vietnanrese aggtession was widely considered to
have provided a rallying point for cohesion among the members
despite their varying economic and political interesb.

The invasion also provided impetus for nrembers to improve
their military capabilities, both individually and through developing
the land, sea and air exercises based on bilateral contacts, often centred
on border defence, which had preceded the invasion. Multilateral
intelligence consultations on border security issues, internal
insurgencies and possible external threats to the region had also
evolved on a limited basis.

Military cooperation among ASEAN members had been raised
in797l in vague terms as part of the ASEAN ministers' declaration of
intent to establish aZone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality. However,
bilateral contacts were not explicitly rnentioned until the 1975 ASEAN
summit in Bali.l In September 7982, sorne four years after the
Vietnamese invasion, during a visit to fakarta, Singapore's Prime
Minister L"ee called for extant bilateral air and naval exercises between
Indonesia and Singapore to evolve into venues for multilateral
cooperation. While potential external threats were identified as
Chinese, Vietnamese or Soviet forms of communism, with particular

For a r€sum6 of contacts from the late 195Oe see Dewi Fortuna Anwar, 'ASEAN as
an ,A.spect of lndonesian Foreign Policy', PhD theis, Departments of Politics and
History, Monash University, Melbourng fuly 19E9, p.261-?72. Background on
coopemtion dating from the Bdi summit ig contained in lau Teik Soon, 'Defmce
Expenditures of ASEAN States: The Regional Strategic C-ontext' n Defucc
Sptuling ia fuurhasl Asfu (lnstitute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore, T9t!7).
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emphasis on the latter, the need to avoid causing intra-ASEAN discord
by alluding to the possibility of an intra-mural threat was also implied:

The ideal would be multilateral exercises
encompassing all the [ASEAI{I rrrcmbers, but at least
quadrilateral so that there is no misunderstanding as

to the perception of the threat.2

Indonesian Vice'Itesident Adam Malik subsequently rejected

the proposal, preferring to retain the status quo centred on fakarta's
bilateral military links with other ASEAN members. Malik's view,
supported by Indonesian parliamentarians and delivered following an
audience with President Soeharto, was that multilateral exercises could
provoke suspicion on the part of the Indochinese nations and might
encourage ASEAN members towards a defence Pact contrary to the
group's non-military charter. Malik reiterated the need for ASEAN
members to improve their respective national resilience efforts as the
basis for regional resilience. Thailand also reicted Lee's call, which, in
the event, went no further.3

This chapter will focus on proposals mooted and
arrangements struck between ASEAN members during 1989 to
promote intra-regional military cooperation as a complenrentary
element in the wider pursuit of national and regional security by
economic and political means. For the PurPoses of this work, military
contacts between the nations of maritime Southeast Asia, namely
Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, will receive particular attention.

Developments during 1989

During the period under leview, a number of unprecedented
arrangements were made to upgrade bilateral military contacts,
particularly between Malaysia and Singapot€, and between Indonesia
and Singapore. These initiatives were interspersed with periodic calls
of varying intensity from the three nations, as well as from the
Philippines and Thailand, for ASEAN members to reconsider the

'[ne foint ASEAN Wargames would be ldeal', Srrnits Tinus, 70 September 1982,

p.8.
joint Exercises "could Cause Problems"', Sftrits Tircs, 15 Septerrber 1982, p.11.
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prospects for doser, more inEgrabd forms of military cooperation on
a regional (as opposed to limited bilaErd) basb.

On 27 |anuary 1989, the Malaynian Defence Minister Tunku
Rithauddeen annourrced the intention of Malaysia and Singapore to
conduct bilateral naval exercises in the South China Sea off Sabah and
Sarawak under the title Malapura. Singapore's Prime Minister C,oh
Chok Tong indicated that Malaysia had acrcepted the Republic's offer
for the Royal Malaysian Air Force (RMAF) to attend the Singapore Air
Force (SAF)'s annual live.firing exercise. Rithauddeen in turn revealed
both nations' wish to conduct a combined army battalion exercise in
Sabah, Malaysia some time during that year.

In March 1989, General Flashim announced that Malaysia had
formally invited Singapore to participate in an army exercise and that
the requisite planning was underway. On 21 May 1989, the first
combined live firing exercise between Malaysia and Singapore on
Singapore. soil commenced under the banner Semangat Bersatu (Unity
in Spirit).4 It was announced during the exercise finale that Malaysii
would host a reciprocal combined army exercise in Sarawak in October
1989. The second Seman_gat Bersatu, a two-week exercise, was duly
held from 5 October 1989.s

Beyond the Malaysia-Singapore nexus, both nations sought
improved bilateral military contacts with Indonesia. Singapore
registered particularly notable arrangernents. Qr 22 March 1989,
Generals Try Sutrisno and Winston Choo opened combined air
weapons testing facilities at the Indonesian Siabu Air Weapons Range
near Pekanbaru in Eastern Sumatra. The ceremonies marked the
steady prqtress of the arrangement, from Indonesia's offer to
Singapore of the use of training facilities in mid-1987, to the signing of
a bilateral memorandum of understanding (MOU) in February 1988.5

Th-e exercise, involving a Malapian company and a Singaporean battalion,
l{minated in five-firing practie at the Singapore Armed Forces Training Instihrte
(SAm). 

- etUt"=ry and other fire support was directed at an area prior to a
combined attack by Malaysian and Singaporean pemonnel designed t6 dislodg.
an a8gr€33or.
The.second-Seurangat Bemahr was located at the Serrpadi haining ground, near
Kuching in lrawak, Mdapia involving a Malaysian regimmt and a-singaporean
battalion. Personnd were required b complete a 45 kilometre bek-under
ocrcasional ambushes, a river crcsing and a battalionlevel counter-attack to clear
enemy emplacrnrmts.
Facilities were available for bombing and air-toground gunnery practie.
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Some three days after tlre Siabu opening, Indonesia and
Singapore signed an MOU covering the conduct of regular irint land
exercises in Indonesia. In July 1989, it was announced that Irxlonesia
had launched development of an anny baining cenbe at Baturaia,
Sumatra, to which Singapore was granted access.T On 11 December
1989, lndonesia and Singapore held their first pint land exercise in
Singapore, entitled Salkar Indopura 7/89.E

Existing cooperative .urangenrents between the Malaysian and
Indonesian military eshblishments cnntinued untroubled throughout
the year. From 3-8 August 7989, for example, the two nations
conducted combined arrny battalionJevel exercises. On their
completiory the Malaysian Comrrander, Lieutenant General
Fakaruddiru announced the possibility of combined irint army, navy
and air force exercises in 1991.9 On 24 November 1989, Ccneral Try
Sutrisno led a forty-one member delegation to Kuala Lumpur for the
annual Indonesia-Malaysia General Border Committee Meeting, at
which future bilateral exercise possibilities were discussed.

Malaysia for one also developed new or improved contacts
beyond rrraritirne Southeast Asia. In keeping with Malaysia's greater
sense of security following the demise of the Communist Party of
Malaya (CPM),10 on 15 December 1989 Defence Minister Rithauddeen
announced the pint Malaysian-Thai decision to extend their combined
air exercises beyond the common border rcgion during 1990 to
incorporate areas in peninsular Malaysia and rnainland Thailand.

A rrrcre sophisticated conceptual framework for the practical
military arrangements attained during 1989 was also called for
contemporaneously by rnost ASEAN npmbers. Attempts to pronnte
a meeting of regional military minds were discernible in the at times

The complex, billed as potentially the largest ln Ada, lncorporated during its first
phase fadlities for the simulation of defance agalnst air attacks. Under the second
phase (19G93) brigadelevel excrcis would be acrommodated.
Safakar lndopnra was to be held annually. The first of the series, held at Stagmont
Camp, Krangi, was a mapplanning exercise withottt tsoop mov€srmb.
Participants addresd tactical probleurs 'ot pap€(', induding the removd of
eneury hill emplacurents, and conventional fighting techniqtrs ln a built-up area.
'RI and Malaysia b Hold Miltary Exccis€ in 191', b*trtt Post,10 August 19E9,
p3.
The CPM dgrred agreemmts ending its 4l-year arm€d conflict with Bangkok and
Kuala Lumpru on 2 December 19E9.

9

10
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controversial proposals, sorE of which rnmted the long-term
possibility of exterding contacts b Indochina.

On 14 April 1989, the Thai Army Comrnander Ceneral
Chavalit proposed the convening of a conference of regional military
leaders from ASEAN, Australia, China, Iaos, New Taland, the United
States and Vietsram. On 21 April 1989, Prinrc Minister Chatichai
proposd that ASEAN members should devote greater atbntion to the
possibilities for pint defence industry production. Some four days
later, the Philippines Foreign Secr€tary, Raul Manglapus, lent
conditional support to the Chaitchai call. Defence Secretary Ramos
weighed in with further high-profile support during visits to lakarta
on 12 May 1989, and to Bangkok on 21 May 1989.

However, by far the most forthright indication of renewed
interest in closer intra-regional military cooperation came with the call
in Singapore on 4 May 1989 by the Malaysian Foreign Minister Abu
Hassan for the creation of a 'defence cnmmunity' involving ASEAN
memberc. Although the concept of a miliary'community' was not
taken further publicly, official thoughts on doser intra-regional
cooperation surfaced again on 19 September 1989 during an address
by Singapore's Prilre Minister Lee to the Indonesian National Defence
College. Lee supported the notion of increased interaction between
unspecified regional armed forces; induding, evenhrally, Vietnam. A
day later, in Bangkok, Lee again mooted the possibility of cooperation
between ASEAN memberc' armed forces and the Vietnanrese army
following a political settlement in Cambodia. In an unrelated though
thematically similar statement, on 10 November 1989, the Malaysian
Chief of Staff General Hashim urged the political €lites in both
Malaysia and Singapore to expunge their mutual suspicions, which
undermined cooperative effort on the part of their respective military
establishments.

During tlre later months of the year, Indonesian officials
assumed prominence in utging for greater collaborative through on
the prospects for improved military cooperation. Speaking to
rcporters on 4 October 1989, and again on 6 December 1989 to an
Indonesian parlianrentary hearing, General Try Sutrisno called for
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ASEAN members to 'spin their own defence lspiderl web'll
independently of other nations. During a briefing to the Indonesian
Foreign Ministry's fthool of Staff on 22 December 1989, Defence
Minister Moerdani called for the creation of 'security belts'12 in
Southeast Asia; although no details were given publicly as to how such
belts could be implernented.

Australian officials and academic observers with an interest in
sustaining and improving avenues for the nation's politico-military
interaction with Southeast Asia could not ignore practical and
intellectual developments of such importance, both registered and
foreshadowed by regional nations.

The Militarisation of ASEAN?

At no stage during the period under review did a member of
the various political or military 6lites within ASEAN propose the
creation of a military pact or bloc within the organisation.

It is nevertheless interesting that a least one Malaysian analyst
noted that some unidentified members of the Western diplomatic
community in Singapore remained convinced that due to the sorts of
changing strategic circumstances outlined in Chapter Three, ASEAN
members would ultirnately be obliged, despite their caution, to form a
military alliance of some description.l3

This Western argument stemmed from a mixture of
observation and extrapolation. Since its inception, ASEAN had acted
as a de /acfo security organisation. The official addition of military
cooperation to its long+tanding political and economic agenda would
help revive the organisation beset by serious internal questioning as to
its economic performance, as well as its future political cohesion given
the imminent prospect, if not of a final settlenrent in Cambodia, then at
least of the onset of 'Cambodia fatigue. The possibility of Vietnamese
or Chinese assertiveness, particularly with respect to their claims in the

11 'ASEAN Should Take Care of its own Defence, Says Caneral Try', Ncu Stmits
Titncs, 5 October l%9, p.2; Jakarta Calls for Clccr Bilaterd Defence Ties in
ASEAN, StmitsTitttcs,E Decetnb€r 1969, p.1.

rz Moerdani Propces Security Belts for Southeast Asia', 9tmits Tittlrs,E December
7%9,p.2.rJ 'ls ASIIAN Turning Into a Military Eoc?', Nap 9rrrits Tinrs, 30 Mardt 198f, p.12.
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South China Sea, coupled with the nredium-term decline of US activity
in the region, would see ASEAlrl members shdve their reservations
concerning institutionalised military coopention with the same
pragmatism that their twin goals of creating a7anre of Peace, Freedom
and Neutrality, and a Southeast Asian Nudear Free Zone, had been
read to have been postponed indefinitely; periodic rhetorical revivals
notwithstanding.

if the prospect of an 'ASEAN militaqy wing' was being over-
read by sorrre, the reading was not totally without substance. The
'evidence' was drawn from the deeds and words of ASEAN mernbers
themselves. Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore anrC Thailand were each
perceived to be at the forefront of moves to hone inha-regional
military cooperation. Of the four, for example, only Malaysia had not
opted for the F-16 fighter and hence the tangible potential to contribute
individually to some future collective air defence training and
maintenance nucleus.l4 During 1989, the weak link in any cooperative
regional scheme, the Malaysia-Singapore nexus, beset on occasion by
arguably the most intense political tensions, appeard to be
shengthening with each initiative.

As an enthusiastic Singaporean correspondent was to describe,
direct contact between Singaporean and Malaysian troops and their
use of live ammunition during Exercise Sernangat Bersahr in Singapore
in May 1989 signified 'a maior psychological breakthrough'ls for both.
The exercise was portrayed as indicating the existence of shared
strategic perspectives, close social, historical and cultural links, and
willingness to develop compatible army tactics and procedures.

The two nations subsequently confounded sceptics who had
consideled the relationship insufficiently stable to sustain the next step
to a mairr bilateral land exercise on Malaysian soil (particularly
following controversy over Singapore's August offer to host US
military facilities). fust such an exercise was held for the first time in
October 1989. The inaugural Semangat Bersatu series was thus said to
have been consummated with the achievement of its first reciprocal
phase. Malaysia's return hosting of the pint exercise was seen as a
public demonsbation by the 6lites on both sides of the causeway of the

ibid.
'Ioint Land Exercise: The First St€p has been Taken', Stmits Titrus, 15 lune 1989,

P25.

l4
l5
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all-important political will to cooperate militarily.l5 Although the
exercises were rcco{inised as being far from complex, the mutual
tolerance of foreign military feet on sovereign soit proviaea sufficient
symbolism to warrant self-cnngratulation. At a pint press crcnference

leaded by Brigadier General Boey, the SAF Deputy Chief of General
liff tarmy), and Lieutenant General Datuk Nik, Mahysia's DeputSr
chief of A^y, substance was added witr the announcement that i
committee would be forrned to establish standard operational
procedures for the series. The possibility of conducting larger brigade.
level exercises was rnooted, as was the prospect of singaporean troops
exercising on the more sensitive peninsular, as opposd to East
Malaysiary territory.lT

If analysts looked next to the Indonesia-Singapore nexus,
additional impressive precedents could be cited. singaporb's access to
the Baturaia anny omplex for training against enemy air attacks
marked the first time that singapore soldiers would set foot on
Indonesian soil since confrontation.lE A further breakthrough in
bilateral d!ftury cooperation came with the firstever irint land
exercise in Singapore, Exercise Saftar Indopura, in December 19g9.
The tentative nafure of the arrangement was evident in the absence of
troop movements, with_participants opting for on-paper mapplanning
and tactical practice. on conclusion, neither army felt itself ready to
alter established planning concepts and procedures, settling instead for
an improved appreciation of the reasons for the differences between
them. However, Brigadier Boey expressed the view that Safkrr

-Inlopuy provided the basis for the expansion in scope and size of
bilateral land o<ercises, as well as the involvernent of troops following
the development of common procedures.l9

But the most compelling, if slightly pr',zling,evidence that the
various developnrenb should be taken as more than simply the
streng_thening of extant bilateral contacts came with the wording used
by ASEAN political and military leaders themselves. Although in

t6
77
l8

19

Joint Land Exercises Fulfil Political Wish', St .tts Ti,rr6,lg October 19E9, p22.
ibid.
'Spore Troops can Train in Asia's largest Arury Cenbe', Stnits Tint s,gl fuly 1989,
P.l1.
'sAF and Indonesian Arnry to stage First foint land Exercise', stmits Tines, ll
tr"glT 1989, p.1;'Hrst gporelndoneda Land Exercise a Boct to Defmce Ties',
Straits Tinro,12 Decer ber 1%9, p2;'FiFt Combined Army Exercise has Brounht
Indonesia and S'pore Clcer', Strrits Tint6,l4 Demrber 19E9, p3.
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March 1989, Ccneral winston choo denied that it was singapore's

intention in promoting closer intra-regional -itiFry cooperation to

move towaras tne .'."itiotr of a defence pact, and although in April,
fresh from initiatives registered in the bilateral relationship with

Indonesia, the General 
-found difficulty in predicting how far

multilateral military links would develop, he stated that:

... through the series of bilateral defence ar:rang^e^ments,

in fact ,i. h..te formed a matrit uithin ASEAN'2O

short of a formal military pact, the possibilities for military

cooperation foreshadowed by Malaysian Foreign tvtinistg Hassan in

rtr"j, rrar under the auspices of a 'defence community' for the 1990s

were of wide potential:

We must takc the ASEAN stata to new heighs of
political and military cooperation and regional
ieconciliation in the days ahead.2l

Hassandeliveredhiscallsimultaneouslywiththe
announcement that ASEAN nrembers were considering the formation

of a combined military force to monitor the Vietnamese withdrawal
from C-ambodia. As hL stated: 'An ASEAN furce is always at the back

of our minds'.22

Attimes,therhetoricwasasnebulousasitwasbold'The
concept of 'regional resilience' appeared to _be back in vogue and tied

explicitly to cooperative militaryinitiatives.A The repeated references

Io'ASEAN in a military context left Australian observers wondering
what was to come.

Jakarta Sees Muhnl Bmefits in Military Accords with Singapore', Stmits Titt',js'Z7

April 1989, p.24 (eurPhasis added).
,/F-EAN-;ffi;a's6iay oermce'community ldea: KL Minister" Streits Tittus, S

May 19E9, p.4O (errphasis added).
,ASifAN iiace for& for Cambodia Prop*ed', Nczr Stails Titncs,6May 1989,p.10

t"r,pf,.*" "aJ"al. 
Hasean also rev'ealed that ASEAN mesrbers had held

uooifi"i"l discussions on the peibility of establishing srdr a tq* T fakarta in

February 1988. S€e 'ASEAN day Send foint Force to C-ambodia', Naa Srrzils Titics'

5 May 1989, p.2.
In D.foern# 7989, lot example, the Indqresian Arnry chief of staff,-c-sreral Edi

Su&adiaL related Safakar indopura to the oncept. 'FiFt Combin€d Army
Exercis! has Brought lndonesia-ard s'pore c1cer" stnits Tirrus, 14 Deqlber
1989, p.3.
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ASEAN Proccriptions

As noted above, at no stage was the concept of a 'defence
communigr'equated by ASEAT.I officials with the creation of a formal
$i9ry pact. Indeed, in April 1989, while ubnding cautious support
for €hatichlj- prgposal for collective A.SEAN -defence induitry
productiory Philippines Foreign secretary Raul Manglapus identified
the key barrier to the creation of a grand ASEAN defence sclreme:

Introducing a military dimension to ASEAN was
something not envisaged in the original articles of the
association. Therefore, this matter has to be subierted
to more discussion arpng the countries.24

ASEAN had been explicitly set up to avoid the sorts of
complications which were being revisited sorrre two decades later.
Furthermore, the formation of a 'defence community, might be
interpreted as a shift from the organisation's emphasis on the
Indonesian-inspired concepts of national and regional resilience

lhry"gt ecrcnomic and political, rather than mititary, means.
Indonesian critics who had prevailed against supporters of singapore
Prime Minister [.ee's call in 1982 for closer intra-regionat mititary
cooperation6 would be unlikely to rcmain silent a-t the possibl-e
erosion of their conceptual high grourd.

In later 1989, after much public speculation, ASEAN officials

lE". the process of finalising regional proscriptions pertaining to
closer military cooperation. At a conferencb in canberra in November
19E9, Malaysian General Hashim explained his personar view that the
costs would outweigh the benefis of a formal ASEAN military regine.
Apart from the diffiorlty of crcordinating such an arrangement, d-ue to
each rnember's wish to retain its unique strategic perceptions and
obiectives, collective ASEAN rnilitaqy activity wourd not ue adequate
of itself to counter future, externally sourced aggression that might
credibly be of concern. Excessive military -expenditure 

would
undermine regional economic developrnent. The Indochinese states

24

25

Joint Arnrs hodndion Call Ne€ds Further Study, Slrzits Tina,,26 April 19g9,
P.15.
Anwar, 'ASEAN as an Aspect of Indonedan FordgJr policy,, pp2Z67E.
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might feel excluded, threatened and provoked into commencing an

arms race lrlitfu tr$f,trff.25

In addition, the December statements by Generals Try sutrisno

and Moerdani could be interprebd as attempb b rein in and put into

perspective the concephral speculation 1nd startling arran-gements

itt"it during the year. Try Sutrisno's call for a defence,'spider web',

an analogy inre*hat flimsier and certainly lacking the human touch

evoked ory the notion of a community, was accompanied by a

reiteration that Indonesia opposed the drafting of a formal Pact or

contract.27 Moerdani's call for the creation of 'security belts' was

similarly reserved, though positive.2E

Singapore,whichbythatstagehadregisteredunprecedented
bilateral an;ar,gements with both Indonesia and Malaysia, retained a

characteristical'iy realistic analysis of the prospects for-a defence

community. at editorial in the sttaits Tines noted that dl members

had agreei that a formal pact was undesirable on the grounds that it
could"increase suspicions bet*eet members and external nations, and

that a pact would require a clear defini^tion of military threats, which

ASEAN rnembers in fict did not share.29 In short, the tensions which

could arise would be counterproductive at a time when subtle

diplomacy was required to reaP the political and economic benefiS of

inieraction with Lxba-regional nations who could no longer be

categorised along clear-cuiideological lines.s

Perhapsanequallycompellingcaseagainstthecreationofa
pact, mentiorria it pasiingby the Singapore media, was the possibility

of exacerbating latent potitiiat or military tensions between ASEAN

members thro-ugh an overly ambitious approagh to_ intra-regional

military coopetalot. Military establishments in ASEAN, as elsewhere,

had l6ng been reluctant to participate in exercises or training

exchange"s with their regional or extra-regional counterParts which

26

27

28

29
30

Hashim, ,Regional Defene fronr the Military Perspective" Addr€s to HQIADS
Serrinaa Sinlapore,30 Novenrber 1989, pp.910
l"k"tt"'C"ti"'f* 

'q*o 
Bilateral Oei&,ce Ties in ASEAN', Stttits Tines, 8

December 19E9, p.1.
M;a; Prd&€ Security Belts for So'theast Asia', Straits Tinus,2S Deccmber

7989,p.2.
'Alternatives to an Alliance', Stmits Tittus, 14 Dececrber I 9fl9' p26'
It was, incidmtally, an interesting pcition to adop given the Rcpublic's readiness

earlier in the yeario slrun Sovia iria Vietn"mese oppcition to its offer to Fomote
US military acess to its facilities.
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might reveal weaknesses in their own capabilities, or sensitive details
covering their force structures, military doctrines or planning. The
polite and mutually supportive air that surounded the gradual
development of land exercises along the sensitive Malaysia-Singapore
nexus during 19E9 provided an example of the kind of incremental
progress that would be required to sustain the support of the political
and military dlites directly involved; as well as of their respective
grass-roots constituencies. In the particular case of cross{auseway
cooperation, notwithstanding enthusiastic public statements by
military spokespeople, a Malaysian correspondent found it necessary
to reassure local readers that 'military secrets' would not leak to
Singapore via the Malaysian Armed Forces' participation in the
Semangat Bersatu series.3l

In addition, iudging again from coverage in the regional
media, individual nations maintained a close watching brief not only
on unilateral military exercises by their neighbours, but also on those
cooperative arrangements between ASEAN membens to which the
observers were not party.32 Historically, the prospect that military
cooperation between two neighbours might be used to exert political
leverage on a third non-participant had not been the concern solely of
ASEAN's geographically small member states.s

Thus, it was precisely to avoid the appearance of mini-military
blocs among ASEAN nrembers that the idea of a future transition from
bilateral military arrangemenb to more open forms of multilateral
cooperation was mooted during 1989. However, since the appearance
of a forrnal military triangle comprising Indoneia, Malaysia and
Singapore would be widely perceived by outsiders as more exclusive
than a series of bilateral links between them, Deputy Prime Minister
Goh Chok Tong had previously insisted in parliament that improved
defence contacts within maritime Southeast Asia did not signify the
existence of a military pact, community, triumvirate or nucleus.A

The reassurance, first published in lltusn Meleysla, appeared later in 'All Part of a
!"gul"r Exdrange of Recipes on Military Tactics Says Paper', Strcits Tines, l0
October 1989, p.21.
See, for elample, Malaysia, Indonegia to Hold Big Joint Exercise', Stmirs Tines,lO
Arrgust 1989, p.l9;'Can Try in KL for Two Day Visit', Srmirs Tittus,E Septerrber
1989, p.13.

$rwar, 'A.SEAN as an Aspect of Indonesian Foreign Policy', p2&!.
There is no Three Nation Defmce Pact Chok Tong', Sfrriri Tittts, g April 1989,
p.1.

33v
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If, in sum, by the end of 1989 ASEAN rnembers were clear as

to the limits on furure intra-regional military cmperation, what sort of
contacts did they hope to adopt, and what benefits did they hope to
derive?

ASEAN Prescriptions

For reasons of diplomacy, proponents of closer intra-regional
military cooperation wer€ at pains to avoid relating their enthusiasm
to specific threat scenarios.$ However, the emerging uncertainties in
bipolar and regional relations, and the state of ASEAN preparedness to
deal with those developments, were clearly of concern.

The Malaysian Forcign Minister's proposal of May \989, for
example, accompanied sonre carefully worded soul-searching as to the
most appropriate way for ASEAN to relate to increasing fapanese
economii aria ponUcat involvement in Southeast Asia.s His defence

community proposal was mooted implicitly in the context of ASEAN
members'need to improve their politico-military cooperation to avoid
external domination by non-military stealth. The confidence to
interact with external nations could best be derived from a revitalised
perforrnance across the spectrum of ASEAN rnembers' political,
eccnomic and military cooperation.3T His argument evoked the
balance of power logic which was ostensibly slipping from fashion at
thebipolar level.s

The desire to embrace, while being strong enough to avoid
being beguiled by, the undoubted benefits of economic cooperation
with non-ASEAN states also motivated Singapore Prime Minister [.ee's

separate support for military cooperation with Vietnaru onc€ the latter
had learned the cost of war.39 A similar contextual backdrop without

'Defmce Pact not hompted by any Threat', Stmits Titnrs,14 May 1989, p.l0'
Malapia: ASEAN Nee& to Have a Defene Pad', Sbr, 6May l-ry?.
'Call fb,r Derfence Acrcord in ASEAN', Nap Sfrzirs Tinrs,6May 1989, p'10.
'ASEAN strould Shrdy Defence Community ldea: KL Minister', Stnits Titrus' 5

May 1989,p.,().
More Interaction betrveen Arrred Forces Enhane Basis for Pae', Stmits Tittus'
22 September 1989,p24.
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public reference to a specific 'threat' was drawn by Defence Minister
Moerdani during his call for the creation of ASEAN security belts.40

The complexities of intra-mural diplomacy also militated
against the prcsentation by ASEAN rnembers either of detailed public
proposals or considered, perhaps dismissive, counter-proposals. Thus
the variously labelled calls for improved intra-regional military
cooperation were either couched in or greeted by the proviso that such
matters would merit 'further consideration'. Proponents were for the
most part less able to describe publicly the detail of the defence
'community' they envisaged, than to itemise those traits which they
did not want to see develop from their initial speculation.

From the public record, it would appear that the rhetorical and
practical initiatives recorded during 1989 lacked the discipline of a
coherent conceptual framework. The initial impression, however, is
only partly correct.

As examined in Chapter Three, the flavour of the First ASEAN
Seminar on Regional Resilience spread beyond official circles in
fakarta. In October 7989, tor example, an editorial in the lalurta post
called for serious consideration of the implications of increased
military cooperation among ASEAN members in the context of
changrng strategic circumstances at the global level and in the Asia-
Pacific. Jakarta was called upon to review its strategic thinking by
shifting the focus of its attention from the traditional national aspects
of security to regional problems. Such a review would require:

a solid theoretical underpinning, one that is dosely
related to the kind of regional security order perceived
to best serve Indonesia's national interest.4l

While the gradual rernoval from the region of external powers' bases
and facilities would rernain an obiective, according to the editorial,
Iakarta would need to address 'new era' questions - including the
possibility of bringing external poweni such as India and |apan into
closer, positive forms of political, economic and perhaps military
cooperation.

'Set Up ASEAN Security Belts Says Moerdani', Nanr Strlits Tl,tus,25 Dec€mb€r
1989, p.10.
'Ortward Lookin gPcrlhll.e', lakote Post, 5 October 19[ig, p.4.

40
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However, p€rhapo the rrpst inforrnative and clear-sighted set

of prescriptions pertaining to future intra-regional military
cooperation was delivered by the Malaysian Armed Forces

Commander, General Flashim, in late 1989.4 Paradoxically, the
General proposed a vaguely defirnd choice as the conunon threat to
regional security; namely, the prospect of aggression from an external,
anon).rnous communist nation. The C,eneral thereby provided ASEAN
with a non-controversial threat, masking ASEAN membets'individual
(though differing levels o0 ambivalence towards the future roles of
China, India, Iapan, the Soviet Union and Vietnam; more precise

definitions of which would fail to stimulate sufficient regional

consensus while offending parties named directly:

Cmperation should be based on the fact that
communism constitutes a conunon threat to ASEAN
regardless of who the actual aggressor is.€

Military activities would rcmain at a bilateral level, centred on
'the need to defend areas of colrunon strategic interest'.4 Each

ASEAN member would be free to define'the t1pe, tirre and scale of
aid it requires or can provide',s thereby preserving national
sovereignty and operational decision-making. ZOPFAN would be
retained to avoid suspicion on the Part of non-mernbers'

General Hashim summarised by listing six conditions that
should be met before closer military cooperation among ASEAN
members could succeed. Members should:

. all benefit in political, military, economic and cultural
terms;

. observe the long-term aim of phasing out extra-
regional powers;

. avoid inciting unnecess.rry fearamong non-members;

o retain their sovereignty and selfdetermination;

Hashim, 'Regiond Defence from the Military Perspective', Address to HQLADS
Serrinar, Singapore, 30 Novmrb€r 19E9.
ibid., p.10.
ibid.
ibid.
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. avoid expenditure on military asPects to the detriment
of ecpnomic developmen$

. c:ooperate in a form which reflects the nature of the
current and future international environment.6

If by late 1989 the makings of a conceptual framework for
improved military cooperation floaFd in uncoordinated forms, still
requiring consolidation and endorsenrent by the ASEAN grouP as a
whole, ASEAN members could at least put the year's practical and
conceptual developnrents into perspective, and look to the benefits of
enhanced bilateral, and perhaps limited multilateral, contacts.

Benefits of Intra-Regional Military Cooperation

At a time when most ASEAN nrembers could observe their
neighbours either developing or contemplating the development of
sophisticated national defence capabilities,f the confidence'building
aspect of closer defence cooperation could not be ignored; particularly
in the Indonesia-Malaysia-Singapore triangle, susceptible as it was at
times to sharp politico-military tension.

In |anuary 1989, when announcing Malaysia's and Singapore's
wish to embark on a program of bilateral land exercises, Malaysian
Defence Minister Rithauddeen emphasised the worth in this regard of
the concept of the'indivisibility'of the two nations'defence:

The airspace over Malaysia and Singapore is
indivisible, and so is the miliary defence of the two
countries. We therefore cannot afford to be at
loggerheads with each other. Cooperation is the way
to ensure peace and stability for both countries.s

E ibid.,p.e.4t Se Chaoter Three.
'lE 'First ever foint Army Exercise with Singaporer, Natt Streits Tittus,2llanuary 7%9,

p3.
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The defensive nature of the exercise scenarios subsequently
perforrned under Semangat Bersatu had a muh"rally reassuring aura to
that end.ag

For their part, officials in |akarta may have believed that,
through carefully planned initiatives with Malaysia and Singapore
respectively, tlre reassurance creaEd along those bilateral belts might
spread to the trilateral sphere. For example, Indonesia had left open
the offer to other regional states besides Singapore to use its Siabu Air
Weapons Range.s Observers also implied that army training facilities
made available to Singapore might be used by other Southeast Asian
nations. |akarta's op€nness rnay also have been motivated by an
intention to rcduce the Republic's long-standing wariness at the
possible emergence of a Malay bloc. In turn, Singapore's General
Winston Choo noted that non-participating observers from ASEAN
states already attended other members' bilateral exercises, and that
multilateral exercises could in theory occur 'as the opportunity
present[edl itself.sl

Additional, nasc€nt forms of multilateral cooperation were
registeled during 1989, particularly through low-level personnel
contacts. Singapore was at the forefront of efforts to extend the
tentative multilateral embrace. For example, during an address to the
Command and Staff College, the Republic's prenrier officer training
venue, the Minister for Communications and Information, Dr Yeo,
stated that participating officers from Brunei and the Philippines
play_$ a key role in the promotion of intra-regional politico-military
ties.52 Similarly, Singapore used a low-key six-weeli naval training
exercise during fuly and August 1989 to promote goodwill .rmong
Indonesian, Malaysian and Singaporean representatives.S3

These efforts provided a rnodest adjunct in the multilateral
realm to the high-profile attention devoted to the gmdwill aspects of
Singapore's bilateral contacts with Indonesia and Malaysia. In the

'Engineers Help loint Forces CrGs River Obstade', Stmits Tinus, 9 October 1989,
p3.
lakarta Sees Muhral Benefit in Military Acrcords with Singapore', Str its Tirras,27
Ap,ril19E9, p.2a.
ibid.
Play ygur Part in homoting Goodwill, ASEAII Officers Urged', Stmits Tittrcs,Z4

July 1989, p.!5.
'Four Foreigners End Sea Stint ndth Navy',Srrzits finas, 22 August 1989, p21.
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latter case, indulgent coverage by tLe local media could not detract
from the serious attempt to improve the quality of contacts. It was an
attempt pursued at tinres with as much vigour in the social as in the
military sphere.il To the extent that interaction was encouraged
among younger generation officers, a conscious policy was underway
to mirror ASEAN efforts to improve wider, non-military youth
contacts. If sophisticated multilateral military links were a distant
prospect, the cooperative will to reach that goal required active
cultivation in advance.

Developments during 1989 also provided an inkling of the
specific military gains to be derived from closer cooperation between
both land and air forces within the Indonesia-Malaysia-Singapore
triangle. For example, enthusiasm on the part of the Malaysian army
for joint live'firing exercises with Singapore was due in part to the
insights which the former could gain into the planning and
coordination of livefiring practice across the causeway; particularly at
the sophisticated Singapore Armed Forces Training Institute (SAITI).55

With the need to shift the Malaysian army's developmental focus from
counter-insurgency to conventional military techniques, a requirement
recognised long beforc the official demise of the Communist Party of
Malaya, cooperation with one of the region's most advanced land
forces could only enhance the RMAFs combat ability. Perhaps to
point to the mutual benefit to be gained from the second Semangat
Bersatu in Sarawak, Major General Datuk Ha[ Mustafa Awang,
Commander of the Malaysian Second Regional Command, reminded
Singapore that training on Malaysian soil, under conditions not
experienced in the island Republic, would in turn broaden Singapore's
conventional warfare docbine and techniques.s

Program items for the Semangat B€rsatu s€ri6 induded sight-seeing trips,
farewell dinners, exchanges of mourenbo, song and dance performances, and a
mixed team competition revolving around a two metre inflatable punch-ball. See
'Clmer Ties the Target of foint SingaporeMalaysia Exercise', Streits Tittts,22May
1989, p.1; 'Comrade in Arrrs l,ends a Hand', Straits Tines,zS May 1989, p.1;'Fitting
Finale to an Exercise in Unity', Stmits Tittus, 27 May 1989, p2Q, 'Pushball
Cameraderie', S tmits Tina, 7 October 1989, p21.
'Semangat Bersahr LiveFiring Exerdse: Exercises may be Held Annually', Sfiaits
Tittus, 25 May l%9, p.17.
'All Part of a Regular Exdrange of Recipes on Military Tactics Says Paper', Shaits
Tinrcs, l0 October 1989, p.21.
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The second Semangat Bersatu was also said to have improved
on the first by permitting increased flexibility on the part of the
respective field comrnanders in their independent and cooperative
tactical and other decision-making.S7 5rr"' t to peniodic constraints at
the political level, the scope for both parties to improve their respective
capabilities while enhancing their appreciation of the other's unique
doctrine and tactics was evident in the announc€ment by the
Malaysian exercise director of a shared desire to arrive at standard
operational battle procedures.S8 The possibility of moving from
battalion to brigade'level exercises was also mooted.sg

Similar, though rnore limited, prospects for individual benefit
through enhanced military compatibility were registered or
foreshadowed between Indonesia and Singapore. SAF training at
Indonesia's Baturaia army complex against enemy air attackss would
follow the defensive pattern noted during exercises between Malaysia
and Singapore; although the enemy against which Singapore might
credible envisage a future need to defend itself was not specified.
There was additional scope for the gradual, perhaps glacial,
development of corunon procedures between Indonesia and
Singapore from the tentative on-paper mapplanning and tactical
exercises inaugurated under Saftar Indopura. However, the
cooperative movement of bullet, as opposed to pencil lead, would take
time.51

Training benefits such as access to advanced Singaporean
simulators were also mentionerj in the context of Indonesia's move to
open the Siabu Range. Singapore contributed an equal share of the
US$2.5 million cost of phase one of the proiect while leaving overall
control to fakarta. For Singapore, the MOU covering land exercises
gave the Republic wider access to Indonesian territory for army

For example, in the various options for repulsing enemy attacks. See Joint
Singapore-Malaysia Force Makes Short Work of Enecry', Stmits Tima,8 October
1989,p.76.
'Defmce of Both Countries is Indivisible', Sfr'tits Tirncs,ll October 1989, p.21.
Joint land Exercises Fulfil Political Wish', StmitsTimes,13 October 1989,p.22.
'Singapore Troops can Train at Asia's largest Army Training Centse', Sbeits Tines,
3l fuly 1989, p.11.
'First Singapore-lndonesia Land Exercise a Boost b Defene Ties', Strar'ls Tittus,l2
Dec€lnber 7989, p.2;'First Combined Army Exercise has Brotrght Indonesia and
Singapore Clcer', Srlro'itsTina,T4 Deaember 1989, p.E.
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training. To land-scarce Singapore, which looked as far afield as

Taiwan and Australia for training areas, such actess was welcome.

Just as local military exercises and training would reduce both
the financial cost and the extent of ASEAN trembers' dependence on
extra-regional sources of expertise, while offering 'products' more
relevant to the strategic conditions and rcquirements of ASEAN
members, similar potential benefits were cited in the field of defence
industry cooperation.

From Singapore, Jakarta sought access to sophisticated defence
science and production technolory; for example, for the modification,
servicing and rnaintenance of fighter aircraft, including the F-16.4
Bangkok and Manila saw the opportunity to promote national
economic development while reducing competition between ASEAN
members for defence sales contracts. ASEAN members could also
improve their individual defence self+ufficienry and bargaining
power against external nations' arms industries.c For Manila, an
indirect gesture of independence was also worth making during the
extended lead-up to negotiations with the United States over its
military bases in the Philippines.

The buming question for Australian observers remained the
extent to which regional nations might develop away from their
established military contacts with Ausbalia. Would Australian
defence planners be left in the decreasingly relevant wake of this
promising phenomenon, particularly through their persistence with
the Five Power Defence Arrangernents?

Jakarta Sees Mutual Benefits in Military Accords with Singapore', Straits Tittts,27
April1989, p.24.
'Thai PM Calls for foint ASEAN Attts hoduction', /efterb Post,27 April 1989, p.12;
'Ramc Here to Discuss Defence Issu6',lalo;rbPost,l5 May 1989, p.1.
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CHAPTER 6

THE FIVE POWER DEFENCE
ARRANGEMENTS

Background

According to the only mapr study of the FPDA conducted by
a regional analyst, the Arrangements were an improvement on the
Anglo-Malaysian Defence Agreement (AMDA), which preceded them.
The FPDA provided a useful transitional mechanism which allowed
each member to pursue its national interests within a flexible
cooperative regrnr€. Extra-regional participants were free to determine
the extent to which they would act against external threats to the
regional participanb. Malaysia and Singapone were encouraged to
improve their respective defence capabilities.l

The two could also retain their differing security perceptions,
Malaysia supportive of the view that military involvement by extra-
regional nations could be eventually excluded, Singapore interested in
maintaining Western elenrents in a rcgional balarrce of power, and as a
'counterweight to Malaysia'.2 Neither was Indonesia, which did not
object to the inaugural FPDA dimssions, faced with a direct challenge
to its bona fides as a positive actor in regional stability; as had been
necessary wlen the AMDA opposed Sukarno's policy of
Confrontation.3

As the UK was perceived b recede in its commitrnent to
regional stability, C-anberra's involvement became more dearly
defined, important to Malaysia in the'medium term'and to Singapore
indefinitely. However, as crcnfidence in the durability of ASEAN
cooperation increased, and as FPDA land and sea exercises outside the
IADS were slow to develop, criticism of the FPDA arose in local
official cirdes. The first FPDA rnaritime exercise, conducted in fune
1981, was judged a'flop'by Malaysia anrcl Singapore; being smaller in
scale than expected and lacking the presence of HMAS Melbourne, tllc

I Cnn K^Wah,Tb Dcldec $fuIeleysberut Shgaprc: TluTtutsfontutin ol c Sea;rrrty

n Syrstcttr 7957-79n (C.ambridge University hess, Cambridge, 7%31,p.176.
f itnd',p.774.r ibid-, p.1E3.
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Australian aircraft carrier. Singapores Deputy Prime Minister
Raiaratnam called for a new collective arangenrent, describing the
FPDA as dated and as no credible barrier to the Soviet threat.a

Sonre three yearc labr, C-anberra announced that the Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAD would discontinue permanent
deployments of Mirage fighters from Butbrworth air base and
corrunence rotational deployments of the more sophisticated though
yet to be purchased F/A-18 Hornets. The decision caused
consternation among local residents in Penang and Butterworth who
had established business, employment and personal qrntacts with the
sizeable RAAF community which sustained Australian operations.
The loss of the symbolic reassurance of C-anberra's military presence
was also noted.5 While reiterating their support for the eventual
rrealisation of ZOPFAN,6 Malaysian officials emphasised positive
FPDA aspects; namely, that the Anangements presented no threat to
regional non-members and that they enabled local participants to build
their respective defence forces while safeguarding the sovereignty of at
least one ZOPFAN loyalist. The Integrated Air Defence System OADS)
in particular was said in unspecified ways 'not only to benefit us, but
also other ASEAN countries'.7

On 6 September 1988, with regional mernbers'qcncern allayed
over Dbb's earlier interpretation of the FPDA, a mapr air and
maritime exercise, Uma Bersatu, was held over Malaysian and
Singaporean airspace and in the South China Sea. Some one hundred
aircraft were involved includinp for the first time, RAAF F/A-18
fighters. Activities were directed against hypothetical aggression from
'Pengavia', a leftist governnrent east of Malaysia and Singaporc, which
had sought to secure territory from the two in order to further its
position in a dispute over neeources in the South China Sea.8 During
the final air phase, FPDA air forces operated as a single entity.
Unprecedented pint air and naval exercis€s were also conducted.

Gted in What Future for the Five Power Defme Arrangement?', Asbn Defcncc

lomel, October 196t, p35.
'Bidding Fararell to an Old ftiend', Suntby Ster (dibrid), 17 AFil 1966.
'lA/hen all the Bas€s have to Co', Srr&y 5ter,17 Aprtll9llfi.
Defmce Minister Rithauddeen, cited in'Aussie Squadro l,eaves fq Home', Nczr
Sunby Tinus, 77 April 1988.
'Exercise Lima Bersatu', Asbn Dcfaw lonnel, October 1988, p.13.
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Although Canbera was quick to indicate that Uma Bersatu
had not been called in response to prevailing Ensions in the South
China Sea between Beijing and Hanoi,g Malaysian and Singaporean
officials considered that the FPDA had been reiuvenated. The
Integrated Air Defence System, long the key FPDA organ, had
extended arteries into the maritime sphere to promote irint air and sea

exercises. The deterrence value of the arrangernents pr s€, and the
conc€pt of the indivisibility of Malaysian and Singaporean defence,
had thereby been enhanced. Participants could work to develop their
interoperability and to identify and rectify weaknesses in their force
structurcs and tactics.l0 While assistance from the extra-regional
members would in future be more easily obtained,ll the scope for
improved Malaysian and Singaporean participation in ilint exercises
had been widened.

Developments during 19E9

During the period under review, as Australian critics
continued to question the nation's regional defence approach, and as
ASEAN rnembers improved their informal militaqy cooperation, FPDA
participants developed rnore sophisticated military interaction either
directly under the auspices of the Anangemenb, or in their support.

From early 1989, having obtained agteenrcnt from Malaysia
and Singapore, Australia cpmmenced a prqlram of naval visits to
Southeast Asian waters on a virtually continuous basis to enhance
Australia's past, less consistent program. On 31 March 1989, while
opening Australia's new RAAF Base Tindal, Prime Minister Flawke
announced Canbena's decision to assign an F/A-18 squadron to the
IADS. A mapr air defence exercise was duly held between 4 and 7
April 1989, involving naval and air elements. A second, larger scale
maritime exercise, Starfish, was held between 3 and 7 luly 1989,
incorporating combined air, surface and subsurface combatants. On

'Bigger Scale Exercises not Due to Reqrt Evants', Brsincss Tina,7 September
1988.
Defence Minister Rithauddeen, Address to Dinner for FPDA Defence Ministe$,
Kuala Lumpur, 6 September 1988.
Rithauddeen, 'FPDA - C-onrmihrmt to Regional Secudty', Nfubysion Dig.st,
September 1988.
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rloT, a tenday mapplanning o<ercise, Lion Spirit, was held from 1g
October 1989 in Singapore.

14 JuJy l9}g, celebrations tmk place marking the
rcdeployment of New Zealand's infantry and air support group
NZFORSEA) from singa_q9re to New z*,ala.d^. No#urstaiaing
periodic assertions by Auckland (following the original announcement
in December 1986) that New Zealand would mainiain its participation
in FPDA exercises, the redeployment from southeasi Asia was
regarded warily by fellow FPDA members as a sign of weakening
commitrnent on the part of New Zealand.

On the two regional participants, Malaysia and Singapore, the
latter adopted the more assertive approach to ttre improlement of
TDA cooperation. on 3 April 1989,5ingapore welcorned Australia's
decision to-assign its z5th squadron at Tildal to IADS. on 1 |uly 19g9,

$e Republic announced its intention to honour a pledge 
-t"iae 

uy
Defence Minister Goh chok rong during Exercise umi Bersatu to
commit a second F-5E squadron to IADS. singapore hosted a land
e:ercise, Lion spirit, in october 1989. on 29 Novlmber 19g9, ata two-
{ay air defence seminarin canbena organised by *re IADS, Brigadier
General Lee indicated the intensity oisingapore's commiffit with
the presentation of a_three'point plan to improve the operational
effectiveness of the TDl, including the establishment of a"stand-by'
command structure which could be activated at times of crisis.

Beyond its participation in FPDA land, sea and air exercises,

Y"!tr,, for its p"f pFyd a relatively low-key, constraining role
{uring the period. on 13 fune 1989, Brigidier General laafar,the IAD$
Deputy commander, pined singapore in acrepting that Australia's
commitrnent of an F/_A-1_8 squadron confirmed canberra,s support for
thg Allngements. The Generar also welcomed a proposal to estabtish
triennial 

-meetings of FPDA defence ministers. Aowe.rer, cluring
consultations with the uK under-secretary for Defunce, sir Michael
Quinlaru on 72 December 1989, Deftnce Minister Rithauddeen

i$i*t$ Malaysia's firm opposition to Brigadier Ceneral [.ee's
November call for the creation of a reserve commana strucfuie.

This chapter will focus initially on the various moves and
counter-moves rnade by Malaysia and singapore in the FPDA context
as an indication of their individual, and at times differing, assessments
of the utility of the Arrangements. The analpis will co-mmence with
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an examination of views from Singapore, the nation arguably most

supportive of the Arrangernents. Following ,a discussion of the

Uiliysian positiory it will move b the regional non-nrember-nation
popularly assessed as being rnost ambivalent towards the

Anangernents' edstenc€; namel/, Irdonesia.

Having approached the subiect in terms which build towards

reflecting the 
-most critical case against the Arrangements, that the

FPDA were out of kilter with regional perceptions and hence
represerrted poorly Australia's own security interests, subsequent

chipters will be w-ett ptacea to draw conclusions as to the validity of
those criticisms.

Singaporean Perceptions

Aside from improving the Republic's contribution to the

FPDA, Singaporean offiCials conducted a high-profile campaign in the

local media, as well as among their official counterparts in member

nations, designed to build collective support for the need to continue
to reiuvenate tf,e Arrangernents. In pa.rticular, Singapore_stressed its
version of a new phase of operational cmrdination beyond the purely
exercise-related activity registered during 1986.

For Singapore, the rnost worrlnng sign of flagging

commitment by an FPDA rnember came with the implementation in

|uly 1989 of Auckland's earlier announced decision to redeploy
NZfOnSEn to home soil. The impact of the decision may have been

reduced sonrewhat by the lengthy 'acrlirnatisation' period accorded

members between theannouncement and its implementation. The fact

that, after some conc€rn on the part of regional tnembers, Australia

had emerged strongly from a rccent redeployment PtraT of 
-its 

own
may havJ also lessened conc€rn in Singapore at the New Zealand

move.

However, while largely supportive aoverage was devoted to
Auckland's rationale,l2 an editorial in the sttaib Times indicated

72 Induding the suggestions that the redeploltrent wT Pll of an overall need to
errphasii NZ &ence activity in the-Scnrthwest Paijfic to the benefit of all
int&ested in the stability of thit region; that redeployment sh@ld not be read to
reflect a lack of political-will to inler-act with Southeast Adan natiqrs; that p,reseing
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_".b*ty that-singapore'ssympathy was tempered by an erpectancy that
the general aura of. withdrawal which pervaded the rbdeployment
ceremonies would be short-lived; replaced by concreb 'fbuow-up
commitncnts'.l3 In that conhxt, Deferrce Minbier Tizard's promise of
'btal'commitment b the FPDA, irrcluding futurc participatibn in land,
sea and air exercises, was emphasised.

With the United Kingdom and New Zealand considered to be
slipping into the status of 'sleeping participants', and with the closest
extra-regional member, Aushalia, perceived to be amenable to
singapore_s wish for it to adopt a more active role, singapore looked
irrcreasingly to canberra for support. canberra's ltlaction for
s,ingapore lay in the Republic's calculation of the benefits to be gained
from FPDA exercises, which went beyond symbolising gineral
-poliq@Ltulitary_backing by an external participani to registe-r c6ncrete
benefits for-the singapore Armed Forces. Enhancing the cooperative
ef-ficiency of member nations was also an important, if less immediah,
obiective.

To reverse the chronolqgical order in which exercises
ocrurred, in october 1989 singapore chose to host for the first time the
Tairt land exercise Lion -spltit High-profile attentiory particularly
lhrylgh Brigadier General Boey, the SAF Deputy Chief 

-of 
General

staff (Army), was devoted to the need to reyuvenate the Landex series,
the relevance of which had come into question partry as a consequenoe
gf the rapid developnrent of FPDA sea and air eiercises, and'partly
due to a realisation among FPDA army circles that the series was
ftagglng. 

-. 
By Sinqaporean definitiory delivered by the Lion Spirit

exercise director, colonel Lim Neo chian, the potential remained to
fevgl-op extant working relations and ineroperibility between FPDA
land forces.l4

13
74

domestic eononric conerru courpelled Au*land to reorganise its defence
activities; and that savings gained frotr the redeploymmt oould-be drannelled inro
improved natonal defene capahlities which oiuld be us€d to indirectlv enhane
!"rtt1* Asian sec'rity. sea Nz hrllotrt not the End of Defene palct', srmtts
Tima' 15 lune 1989, p.15; 'Parade Fllpas starts Farcwell crlebrations for NZ
ficces; srnirs T_i,n6, rF ry ITPr_O.t6_MINDSF Thanke D€puty NZ Fores',
2t*.f !Y, ?91{y-t{?, p.,li Nz Fqce hrllout Due to Stnbgii c6noaerauqrs',
StmitsTittrcs,2l Jnlv t989, p.19.
'Coing btrt not GonL', Stziis li'rrs (editorial),21 fuly 19ff.,p26.
!Fg.ggq*t!t Hc! FPDA knd Ex€rdse fc rhe?trst Time Next Week', Srnirs
Tftras, 14 October l9t/9,p3.
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During Lion Spirit, participants explored the prospects for

greater interoperability by breaking their respectiv_9-{orces into mixed

[roups to improve their understanding of the differences between

Individual national procedures; ttre aim being to identify basic tactical

similarities.ls An indication of Singapore's committnent to the exercise

came with the announcement by Brigadier Boey that a former FPDA

army working grouP would be established to improve future
exercises.

The local public record of the exercise and of the working
group's obiectives'was disappointing for its lack of military detail.l6

Flow-ever, Singapore's participation had clear$ been motivated by an

intention to idbpt a npre assertive profile in identifying future

exercise aspects 
-for 

development. While Singapgre spo-kesmen

concluded 
-that 

further work was required to bridge differences

between participants' operational doctrines, the possibility or aniving
at a common doctrine was not discounted. Brigadier Boey and

General Winston Choo took sufficient cronfidence from the exercise to
moot the possibility of moving from brigade to task force level

planning exercises and, in the long term, introducing trooP

ieployments into the exercise scenario.lT

If in the Landex sphere Singapore was working overtime for
long-term obierctives, the prospect of obtaining sophisticated military
benefits from FPDA rnaritime exercises was more immediate.

In July 1989, Exercise Starfish continued the trend established

at Lima Bersatu 88 of bringing previously untried weaPons platforms
or other technical assets into the renario while establishing the most
relevant elernenb to be retained or introduced the following year'l8
Singapore registered its firm suPPort for the broad exercise

parimeters; namely, the practice of crcmrnon rnaritinre techniques by
ihe five participants and subsequent competition among them across

the three air, iurface and subsurface dimensions. The RSN could

Arrries Together for Some GroundWork', StmitsTitrs,2l Octo'ber f989, pt{'
Exercise obF.cti--ves were described fc the mct part in gmeratil6.: to-:wtain
participans intseet in the series; b improve participants' pro-fessionalism; to
improve muhral understanding. 'Grorp Formed to lmprove warSames" stTcits

Tizras, 19 October 1989, p21.
Target More C-orrplex ilxercises Next Year', Stnirs Tint6,25 August l9$, p.17'

In tf,at way th€ sAies had progr€s€d by introducing aircraft, sub'urarines and
electronic warfare elesrents O wf,at tad originally been e besic surface exercise.
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hone its already welldeveloped plafform movement and weapons
operation skills during the first, wann-up phase of the exercise. Aftack
and defence techniques could be gradually teted during the second
and third phases, with the last providing the more demanding
opportunity to enter a period of unrestrained attack and defence
manoeuvring.lg Beyond exploring the capabilities of its maritime
hardware, this final 'free phase' was seen to be of pa.rticular value in
allowing the RSN to test its human elements: its commanders' tactical
fleibility, its gunners'marksmanship and its crew reaction time and
general procedures.2o

While the introduction of aircraft-towed targets for live
ammunition anti-aircraft gunnery practice was the main initiative
introduced during Starfish 89, as in the land sphere Singaporean
spokesman did not hesitate to indicate their priorities for future
exercises. In particular, the RSN Task Group Commander, Lieutenant
Colonel H@n, registered Singapore's interest in adding a mine
warfare element.2l The Commander RSN, Commodore Leo, also
expressed support for what would be arguably the most striking
FPDA evolutionary phase for the forthcoming decade: the scheduling
of a major air defence exercise and Exercise Starfish in a 'back-to-backl
configuration. The combination of both exercises would allow more
complex exercise scenarios while reducing the financial costs and
logistics problems borne particularly by extra-regional participants.22

Although Canberra's reciprocal enthusiasm for the FPDA was
not always judged to be as spontaneous or consistent as Singapore
might have preferred, during 1989 the Republic went beyond
advocating economic efficiency measures in the rnaritime sphere in
order to encourage Australia's overall involvernent. Singaporean
officials also brought considerable behind-the'scenes pressure [o bear
to that end in the realm of air defence cooperation.

Prime Minister Hawke's March 1989 announcenrent of the
impending assignnrent of an F/A-18 squadron to IADS was made only
after prolonged debate among Aushalian service and civilian

19
20
21

22

lNavy Jagk Force for Five Nation Exercise', StmitsTittus,l lluly l%9,p.D..
'Jop Marks for lPower Teamwork', Stnils Titrus,lSluly 19E9, p.15. '
'l-atest foint Exercise Now Underway in the South Chiria Sea', Straits Tircs,7 JuIy
r%9,p.2..
'Back-to-Back Air Defmce and Naval Exercises on the Cards', Stmits Times,T luly
19J9,p.22.
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officials.a However, the decision was greeted publidy in Singaporc
without mention of the consistent pressure that had been applied on
Canberra. Emphasis was instead Plad on the linkage between
singapore and Australia's respective national defence capabilities.
Particular attention was given to Prime Minbter Hawke's phrase that,

while abcent from Singapore, RAAF F/A-18 fighErs home-based at

Tindal would be 'only I few noun flyrt g tinre from Southeast Asia'.24

As a statement by the Singapore Ministry of Defunce concluded:

Such substantive action on the part of FPDA partners
will keep the Arrangements relelant to our security
and to the stability of the region.zt

Two months later, by assigning a second F-5E squadron to the
IADS;6 Singapore consolidated the steady flow of rhetorical and
practical support to the Anangements' only standilg command
structure, as urged originally by Defence Minister Goh Chok Tong in
september 1988. By postponing the realisation of its own assignment

initiative, Singapoie 
-had- 

in effect sustained a prolonged period of
thought, aeed, and apparent actord amongst members as to the need

to refuvenate a key FPDA element. That Australia had been involved,
and had been first to implement its assignment initiative, blurred
somewhat Singapore's active role - a necessary precaution for
Singapore officials, given the more cautious disposition of their
countLrparts across the causeway. However, the Republic's

incremental approach did little to rnask the existence of a carefully
crafted plan to usher the FPDA to a higher form of cooperation.

At an lAD$sponsored conference in Canberra, sorne six
months after the assignment of the Singapore squadron, it was left to
the Second Defence Minister (Services) Brigadier General (Res) Lee

Hsien Loong to place before the FPDA membership, and in particular
the Malaysian delegation, the detail of a proposal about which
Malaysia had long held misgivings; namely, the further
'operationalisation' of the Arrangernents.

Concrrns in official cirdes c€nbed on a reluctance to lo* Ausbalian national
defence asseb too dosely into FPDA duties, and the peibility that'assiSnment'
might be defined to restrict Austsalian coutmand and onhol options.
New Aussie Base a Key Security Link', SbeitsTitttcs,T April 19E9, p'l' 

.

Gted in Move to Asoifrr F-lEs io Defmce Systerr Welconred', Sireits Tittrcs'A Aprn
19E9, p.l.
'nghtirrc to Boct Five Power Pact', StmitsTinus,S0June 1989, p.l.
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Brigadier General l-ee stepped to the rcstrum with a package
containing three main prescriptions covering FPDA exercise and
command arrangemenb. First, tse called for an inctease in combined
training among multiple FPDA participanb b develop conunon
doctrine and experience. Second, Lee proposed an increase in irint
activities to integrate land, sea and air force activity during a single
exercise. Land exercises cpuld be improved, for example, by
incorporating helicopter and aircraft assets. Maritime exercises could
be improved by increased air surveillance and air defence practice. If
Lee could be reasonably confident that the first two of his proposals
would gain acceptance in FPDA circles, his third, the establishment of
a 'Military Committee of the FPDA', would be more controversial.

Under the Lee prescription, the committee would comprise a
combined staft the individual members of which would be
accountable to their respective governments to 'direct military
operations in a contingency'?7 The extant biannual meetings of FPDA
chiefs inaugurated at Lima Bersatu 88 would provide the foundation
for such a committee. The new mechanism would rectify the
Arrangernents' lack of a chain of command to direct the deployment of
air, land and sea forces at times of crisis; in brief, a well-oiled 'stand-
by command organisation which [could] be activated in an
emergency'.28 Short of a crisis situation, this new FPDA 'headquarters'
would review professional matters pertaining to the Arrangements'
operations. It could also direct and coordinate FPDA exercises.

Through Slngaporean eyes, with a stable regional environment
far from assured,29 the package represented the logical culmination of
the year's endeavours to reiuvenate the Arrangements. In keeping
with the pragmatic approach to foreign and defence policy problems
which had characterised the Singaporean perspective since
independence, the logic in pure military terms of preparing at a time of
peace to operate in the most efficient manner should conflict arise was
selfevident. In political terms, for an island state which had worked
unashamedly to complement the development of ib own national

27

28
29

'ryPA Still an Important Factor in Regional Stability; Streits Tines,30 November
r%9,p.26.
ibid.
In the FPDA context, Lee spoke particularly of the pcsibility that 'bials of
s.belgllen_andwill'over competing nationd econonric claims could occur during
the 199G. See ibid.
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defence forces by ctrltivating ties with key octra-regional powers,
Singapore could only gain from a npre explicit form of commitment
on the part of external merrbers, as might be implied by their
participation in a standing'crisis committee'.

Mdaysian Perccptions

During the period under review, Malaysian military officials
were by no mear$ reticent in recognising the benefits derived for
Malaysia from its participation in the Arrangements. For example, in
late 1989 Mapr C,eneral Mustaffa, Commander of the Malaysian
Armed Forces First Dvision, described the FPDA as a useful venue for
cooperative army exercises between Malaysia and Singapore, allowing
each to improve its understanding of the other's tactics and doctrine.s
The Malaysian commander for Exercise Lion Spirit, Lieutenant Colonel
Abu Bakar, added that the exercise had confirnred the potential for
participants to arive at common, more efficient procedures.3l
Ueutenant General Nik Kamil, Malaysian Deputy Chief of Army, later
sealed the RMAFs positive appraisal of the series by suggesting that
airborne capabilities conunon to all FPDA participants should be
incorporated into Lion Spirit from 1990.32

If Malaysian military assessmenb of the utility of FPDA land
and air exercises were broadly in line with those of their Singaporean
counterparts, the two military establishments achieved virtual
harmony in their declaratory support for the Starfish maritime exercise
series. In fuly 1989, a ioint statement was issued linking the experience
gained under Starfish to their shared interest in developing the ability
to defend regional sea lanes of communication.S As the Chief of the
Royal Malaysian Navy, Vice'Admiral Wahab, stated:

Exercise Starfish is extremely important not only to
Malaysia but to the region as a whole and to world
stability in general. It is the only multilateral exercise -

Joint 9poreMalaysia Army Exercise Begins' , Stmits Tirts, 6 October 1989, p.2.
'Amries C,et Together for Some Grormd Work', Stmits Tirrrtl,21 October 1989,

P29.
'Target: More C-omplex Exercises Next Year', Sneils Tiras,25 October 7989,p.17.
Navy Task Force for Five Nation Exercise', StreitsTittus,T luly l%9,p.2..
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tackling air, surface and subsurface threats - in this
part of the world.il

The Malaysian Fleet Operations Commander, Rear-Admiral
HarorL was equally forthright if less grandiose in his support for the
back-to-back configuration of Starfish with an air defence exercise,
seeing it as a move towards more balanced, complex and efficient
maritime exercises.$

Wahab couched Malaysia's proposal to include mine warfare
elements under a future Starfish scenario in terms of it being 'in the
interest of the region to keep the sea lanes open at all tinres'.s
However, the simultaneous need on the part of the RMN both to
develop its own maritime capabilities and to keep abreast of
developments in the capabilities of its Singapore counterpart remained
as subtext.3T

While the automatic nature of either party's commitment to
the other's defence under all renarios involving external (including
intra-regional) threat was debatable in private political circles, exercise
and information exchanges with Singapore under FPDA auspice lent
substance publicly to the concept of the 'indivisibility' of Malaysian
and Singaporean security. Under a ocoperative conceptual
framework, the Malaysian air force, for example, placed particular
emphasis on IADS air defence exercises, conducted increasingly in
maritime configurations, as a means to enhance depleted national air
defence capabilities through interaction within the sophisticated assets
of its Australiary British and Singaporean counterparts.

If at times of intense exercise activity Malaysian military
personnel became effusive in their declaratory support for the future
relevance of the FPDA, an occasional hesitancy towards the
Arrangements entered Malaysian pronouncements during'off-peak'
periods. This ambivalence can be attributed in part to Malaysia's
commitrnent, particularly in high political circles, to concepts of non-
alignment and neutrality; concepts not shared to the same degree by

'[^atest Joint Exercise Now Underway in South China Sea', Stmits Tinrcs, T luly
79t19,p.?2.
'Back-toBack Air Defence and Naval Exercises on the C-ards', Stmits Tints,T luly
1989,p.2..
ibid.
See Chapter Three.
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pragmatists in Singapore, yet actively encouraged by likeminded
officials and comnrentators in Jakarta.$ The'conceptual traffic' from
lakarta to which Malaysia rernained the more receptive ensured
residual discomfort with an arrangem€nt which remained in letter a

mechanism established originally by npmbers to facilitate the
involvement of three outside natioru in rcgional s€curity affairs.

Thus on occasion during 1989, at least in the public media,
Malaysian spokesrnen appeared undecided as to the relative merits of
exercises between Malaysia and Singapore under multilateral FPDA
auspices compa.red to those conducted on a purely bilateral basis. For
example, early in the year, with the bulk of FPDA exercise activities
still to come, and with the prospect of bilateral exercises between
Malaysia and Singapore appearing attractive, Ccneral Hashim
apparently stressed the worth of the bilateral, rather than FPDA,
exercise venues.39

While it would be a misrepresentation to overplay the element
of domestically sourced and regionally inspircd ambivalence in
Malaysia's attitude towards the FPDA, it is important to register its
presence as a factor which sets Malaysian perceptions apart from the
single'minded approach adopted in Singapore. Malaysia's more
cautious stance was best exemplified by its repction of the proposal by
Brigadier General Lee to create a 'Military Committee of the FPDA'.

For the Malaysian Defence Minister Rithauddeery the Lee
proposal represented an unnecessary aftempt to nrove the FPDA
towards the status of a fully binding military pact. While the functions
and implications of the proposed committee were said to require
further study, in 'diplomatic-speak' Malaysia registercd sufficient
opposition to encourage Singapore to retreat.o Malaysia remained
satisfied with the limid commitrnent required by the extant
Arrangenrents both in terms of the leeway offered for national
decision-rnaking at a time of crisis, and the day-today independence
Malaysia could rnaintain from the inlluence of other members,
including Singapore, in the absence of such a crisis. The ke proposal

See Chapter Four.
'First loint Army Exercise to be Held', Naz Streits Tinrcs,TTMarchl%9,p.2.
'KL Holds Back on Defmce Command Plan', Naz Stnits Tintcs,12 December 1989,
p.2.
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would also have involved testing unnecessarily the relative calm
prevailing between Southeast Asian nations on security mafters:

We do not want to do anything that might cause alarm
or create tension among our neighbours in the
region.4t

While Thailand and th€ Philippines were specifically
mentioned as having no obiection to the proposal,42 the reader was left
to conclude that, at least with regard to its closer neighbours, Malaysia
anticipated a cool reaction from fakarta.

Indeed, if we can assume that Singaporean officials gave their
Malaysian counterparts forewarning of their intention to present the
proposal at the IADS conference, General Hashim's resPonse at the
same forum preented a second, rnore subtle reminder, following the
fracas over the Singapore offer to host US military facilities, of the need

to tailor military logic to the reality of intra-regional sensitivities.
Hashim indicated Malaysia's disagreement indirectly, avoiding
sustained reference to the FPDA while expanding at length on the
most appropriate way to develop regional military cooperation;
namely, through infornul activi ties.€

Hashim implied that by pushing for morc formal operational
coordination, Singapore would assign itself to a minority of one among
regional nations most interested in the Arrangements. In that context,
the message was clear that Indonesia might find difficulty with the
proposal, and that to the extent that Jakarta might decide to voice an
opinion behind closed ASEAN doors, it could be expected to endorse
both Malaysian reticence and the need not to detract from the principle
of 'regional resilience'. Above all, Hashim's masterly presentation
sened to indicate, in terms pleasing to Indonesian ears, Malaysia's
opposition to a specific aspect of the Singapore proposal (the stand-by
command mechanism) without bringing into doubt the worth of
Singapore's secondary suggestions to improve the pint and combined
aspects of FPDA exercises. Malaysia's reirinder thereby indicated that
a viable alternative to full FPDA operationalisation was possible.

ibid.
ibid.
See Chapter Five.
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It is precisely at that point that Malaysia's periodic
ambivalence towards the FPDA becomes less perplexing. In sum,
Hashim indicated that Malaysia's commitment to FPDA exercises
would rernain firm for as long as such activities were conducted under
a loose, consultative, non-binding arrangement.

If differences between the aftitudes of political and military
leaders in Malaysia resulted at times in ambivalence towards the
FPDA, an ambivalence which its fellow participants could put into
perspective, perhaps the most compelling prompt for a less supportive
Malaysian attitude might come from pressure from Indonesian critics
for an end to Arrangements which at the time of their conc€ption had
pointed to |akarta as the most likely source of intra-regional conflict.

Indonesian Perceptions

The first point that should be registered regarding Indonesian
perceptions of the FPDA conc€rns the difficulty of finding detailed
public accounts of the government's official position, at least for the
perid under review. The lack of public material stemmed in part
from the fact that rnatters pertaining to the Arrangements were
considered by fakarta to be the sovereign responsibility of the regional
participants.e In addition, jakarta's preoccupation with other more
pressing foreign and defence policy issuesfs including the
rejuvenation of bilateral political, economic and military ties with
Canberra, loomed much larger on Indonesia's list of priorities during
1989.

Although many opinions circulate on any given issue among
commentators in fakarta, and it is often difficult to discern the extent to
which a particular comment reflects the views or intentions of officials,
it is nevertheless possible to divide Indonesian perc€ptions of the
FPDA into two basic categories: those held by the 'tolerant' and the
'less tolerant' schools.6

In keeping with the teneb of 'regional resilience', which stress intet alb non-
interfermce in the foreign and defence policies of ASEAN member states.
See Chapter Three.
The decision to categorise opinions simplistidy is taken for structural convenience.
The choie of terms is not intmded to indicate, for example, that the tolerant
school was completely at ease with Australia's extant military ontacts with the

u
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The LessTolaant *hool

During 1989, Indonesian observers criticised the FPDA partly
because of their uneasiness at the perceived implications of the
national defence posture adopted by C-anbena in the White Paper of
March 1987. The implication apparently carried from the Dibb Review
that Indonesia was officially considered to be a threat to Australian
security was resented. As Dr Hilman Adil, resident senior analyst at
the Institute for Sciences (LIPI) explained:

Talk of the Indonesian threat is perceived by some
inlluential circles in jakarta as either deliberate anti-
Indonesian propaganda or an indication of irrational
Australian hostility and distrust towards Indonesia.4T

The uneasiness also reflected residual tensions in the bilateral political
relationship, brought to the surface primarily by comments made
against President Soeharto in the Australian media in early 1986 which
were considered to indicate Ausbalia's disregard for Indonesian
sensitivities and the nomrs of the interactive process with Southeast
Asian nations.

In May 1989, at the Fifth Australia-Indonesia Conference at the
Australian National University in Canberra, retired Lieutenant General
Hasnan Habib delivered a stinging critique of Australia's regional
military presence.s By some accounts, the select audience of
Australian foreign and defence policy officials was stunned by the
former ambassador's unexpectedly forthright commmts, and in
particular the possibility that his sentiments reflected official
Indonesian discontent.

Following an examination of Australia's historical fear and
ignorance of Southeast Asia, General Habib took exception to what
he saw as the contemporary military manifestations of that l"gury.

region. Nor does the author mean to imply that the less tol€rant sdrool was
incapable of presenting sound and cqrstructive criticisn of Australia's approadr.
As will be seen later, it is the author's view that policy-makers in Canbera can ill
afford to ignore o,pinions expressed by the latter schol.
'Issues Often Mar RJ-Ausbalia Relatiqs', /atarla Post, 18 Mardr 7%9,p.4-
hesentation by Lieutenant C.greral (ret.) Hasnan Habib, 'Aushalia-Indonesia
Relations: PoliticaDefence Dimension', Fifth Australia-Indoesia Gonference,
Australian National University, Canberra, 2127 May 7989.
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Defence planners in Canberra had implied that Indonesia would be the
most likely sourre of Australia's least unlikely direct threa$ that of the
lowlevel harassment or raid. Deferrce self-reliance was read as a less

than subtle euphemism covering the acquisition and development of
hawkish military assets, poorly tailored even to lowlevel threat
scenarios, and out of step with conEmporary arul foreseeable sability
in the region. Canberra had defined Indonesia as Part of Australia's
area of 'direct military inter€st', implyrng a self-appointed policeman's
role for the antipodean nation. Australia's force structure could not be
regarded as defensive, particularly with its sophisticated long-range
air, surface and subsurface strike capabilities. C-anberra risked
provoking regional suspicion regarding Australia's motives and ability
to perceive and pursue its own national self-interest which by any
reasonable assessrnent required a more sensitive approach to the
region.49

Sone three months later, an additional forthright critique
appeared in the lakarta Post. Dr Hilman Adil voiced similar obiections
to the force proiertion elerrrnb of Canberra's national defence Poshrre.
While the FPDA were not rrnntioned explicitly, a photograph
acrompanying the article pictured Australian F/A-IE Homet fighters
at Tindal with a caption stating ttrat-lh" iets undertake 'regular
deployments to Singaporc and Malalnia'.il

While noting that one publicly announced intention of
Australian defence policy was to contribute to regional deterrence,
particularly against the emergence of extra-regional threats, the author
indicated 

-that 
Australia's 'underlying motives are less obvious'.51

From Jakarta, Australian defenci planners could be read to be
aftempting:

to gain regional influence by establishing Australia as

the dominant Western-aligned nation of Southeast
Asia and the Southwest Pacific through the propction
of military, particularly naval, power.s2

'Ausie Defence Build-up Worries Asien ltleighbours - C-oncern over Powerful
Strike Capability: fekarta Otridal', St7,,its Titr6,29 Mty 19EI,, 9.6.
'Awtralia's De{ene Policy Needs Chang)ng', lalrrb Post,21 lrtly 19fJ), p.4.
ibi4
ibid.
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The author went on to conclude that:

The availability of superior naval power might
encourage greater risk-taking as it places Australia in
a position to intervene militarily in another country in
the region as it deemed necessary.s

As such, the regional military posture codified in the White
Paper of l9fl7 could not be'easily reconciled'S4 with statements of non-
aggressive intent issued periodically by defence and foreign policy
officials. Sttipped of this verbiage, Australia's actual military posture
could be interpreted 'as provocative and offensive'Ss and might prove
counterproductive to Australia's national self-interest should it
provoke reciprocal naval build-ups among Australia's regional
neighbours; implicitly, Indonesia in partianlar.

In addition to the above publidy recorded comments, critics
from the less tolerant school expressed the following concerns during
interviews with the author during mid-190 inlakarta.

Through the FPDA, Australia encouraged its fellow members
to engage in exercise scenarios which implicitly assigned Indonesia to
the role of the most likely regional aggressor. Exercise Uon Spirit, for
example, revolved around the defence of a friendly natiory 'Suman',
located in the South China Sea against partial occupation by
neighbouring 'satoria'.s FPDA maritime exercises were often similarly
unsubtle. Dubious exercise scenarios undertaken in Southeast Asia
betrayed Australia's diromfort with Indonesia as a leading regional
security actor. The fact that FPDA exercises at times involved the
largescale presence of forces from Australia, New Zealand and the
more distant United Kingdom implied a lack of confidence in the
ability of ASEAN rnembers themselves to organise, coordinate and
complete their own security enforcement tasks. The region would not
require outsiders to fill the vacuum which might be left by the US
downgrading its military presenc€. Instead, the implementation of a
strictly interpreted Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality would be

ibid.
ibid.
ibi4
Austsalian nisEwt of Indones'a was abo read into the scenario for lGngaroo 89,
Aushalia's larget evetr national defence exercise, whidr tested for the first dme
ADF capabilities agrtnst another euphemistidy labelled aggresor: 'lGmaria'.
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appropriate in order to avoid external porver domination and to
pr€serve regional nations' autonomy over their respective foreign and
defence policy-making proc€sses.

As a crcnsequence, the exEnt to which the FPDA were read to
detract from prescriptions for doser intra-regional military
cooperation under the banner of regional resilience contsibuted to the
feeling among some corrunentator€ that, as a forrnal, exclusive military
pact which extended inordinate influence to non-regional participants,
the Arrangernents represented an inappropriate model for future
military cooperation; even if, in ttre event, US military involvement in
the region remained.

In sumrnary, critics from the less tolerant schml voiced the
opinion that the analysis contained in the White Paper which laid the
basis for Canberra's military interaction with the region was dated at
the time of the paper's composition. It would become patently
irrelevant during the 1990s. Austsalia's military posture was seen to
reflect a fear of a resurgent Soekarnoism, which both Malaysia and
Singapore had outgrown with the simple realisation that,
notwithstanding the enduring influence of the 'presidential
personality'in Indonesian politics, it was not in fakarta's rational self-
interest either to disturb regional stability or to devote economic
resources to the acquisition of military capabilities designed to sustain
acts of external aggtession.

Although no critic interviewed from the less tolerant school
was prepared to give a detailed outline of the national defence posture
tre would prefer Australia to adop0 critics expressed a general
preference for Canberra to cpncentrate on non-military means of
interaction with the region. Mutually beneficial bilateral military
contacts could also be pursued. However, in one particularly frank
session, the future implications for the FPDA were made clear. FPDA
exercises should be terminated. The prescription provided a severe
sununary of the less tolerant view, as well as a formidable barrier to
further discussion on the subject of the Arrangements.
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TheTolerunt *hool

If the pelceptions of their less tolerant counterparts could be
augmented with reference to publidy available, though scarce,
material, the following acrount of the more blerant view must rely
exclusively on conrments obtained during intenriews with Indonesian
academics and officials during mid-190.

It is worth indicating that, somewhat ironically, commentators
from the tolerant school on ocrasion regarded their conservative
counterparts as being overly preoccupied with the miliary aspects of
rycurity. This criticism was made even as it was acknowledged that,
through their work on economic and political issues in high academic
or po-licy circles, members of the less tolerant rhool rnay have made
significant contributions to the developrnent of the concept of regional
resilience.

As an imnediate consequence with regard to the FpDA, the
morc tolerant analysts argued that their consenative counterparts on
ocrasion becanre unduly disturbed by Australia's military activity in
Southeast Asia. A considered analysis would recogni-se that lny
hindrance to indigenous security concepts or activities *trictr might be
attributed to anachronisticly labelled exercises by the ADF would be
diminished by improved intra-regional economic, politicar, curtural
and military cooperation. The FPDA could thereforsbe praced with a
minimum of intellectual effort into more sanguine perspective.

In conceptual terms, thooe of the tolerant rhool could be
distinguished by virtue of their more relaxed aftitude towards the
implementation of ASEAN's 7nrle of Peacr, Freedom and Neutrality.
Indeed, unlike their conservative crclleagues who reiterated lon!-
standing optimism as to the medium-term prospects for implementiig
such a z9ne, lhe pragmatists considered ZOPFAN to be i long+erm
procns of 'realistic self-assertion' which recognised the inevitabitity of
certain practical constraints.

-Numbering anpng those constraints, given the prevailing
alrnosphere of uncertainty in the regional security environment, was
the realisation that the complete removal oi external military
involvement would be neither beneficial to Indonesian securi$r, nor
acteptable to those of Indonesia's rcgional neighbours involved in
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arrangements with external powers. In tlre case of the FPDA,

Indon"esian pragrnatists extended'indirect tolerance to the Australian

connection by riot seriously questioning Malaysia's or Singapore's need

to rely on external powet lssistance; even to the extent that such

reliance might imply rresidual wariness over Indoneian intentions.

Those of the pragmatic ilk interviewed in |akarta observed

that while the regionai partiApants in the FPDA occasionally- acted in
less than rational ways in theii bilateral dealings with each other, their

comfort with policies pursued by the New Order goyenlment was

understandably tempered by uncertainty as to the likely character of

the regime to iucteed Soehaito, and in partiorlar by th9 F:k oj a clear

sucres"sor to the incumbent president. Because of this, |akarta's
indirect tolerance of the Australian connection had more substance

than was implied by uttering the simple diplornatic convention that

Malaysia's *a Sitrgipore's hosting of Australian military assets under

FPDA auspices were matters for bilateral consideration between the

parties directly involved.

Furthermore, and in direct contrast to their less tolerant

counterparts, pragmatists recognised the validity of Malaysia and

Singapore aevltofing rnaritirre capabilities under the FPDA for the

,,rri"i["t"" and'delence of theii respective territorial waters, for
regional sea lanes of communication and for the South China Sea. The

beirefits to regional security and, indirectly, to Indonesian security

were acknorv"ledged. Whether under arrangements involving

exclusively local irations or with the cooperation -of, 
fo1. gxample,

Australia, such activity relieved lndonesia of the political and

economic costs of a moie assertive military profile in Southeast Asia.

|akarta could devote more of its intellectual and technical resources

ihan would otherwise be the case to the development of concepts and

practical arrangernents for the prornotion of national and regional

resilience.

Indeed, the determination among analysts of the tolerant

school that fakarta should focus prirnarily on the social, economic and

political aspects of intra-regional cmperation was evident in the

t"udit os oi one observer to perform some surprising intellectual

gymnastics by arguing that thsFPDA could be used to explain why
IiSferu could never become a miliary pact - since two of its members

were already committed to such a pact pertinent to regional security.
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If the logic appeared exotic, the following rernarks of a fellow
pragmatist testified further to the differences between the tolerant and
less tolerant sctrools.

Indonesia had never perceived Australia b be a threat to its
ydo"l! security. |akarta was not so insecure as b feel threatened by
Australian Tlit"ry assets on rotation through Malaysian ani
singaporean bases, be these on the srnall scale of a rifle company or the
more impressive placenrenb of Homet and F-ltl fighten. Ratlier than
iudge Australia's underlying motivations from a bare reading of its
military inventory, fakarta considered that aggression from thJlowest
to the highest scale would require sufficienf pofitical wilr based on
premeditation of the costs and benefits involved. By any
contemporary measur€, and with rcference to Australia's past-recori
at tinres of tension between the New order government and canberra,

it _woul{ be more appropriate for fakarta to focus on the prospects for
bilateral economic, political and military cooperation wiih Australia,
rather than to dwell on minor points of difftrence. Given that the
mutual economic, political and military benefits from bilateral
cooperation were becoming increasingly apparent, a more pragrnatic
alalysis would advise against an insistence by Jakarta that lhe FPDA
should be terminated.

For example, it was explained that Indonesian officials had
come to assume that should political relations between Australia and
Indonesia deteriorab, relations between Indoneia and papua New
Guinea would autornatically suffer. while the assumption failed to
take sufficient stock of the sovereign integrity of the government in
Port Moresby, and o-f its independent progr€ss towaids improving
bilateral relations with Indonesia, it indicated the growing ac&ptance
in some cirdes in Jakarta of the need to look to eanberrl as well as

li!!rytty to Port Moresby to ensur€ stability along the Indonesia-
PNG border, in the past a sensitive fault-line in rclations between the
three.57

It was also believed, at least in some academic and quasi-
official circles in fakarta, that stable relations with c-anberra iright

57 Tension had occuredln AFil.lgsg over_orerage by an Austsalian newspaper of
crnrments made by Australi,r's Army chief or*itt in support of papira'New
Guinea. See'Indonesia Questions C-anberra's Frien&hrp,, ediaUn,Zf Apnil feef,
p.4.
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bring similar indirect benefis by facilitating_lndonesian contacts with

natiJns in the Southwest Pacific, a region officially recognised to be of

increasing future importance to ASEAN. Thq argumgnt again failed to

*ity 
"ppi*ate 

the iot"o of nationalism in the Southwest Pacific, and

the'limi'ations of Australian influence in the region' However, the

perception was nevertheless used by the tolerant school to add weight

io tnl case against bringing unnecessary disruption to. bilateral

relations with Australia in-thJname of a purist's interpretation of the

most appropriate way for Canberra to relate militarily to southeast

Asia.

rT ri ri rt rl

From an examination of Malaysian and Singaporean

perceptions during 1989, both countries could be expected to remain

ifrtnfi committed io the FPDA. However, the more telling question of

the year involved the extent to which |akarta might feel inclined to

Uring tacit pressure to bear to dampen-that Pro(€ss 11d-to su.ggest' as

critics in Australia had proposed, that canberra would do well to shift

the emphasis of its cooperation with the region from the FPDA to

bilateral contacb.

Chapt.ersSevenandEightwilldrawconclusionsastothe
merit both of the critics' profferei alternatives, and of their reading of

the Southeast Asian t"",itity environment, including the part played

by the FPDA.



PART III

CONCLUSIONS



CHAPTER 7

ALTERNATIVES TO THE FIVE POWER
DEFENCE ARRANGEMENTS

As mentioned at the outs€t of this work, Australian critics
believed that the nation's established politico-military contacts with
Southeast Asia might in future be eclipsed by a emerging regional
defence community. In their view, financial and personnel resources

devoted to FPDA activities should be transferred both to non-military

contacts with the rgpon, and to improving bilateral military relations

with Bangkok and lakarta. The underlying assumption was that the
retention of old forms of military interaction undersold Australia's
potential as a participa.nt in regional affairs. This chapter offers some
ionclusions regarding the alternatives at the heart of the critics' thesis.

Prospects for Close Inba-Regional Military Cooperation

Whether ASEAN constitutes a ile facto security pact has long
been an academic question. Since its inception, ASEAN has been used

to promote economic, political and social cooperation; the essential

fouhdations for regional stability. However, the inhibitions exhibited,

and complications left unanswered, by ASEAN members during 1989

indicated that it would be extremely unlikely that ASEAN would add
formal consideration of the military aspect of regional security to its
long-standing non-military agenda.

It was clear that ASEAN members would continue to improve
military contacts amongst themselves. The key question for Australian
observers during 1989 was to anticipate, first, to what degree a

regional defence community might develop, and second, the extent to
which the phenomenon might require Australia to modify extant
forms of military cooperation with the region. In answer to the first
questiory the following conclusions cat 

-be 
drawn fiom conceptual and

practical developments during the year.r

The second quesdon will be addresed in Chapter Nine.
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Conceptual Aspects

The initial confusion thrown up in mid-1989 over the possible
militarisation of ASEAN was due partly to the exploratory, and at
tincs perplexing, rhetoric used by official proponents who themselves
had not fully developed the conceptual basis for their enthusiasm.
Public statements advocating various forms of a regional 'defence
community' were little npre than tentative atternpts to alert ASEAN to
the need to devote serious attention to security issues, given
uncertainties in the local environment and dramatic changes at the
global level.

Singapore, the nation previously most enthusiastic about
multilateral military cooperation, was apparently caught off guard by
the Hassan proposal of May 7989.2 ASEAN members quickly called
for'further consideration' of proposals from Malaysia, the Philippines
and Thailand. Although the general mood was more receptive than in
1982, the various foreign and defence policy establishments in the
region appearcd to lack the luxury of detailed, if dated, policy papers
on the subiect which could be dusted off for speedy revision.

Caught inadequately prepared, ASEAN membersdevoted the
bulk of their public statemenb to reiterating that proposals for higher
forms of military cooperation should not crcntradict the group's first
principles established in 7967 and 1971: the promotion of regional
resilience and ZOPFAITI. Some discipline was brought to bear publicly
in late 7989by fakarta's definition of a 'defence spider-web'. However,
concerted efforts had also been underway out of the public eye since
the start of the year to ensure that the group's core security concepb,
particularly *ut of regional resilience, would not be preiudiced by
individual members' aftempts to address the changing regional
environment expected for the coming decade. The bonds which had
seen distinct ASEAN members subscribe to shared security concepts,
albeit with varying degrees of intensity, could only be sustained by
ensuring that the concepb themselves remained relevant. In that light,
a fully disciplined intellectual approach to closer miliary cooperation,
as the legitirnate offspring of regional resilience, could only emerge
from the womb of a credible'mothey' concEpt.

See 'Ddmding ASEAN' SrnitsTirrr.s (edirorial), 9 May 1969, p.18.
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However, some regional analysts and officials were not
beyond admitting that the reiuvenation of regional resilience would be

a long and problematic process. Despite tlre year's efforts to arrive at
general principles of accord governing doser military cooperation
imong ASEANJ members, specific questions pertaining to the
practicalities of implementing regional resili€nce remained
unanswered.

As recorded publicly, the distinct proposals for improved
intra-regional military cooperation had one corrurxln aim: to Promote
regionai security by enhancing extant solidarity among ASEAN
members. However, the tendency on the part of some officials and

commentators to reduce the year's conceptual activity to this simplistic
'ess€nce', and to only present the public with vague proposals, gave

scant indication of official obiectives or the difficulties which would
aftend attempts to convince individual ASEAN members to subscribe
to even the most informal multilateral arrangement.

Notwithstanding Manila's long-standing call for its fellow
ASEAN members to assurne part of the political cost for its continued
hosting of American military bases, and despite the so<alled inforrnal
consensus said to have emeqged fiom the controversy which marked
Singapore's offer of limited military facilities to the US, by the end of
19&9 all parties directly and indirectly concerned rernained unclear as

to how the Association expected to reconcile the ZOPFAN goal with
the desire by some ASEAN memberc to maintain military contacts

with external nations. While some ASEAN analysts saw the chance to

achieve greater degrees of miliary and political independence, others
perceived such suggestions as detrimental to (or at best doing little to
enhance) their national security interests.

Most extra-regional observers therefore continued to regard

the military aspect of regional resilience as no more than a vague

assertion of ASEAN solidarity. To the extent that an ASEAN member
might publicly cherish its tenets while pursuing unpublicised military
contacts with external powers, ZOPFAN in particular was read as

prirnarily an intra-mural bonding mechanism and as a check against
its members becoming excessively involved in external Power
rivalries, rather than as a repellant, or effective altemative, to external
powers' cmperative military activity in the region. Indeed, the more
iceptical local commentators $'ere not swayed from their sympathy for
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this interpretation. Given the prirnacy of national self-interest, and in
the absence of a dearly enunciabd, viable alternativg nations that
counted external military contacb b be in their favour could extend
only limited support to the military qcmponelrt of regional resilience.

Practical Aspects

Following the first ASEAN Conference on Regional Resilience,
intra-regional military cooperation csntinued on an ad lroc basis rather
than with reference to agreed guidance. However, it was not difficult
to determine how far and in which directions ASEAN members would
develop their military contacts. The limits to such cooperation were
also clear. Apart from their frequently expressed desire to avoid the
creation of a military pact, ASEAN members had publicly recognised
the political and military constraints operating between them which
would continue to militate against the realisation of a grand
arrangement, however informal.

Perhaps the most honest appraisal by an ASEAN official of the
periodic impact of political constraints on the prospects for dose
military relations came with the recognition by Singapore that the
'honeymoon'phase of the Malaysia-Singapore relationship had ended
(a strand in the spider-web which had registered impressive
precedents during 1989). Announcing in parliament that the naval
exercise Malapura had been cancelled at Malaysia's request, and
describing the potential for intra-regional defence cooperation as

'derivative and not primary',3 Brigadier Ceneral (Res.) l.ee Hsien
I-oong reminded observers of the simple truth which previous official
rhetoric and media coverage had tended to obsorre: progress in
military cooperation between ASEAN members would depend on the
state of overall bilateral relations between participants.

Singapore clearly pinned its hopes for progress in intra-
regional military cmperation generally, and cooperation with
Malaysia in particular, on a iudgement that the rationality which had
seen ASEAN goverrlrnents maintain stable economic and political

'Overall Bilateral Relations Deterrrine S'pore's Defme Ties with Neighbours',
Stmits Tittus, 15 March 1990, p.16. (Although this staterrent was made in early
1990, the events that led to it occurred in 1989. See Chaper Three.)
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relations despite periodic and octasionally serious tension between
them, would eventually iniect renewed momentum into efforb to
improve military cooperation:

Provided in the longer run overall relations necover,
which is in the rational inErests of both sides, then
defence relations will in due crcurse pick up.a

By implication, although Singapore would prefer stable and
productive military relations with Malaysia, or with any other ASEAN
member, the Republic could live with the prospect of indefinite
fluctuation in intra-regional contacts. It is arguable that Singapore's
relaxed evaluation typified a similar realism held by its ASEAN
fellows.

Thus, during 1989, ASEAN members hovered at the line
between bilateral and multilateral cooperation. To the extent that
Malaysia and Singapore shared a concern that Indonesia might revert
to Soekarnoist policie, prudence would ensure that the'hub' of any
future 'defence spider-web' would not be centred forrnally in fakarta.
Similarly, Malaysia's waning enthusiasm late in 1989 for military
contacts with Singapore reflected both the state of political relations
between the two, and concern at the increasingly close bilateral
military relationship developing between the Republic and Indonesia.
Prospects for extending the web further, beyond the Indonesia-
Malaysia-Singapore triangle, would depend on the gradual
neutralisation of more tangible border and sovereignty dispute.

Bilateral contacts remained unevenly developed between the
Malaysia-Singapore and the Indonesia-Singapore connections. Troop
exercises wene mone advanced in the former, yet overall contacts in the
latter were to prove more resilient. A future pattern for trilateral
exercises, for example in the maritime sphere, was not precisely
outlined beyond the possibility of ail hoc activities on an'opportunity'
basis.

Beyond politior-military discussions among senior defence
officials, the growth of trilateral contacb between lndonesia, Malaysia
and Singapone was tentative at best,limiH to interaction among low-
key personnel and constrained by the conc€rn that developmenb
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should not be read to foreshadow the emergence of a mini-military
bloc. Beyond tlre relatively low-profile initiatives advanced by
Singapore, few practical activities to promote the necessary
'multilateral will' were arranged, in contrast to the at times ebullient
er<tent of activities along bilateral lines. Of the two, military
representative appeared rrpre optimistic than their political
colleagues on the prospects for rnultilateral contacts. However, their
enthusiasm was quickly tempered in deference to the more reserved
official views.S

It was appar€nt that ASEAN nrembers' efforts in future to
enter improved bilateral and eventually multilateral military
cooperation would be characterised by close attention to the direct
national security benefits to be derived. This conclusion could be
checked with reference to the initid bids made by individual nations
during 1989, designed to trigger corporate consideration of the need
for a regional defence community.

As mentioned, these bids were delivered before the main
conc€pt which would bind them, regional rcsilience, was fully revised
and communicated. It was left to a bevy of analysts concentrated in
]akarta to incorporate, to the satisfaction of individual ASEAN
members, their respective national security requirernents under a
single, credible conceptual banner. During 1989, with that banner still
to be unfurled, individual bids (for example for exercise cmperation)
could only mention possible collective benefits in vague terms. Bids
were delivered with little serious attempt to flesh out the practical
detail of the regional good. Beyond bland staterrpnts regarding the
need to enhance ASEAN memberc' solidarity, individual nations
tended to present their proposals in terms tailored to the military
needs of their desired bilateral partner, and in ways which barely
concealed their own national security requircments.

The prospects for closer intra-regional defence industry
contacts provided a further case study of the primacy of national self-
interest in the cooperative military environment. Strong impetus for
the development of defence industry cmperation came from outside
the Indonesia-Malaysia-Singapore triangle. The Philippines, the nation
arguably least able to contribute technology or expertise to communal

'RI and Malayda to Hold Military Exerdses in 1991; lekeilePo,c,t,10 August 1989,
p3.
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projects, assumed prominence with Thailand by providing initial,
inspirational rhetoric. However, notwithstanding periodic calls in the
name of the regional good, it was not made dear (despite the claims of
proponents) how these initiatives could help ASEAN members deal in
a substantial way with the prospect of a regional security vacuum. Nor
was it apparent how far cooperative defence industry initiatives could
be developed in practice, given corrcern among officials (particularly in
Malaysia and Singapore) that the national economy and defence
capability should derive forernost benefit from innovations in defence
industry.6

Thus the lack of compelling detail and the transparenry of
much of the pan-ASEAN concephralising which accompanied
proposals for increased defence industry and exercise cooperation
during 1989 did not provide sufficient motivation for ASEAN
members to subordinate their individual national interests to the
commongood.

This state of affairs is likely to persist indefinitely. ASEAN
members will continue to iudge the prospects for cooperative exercise
and defence industry contacts with the same pragrnatic caution which
governs their wider dealings with each other and, to a greater degree,
with extra-regional nations. Their first priority will continue to be to
select options which promote the development of national, as distinct
from regional, defence interesb. They will avoid those options which
might compromise the national defence effort. They will, for example,
continue to eschew dependency on a single regionally located source
for key military items. They will avoid 'transferring' to their force
acquisition and logistics capabilities the uncertainties, however
r€mote, which stem from, for example, the geo-strategic vulnerability
of the Singaporean source, or the political and economic troubles of the
Philippines. They will heat with extreme caution proposals for a
division of labour under which nations are allocated items for
production, or areas for specialisation during exercises. They will not,
in the narne of regional solidarity, automatically chmse local items or
exercise contacts over long-standing extra-regional sources.

However, on the positive side, future moves by regional
nations to develop their miliary ties will be rnarked by confidence that

5 5* Chapters Threeand Five.
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substance can be added in the long term to the concePt of regional
resilience through practical (though tentative) military contacts,
established in full recognition of the limits to tlre corporate ASEAN
will. This confidence will stem in part from decreasing uncertainty as

to whether a particular proposal violates the 'agreed rules of the
cooperative security game'.

The proscriptions and prescriptions governing the
development of intra-regional military cooperation, defined by
ASEAN members during 1989, were outlined previously; as were the
benefits to be derived, particularly from bilateral exercises.T Those
anticipated benefits signified the sorts of incentives which might
motivate improved contacts.

In general terms, however, the coincidence of national and
regional interests will allow for case'by-case analyses of the
possibilities for intra-regional defence industry and exercise
cooperation, through which more sophisticated opportunities will be
grasped and a degree of collective and individual independence from
extra-regional powers realised.

The possibility of establishing a c€ntre in either Indonesia or
Singapore to service regional air strike and maritirne surveillance
assetshas been mooted previously.E C-ooperation in F/15 maintenance
and the production of small-scale military equipment holds nrost
promise for a gradual increase in defence industry cooperation.
Bilateral land and particularly maritime exercises will, however,
provide more promising venues.

Notwithstanding extant political constraints, exercise contacts
within the Indonesia-Malaysia-Singapore triangle will be decreasingly
likely to be hit by debiliating'boom and bust' cycles. jakarta's efforts
to bring its neighbours closer indirectly through bilateral contacb
between ABRI and the RMAF and RSAF respectively will continue to
augment both parties' attemPts to improve rclations. A cooperativp
military environrrrent between the three, stripped of the rhetoric and
subject to periodic turbulence - particularly along the Malaysia-
Singapore nexus - could register practical military benefits, including
an improved degree of operational effectiveness, interoperability and

7
8

Soe Chapter Five.
Lau Teilk Sur, 'Defene Expenditures of ASEAN States'.
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mutual understanding through bilateral flercises, training, and
intelligence and other personrrcl exchanges.

If the trend established during 1989 is maintained, lapses

along one bilabral strand in the regional web will b some extent be
offset by prcgress, or at least stability, along others. Periods of
stagnation in exerrcise contacb between two partners will not seriously
detract from the significance of precedents registered by them. Flaving
languished, contacts can be resumed at roughly the same level of
sophistication during times of gteater cooperative will. This 'halting
continuity' rnay allow the long-term development of multilateral
exercises among ASEAN members, restricted at least in the initial
stages to single service, as opposed to larger irint force, scenarios.

It would be short-sighted to regard ASEAN member€'
corporate gain as detracting from Australia's security interests, which
would be well+erved by impncved intra-regional military cooperation
along the lines envisaged by ASEAN officials. However, the extent to
which this developing phenonrenon might render cunent (particularly
FPDA) exercise contacts with Australia less relevant, will continue to
depend largely on ASEAN members'perceptions of the worth of those
links relative to the available alternatives.

During 1989, no regional official seriously suggested that
extant bilateral or proiected multilaEral defence contacts between
ASEAI{ nrembers could provide such an dternative. Those observers
who, during the controversy over the 'Singapore offer', diretly
questioned the utility of the FPDA, did so without providing carefully
considered counter-proposals and, in sonre cas€s, in ignorance of the
sophistication of FPDA exercises. Their comments reflected the
inability of ASEAN collectively to provide external powers with a
detailed consensus outlining the acceptable forms of furure military
contact with the region. Could the Arrangencnts rernain intact
indefinitely? Should they be rnodified or terminated? If so, in what
ways and over what time'scale?

If Singapore rernained least convinced that an alternative was
on the horizon, Malaysia, the regional FPDA member occasionally
seized by ambivalerrce, also carne down at year's end in favour of the
indefinite rejuvenation of the FPDA. With the limited prospects for
closer intra-regional military cooperation unlikely to compel the
regional members to withdraw from the Arrangements, what then of
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the Aushalian critics'view that Canberra's persistence with the FPDA
had encouraged the neglect of alernative bilateral contacts with
Indonesia and Thailand?

The Thai Alternative

Closer examination of the proposed alternatives with refurence
to the perceptions and actions of Indonesian and Thai officials during
1989 reveals the simplicity of the critics' thesis that Australia's attention
to FPDA activities undersold Canbena's potential as a politico-military
actor in Southeast Asia. For the purposes of this work, the Thai case

will be examined briefly before nroving to what was for Canbena the
more compelling problem: whether the retention of the FPDA
undermined relations with |akarta.

D,rring 1989, Canberra gained particular favour with the
Chatichai administration through the former's Asia-Pacific Economic
Cmperation (APEC) and Cambodia initiatives, as well as through
development projects which suited Bangkok's perceptions of its
national interests and potential role asri-uis Indochina. Political and
economic cooperation between Bangkok and Canberra proceeded
strongly, notwithstanding the o<istence of the FPDA, which registered
little if any interest in official Thai circles.

Bilateral military relations were also enhanced during early
1989 as a result of Exercise Ch"pel Cold. Billed as the first Australian-
Thai combin& infantry exercise, soldiers from tlre Third Battalion,
Royal Australian Regiment (on rotation through RMAF Base

Butterworth) forned an additional complementary company for Thai
forces.9 Close exercise cooperation allowed both to improve mutual
understanding of operational tactics and procedures, while also
affording the Australian Defence Force (ADD the opportunity to train
under unfamiliar circumstances.l0

Future improvements to the bilateral military relationship
were thought likely to include collective army exercises and training
including the development of conventional soldier skills, which would
reflect the ability of the Royal Thai Air ps6g (RTAD and the ADF to

l0 'Aushalian and ThaiTroopo in foint Ex'ercise', Blirglc/r Post, t4 AP,ril 19B9, p.5.
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identify strengths and weaknesse in their respective capabilities, from
which programs of muhrally beneficial cmperation could be
developed. Limited training under regional conditions was also
considered useful in building expertise for Australia's future
participation inan UN peacekeeping force in Cambodia.

Maritirrc contacts could be ernhanced through Anti-Submarine
Warfare (ASW) training, with Passex visits by Australian vessels being
better utilised to facilitate exercises in the subsurface, surface and air
spheres; much in the way FPDA exercise had already been improved.
Opportunities for air exercises incolporating the use of advanced Thai
air training centres could be gradually developed should Bangkok
perceive benefits to be gained from visits by RAAF F/A-18 fighters.

However, informed parties in Bangkok and C-anberra werc
aware that bilateral military contacts would be constrained by a
number of factors peculiar to the Australian and Thai milieux.
Contacts with Bangkok would not have the same direct relevance to
Australia's national defence interests as would future links with
maritime Southeast Asia, particularly with Indonesia. For its part,
Bangkok would continue to be preoccupied with morc pressing
political, economic and military developments in Indochina, which
would affect the formulation of Thai security policy to a greater extent
than peripheral, benign input from Australia. Canberra's most
difficult language gap with an ASEAN mernber prevailed with
Thailand, bringing acute problems to, for example, officer training
programs conducted in Australia.

These factors were not neasons to downgrade the search for
contacts. Howev,er, the optimism of those who proposed bilateral
military cooperation with Bangkok as part of a politicro-miliary
alternative to the FPDA was put into perspective. With or without the
F?DA according to Bangkok's preference, bilateral military cpntacts
with Canbena wene likely to remain low-key and of relatively low
importanc€, while political and economic contacb would continue
aPace.

Thai officials did not exprcss reservations about the future
r',elevance of the FPDA. Indeed, without wishing to enter the
Arrangenrents, highJevel Thai military officials had in the past
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considercd utilising FPDA assets on an inforrnal basis.lt Nor was the
implicit FPDA connection found objertionable either during land
exercises with Australia in 19@ or during dirussions at the time to
plan improvemmts to bilateral air force and navy contacts. Because of
Bangkok's lack of adequate maritirne capabilities to enforce crcdible
deterrence in its southern seas, the FpDA had contributd ile facto to a
lense o_f _sec"rity 

(or perhapo the lack of a sense of insecurity) in
Bangkok based on the vague belief that other, more directly afflcted
nations would address threatening contingencies; for example, in the
south china sea. If Bangkok officials considered the rnatter it.ll, th"y
dismissed it by not voicing the notion that Australia's politico-militai
approach was somehow tainted by unsavoury FpDA crcnnections.

If there was no compelling evidence during 19g9 to suggest
that Australia's participation in FPDA activities undermined poli-tilcal,
economic or military relations with Thailand, stroutd the
Arrangements have been phased out in order to pronrcte smooth
contacts with Jakarta?

The FPDA as a Constraint to Politico-Military Contactc with
Indonesia

During 1989, two basic schools of thought r.vere prevalent in
Iakafta regarding the FPDA.I2 without the benefit of access to high-
level representatives, the author is limited tro assessing the puSlic
staterrpnts and actions of Indonesian officials to arertainwhether the
'tolerant'or'less tolerant' school held sway in policy-making circles in
|akarta, and could reasonably have been expected to do so iriaeRnitety.

_ _ 
In April 1985, the Sydney Morning Hqalit published an article

on the business dealings of President soeharto and his family, a subie.ct

9f gxtrerne sensitivity in Jakarta. The Australian government was held
indirectly responsible for the media's interfeience in Indonesia's
domestic affairs. Bilateral relations abruptly entered over two years of
what Indonesian analysts were given to describe as their'nadirr.

11 F lf? Suprenre .Coqma3{a Sainrd Kerdhpol mooted rhe possibility of
trlgt"t engagng in air defence c6opemtion ivittr p.ppe assets'station& at
RMAF Base Butterworth. Particular in[erest was expresed in mobile radar and
informa tion exdran ge activities.rz SeeChapESix.
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In September 1988, the Indonesian Minister for Tourism, Post

and Telecommunications, Soesilo Soedarrnary attended Expo celeb
rations in Brisbane. The visit was seen as the first concrete attemPt to

improve relations. In Qtober 1988, Defence MinisEr Moerdani called

ror uottr sides to 'forget the past'.l3 In the same rDnth, Foreign

Ministers Alatas and Evans issued a staterrent anticipating that an

arrangement for the pint exploitation of rlesources in the longdisprrted
TimoiGap would be agreed within a year. The initial, tentative basis

for a reconciliation hadbeen laid. However, it was not until 1989 that

political, economic and military contacts improved strongly'

The visit to Australia by Foreign Minister Alatas in March 1989

signalled jakarta's wish to estabtistr a ifitmet framework'l4 for bilateral

ti;. The embryonic concept of Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation

was discussed. i{owe.tet, the focus of Alatas'attention was devoted to

communicating directly to the Australian media fakarta's concern that

iournalistic coverage should be acrurate and couched in non-

defamatory terms.lT At the conclusion of the visit, the foreign

ministers announcd, inter alia: that regular ministerial-level
discussions would be held at least every eighteen months; that annual

senior foreign poli"y officials' talks would necomme-nce; and that

meetings of 6tner ministers and officials would be called as required.l5

An eaiiorial in the lalsrta Posf su@uently welcomed the'significant
results' registered in Canberra as having 'established the basis for an

institutionalised management of the countries' bilateral relationsNp'.

It also noted that Indo-nesia could benefit from cooperative activities

with Australia, a'friendly member in the economic north"t/

Although tensions resurfaced during the year, their impact

was deliberately minimised by two sides which had cone to recognise

the mutual benefits to be derived from improved cooperation.
Differences over incursions into Australian waters by Indonesian

fishermen, the role of the media in society, and the Blenkinsop case

(particularly Prime Minister Hawke's earlier strong rcaction)lrtere not

t'e"o,itt"a tb hinder the steady improvement of economic and political

Address to lndqresia-Ausbalia Bwinese Council, Bali' October 1968'

'Alatas and Hawke Seek Firnrer Tta',lelantePorll' 2 Mardl 19E9, p'1'
'Ali Alatas Appeab to Aussie Pless',lfurlePct,3 Mardl l96t P'1'
New Patteriri AdoPted for Aussie Tier', Iel@tl Por;t, 4 Mardt- 1989, p'1;

'Institutionalising JliartaCanUerra Tta', l!ry!1 !al, 6 Mardr 1989, p'5'
'Ocer RI-Ausci e fra', latwu fo*, 6 Mardr 19E9, p.5.
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ties. Activities under the'Indonesia-Australia Denelopment ltoiect' in
support of Jakarta's developncnt of eastern rural provinces received
favourable Goverage in the local nndia.ls Similar positive attention
was devoted to attempts by Ausbalian government and non-
government organisations to irnprove the nation's language culture
and business ties with Indonesia and Asia.le The decision during the
Alatas visit to establish the Australia-Indonesia lrutihrte to broaden
socio-cultural contacts was welcomed, as projects carrre to life to
provide a'solid base to fall back on when inevitable misunderstand-
ings occrrr'.2o

In the later months of 1989, a surge in cooperative political and
economic activity occurred, triggered in large part by a mutual
realisation of the significance of the Timor Gap agreerrnnt.2r By
October 1989, a provisional agreement was reached to allow
exploitation of oil and gas reseryes pending a final decision on the
thorny question of defining the border separating the Indonesian and
Australian continental shelves. Foreign Minister Alatas hailed the
agreement, whidr had circumvented difficult sovereignty issues, as an
unprecede^nted way of r,esolving differences over disputed maritime
resources.22

The Tirmr Gap acrord was later read by Alatas to confirm
Australia's recognition of Indonesia's integration of East Timor, and as
a useful prop for |akarta's efforts to have the UN settle the issue in its
favour,E and |akarta and Canberra combined to pre+mpt any
attempt by Portugal to have the agreement declared illegal.2a The

19

Projec! induded bchnical, rclar energy and bridge lmproveurent packages. See
Anstsalia to C-ontlnue fup,porting RI Developnetrt', labrU Put,-29 Miy 1989,
P.12.
'Anssie Officials Asked to L,earn Indonesian', labrta Po.rlt, 29 fuly 1989, p3;
_41r1hali_a !g Sp*a 4$509 t9 Strengthm Muldorlturalisur', Ilkarta Post,29 july
19E9, p.q; 'PeopletoPeople (.antact Approadr Good for RI-Ausde Ti.rs', lekerte
Post,Tl September 1989, p3.
The AII's Asdgnment', /e*artt Porit (editorial), 24 fune 1989, p.4. ProFrts included
qgmoting English hg,rlg" Fadring sporting and m6dia exihanges, and
educational linla between Aushalian and Indonesian institutes.
'Unified Crncept on Tlmor C,ap Achievd',lelwtt Post, 14 Feb'ruary 19E9, p.l. The
curcept covered issu6 rudt as mining cod6, reguladong and boundary poins.
Timor Gap Agreeurent Finalised', /n&rrte Post,28 Octob€r 19E9, p.t.
Timc C,ap Eleal will tlave Polifical Impact',Iehrta Post,6 Deceorber 1989, p.t.
'AnsEalia Rebuts Lisbon's Stane on Timc Gap Accd', Iettrtt Post,ll Dei€r'Ansualia Rebub Lisbon's Stane on Tlirc Gip Aoord', Ielodt post, U Dsi€mb€r
!989, g.f; 'Ansbdia, RI Ready to Defmd fimc C,ap T*,y', latmta post, 14

2l

x2
23
24

Deceurber 1989, p.1.
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accord was hailed in a lalurta Posf edibrial as part of 'an accumulating

volurne of comrmn interests'.E The agfeerrrnt's significance for
Indonesia,s effortg to promoE national resilimc€ was reflected by
Alatas' comment that Indonesia'g easErn prcvinces, including East

Timor, might fird ways to develop economically through activities
related to the Timor Gap.26

A simultaneous increase in bilateral socioconomic contacts

occured in late 1989. Australian development assistance efforts in the
east were enhanced with the signing of an agreement covering a clean
water proiect in west and East Nusa Tengara provinces.zT Prominent
local coverage was given to Austr-alian calls for private investors to

participate in education programs.2s The possibility of establishing a

Litatetit extradition treity was mooted.29 The first formal inter-
goverrunmtal meeting was held on bilateral trade and information
6xchanges in energy and mineral proiects.s An informal meeting of
Australian and Indonesian purnalists took place in Sydney, at which
the prospects for an exchange program were explored and Indonesian

rcpresentatives voiced the importance to Australia of accurate

coverage of events in Indonesia.3l

In terms of bilateral military contacts, the poor state of
relations during 1986 and 7987 was only partly attributable to the
Sydney Morning Heralil artide of April 1986. The fact that the visit by
Geneial Try Sutrisno in fuly 1989 was the first to Australia for
seventeen years by an Indonesian Chief of Armed Forces indicated

that Jakarta had been less than enthusiastic towards the Australian
military connection.

In the event, the reiuvenation phase was a drawnout affair. In
1986 and 1987, Australian, officials visited Jakarta to directly

The Timor Gap Traty', lelam Pw| 72 Decemb€r l%9, p'4.
'Oil Exploration in irmor Gap will Start in 1997',lal@tt Pcr;t, 12 Dece6ber 1989,

p.7.
RJ C*ts Aussie Grant for Clean Water Project, leladaPost,l0 October 1989, p3'
'Aussie Sdrolar Calls for Massive lnvesErernt in Educational ProFrc$', lalcarte Post,

l5 November 19E9, p.f .

'Australia Seeking Exbadition Acord with Indonesia',lalorte Posl, 17 November
7%9,p.12.
'R[ Aisualia Ready to ExpandMining CmP',l.loirtaPor;l,22 Noveorber 1989, p.1.

As one Indonedan representative staH: 'If upheavals ontinue to ocrur in qu
country, if a Balkanisition pro6 sets in and'the @untry becomes fragnrented
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communicate the rationale for Australia's enrergi4g strategy of defence
self-reliance, as released in the White Paper. In particular, they
shessed that Canberra did not view Jakarta as a security threat.
However, a measure of the gulf between interested parties in Australia
and Indonesia which had itseU becorrp 'institutionalised' might be
taken from the high profile Defence Minister Moerdani felt obliged to
adopt publicly, much later in 1988, to reiterate that officials in fakarta
accepted those reassurances. For example, Moerdani stated during an
appearance before the Indonesian Parliamentary Defence Commission
that neither nation saw the other as a threat and that fakarta did not
need a plan to counter the Dibb strategy.32

However in April 1988, Australian defence officials were
required to accept the termination of the defence cooperation program.
The program was replaced by the informally titled 'cooperative
defence activities'. Exercises conducted on an opportunity basis
between the two navies were also renamed on lakarta's insistence from
the grandiose 'New Horizon', to the plain 'Ausina' series. Beazley's
May 1989 criticism of the defunct defence cooperation program
confirmed publicly the behind-the.screnes efforts of Australian defence
officials to rernove the patemalistic connotations felt to have been
aftached to past defence contacts, as well as Jakarta's preference for a
low-key, gradual and informal approach.S

On the eve of General Try's visit to Australia in July 1989,
Indonesian officials were careful not to attach a high profile to an
endeavour which mig^\t crumple under the weight of residual political
and military tensions.34 Their determination to-obtain a positive result
was nevertheless evident in their iudicious reception of a second
negative article on President Soeharto, which appeared in the Syilnq

32

then Aushalia wil be in trouble'. See 'RI, Aushalia to Exchange Journalists',
lalwte Post,s December 1989, p3.
'Aussies No Threat Says Moerdani', Nazr Stmits Tine.,N Feb'ruary 1988, p.12. See
also stat€mmts to the same effect following Moerdani's confirmition ai Defence
Minister in 'Aussie' Defence Strategy does not Worry Indonesia',Iniloresia Thus,
30 Mardr 19E8.

Y=by lglognis€d that the program had been regarded by officials in Jakarta as
of dwindling relevance to Indonegian security requirerreirts and as a less than
subtle.atterrpt by c-anberra t9_ pressur_e Indonesian officials into following
Awhalian prescriptions. See 'Beadey Raps Past Ties with Indonesia', Strar'ti
Times,27 May 1989, p.14.
Jakarta Plays Down Try's Trip to Aushalia', Straits Titttcs,SJuhy 1989, p.15.
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Morning Herald prior to General Try's departure, and which Foreign
Minister Alatas was rnoved to describe as'lar fromhelpful'.3s

If the visit commenced as a tentative'waEr testing exercise',

from which bland statements confirming a shared political will to
improve military contacts would have been counted as a reasonable

ouiconre, the parties quickly achieved rnore substantial results. In
General Try's words:

Australia firmly stated that Indonesia is not a threat to
Australia. As such, in future, there is a need to
improve and steP uP our cooPeration.s

Australia's bona fides were backed by the access granted
General Try to Australian air defence bases, including Tindal - home of
the nation's sophisticated strike aircraft which had been highlighted by
Singapore sorne three months previously as an important part of
Australia's contribution to the FPDA.

During an address to the Joint Services Staff College in
canberra, General Try in turn felt able to publicly distance Indonesian
officials from earlier comments by analysts in fakarta who had
described the Australian defence Posture as'hawkish', 'aggressive' and
out of place in the region.37 lakarta would embark on renewed non-
institutionalised, short and medium-term contacts with the ADF.38 To

that end, the decision was taken to send observe$ from the Indonesian
navy, army and air force to the imminent Kangaroo 89 exercise.39

In General Try's absence, during an address to the Indonesian
pa.rliament, Defence Minister Moerdani reaffirmed his previous
sanguine assessrnent of Australian defence Poliry, and of Kangaroo

89.e Moerdani pined Try in publicly distancing the government from
criticisms of Australian defence policy voiced by private
individuals.4l The Try and Moerdani statements facilitated Defence

'Try to Arrive in Austsalia on Sun&y', /a&rtaPost,T luly 1989, p.12. 
- - -

'General Try's Visit Boosts Ties with Canberra' , Sneits Tinus,'lQluly 79t19' p.12.
'Towards Closer Defence Lints', Nao Stmits Titrus, B luly 79E9, p'9.
ibid.
'Try's Aussie Visit Creates Better Understanding',latertcPost,TT luly 7989'p3.
'lt is not strange il in their military exercises they asorrme, a pointlrom -*t t$_t"
merry will approadr', Angattn Bavll,te, 12 fuly 1989. See also lvbdcte' 12 July
1989.
Cited in Jakarta-Canberra' , lelarte Post (editorial} 21 fuly 1989, p.5.
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Minister Beazley's subsequent dismissal of critics' claims that the
fictitious Kangaroo 89 aggressor'Karnaria'could be read as an indirect
reference to Indonesia.42

Some five days after the Try visit, a large.scale call by
Australian naval units to Tanjung Priok, fakarta, commenced.€ A
destroyer and frigate on retum from deployrcnts in South and
Southeast Asian waters were opened for public inspection, further
indicating Australia's bona fides as a non-aggressive security partner.
Similar goodwill and refuelling visits by RAN vessels, combining
political and practical cooperation, ocrurred during the remainder of
the year.4

By year's end, officials in Jakarta and C-anberra agreed that
considerable scope lay open for improved bilateral military contacts
between Australia and Indonesia. Although both sides were aware of
the need to move cautiously, the prospects were promising for
sbonger links, building on mutually acceptable activities from the

Past.

Efforts were to be devoted initially to low-key though
productive contacts such as officer training exchanges, which allowed
younger Indonesian officers particularly to gain first-hand
appreciation of the conceptual and practical detail of Aushalia's self-
reliant national military strategy - deAil which defined it as defensive,
and distinguished it from earlier policies prerribing excessive
dependence on traditional allies in Europe and North America.
Australian officers participating in reciprocal training aftachments
would in turn gain an understanding of Indonesia's shategic doctrine
and regional security perceptions.

Conclusion" ,

|udging from developments in 1989, particularly from the
perceptions and actions of regional officials, the following conclusions

42
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'War Games Not Aimed at lndonesi': Beadey' St'lribTimes,lO Augu.st 79t19,p,17.
Comprising one destroyer, one frigate, two pahol boats and one submarine. See
'Aussie Naval Flotilla will behere for Frielrdly Yisnt',lalcmta Post,2l fuly 1989, p.2.

lor e11aple,- the vis-it by HMAS Stdtmrt to Uiung Padang. See 'Desuoyer', likerta
Posl,2E Octrober 1989, p3.
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can be made regarding the alternatives to ttre FPDA proffered during
the year by Australian critics.

The notion of an emerging regional defence community was
misread as portending the demise of the FPDA. The prospects for
such a community were constrained by important conceptual and
practical limitations.

Canbena's political, economic and military ties with Indonesia
and Thailand were not undermined by ADF participation iri the
Anangernents. The rift between C-anberra and Jakarta occurred in
1986 primarily over political differences, although the relationship was
vulnerable due to the generally immature nature of contacts between
the two. The basis for reconciliation was established by early 1989

based on calculations of self-interest. Particularly impressive
initiatives, establishing political, social and economic links, which
complemented |akarta's concepts of national and regional resilience,
were augrrrcnted by positive developments in the bilateral military
relationship, developrnents made possible in part by Australian
defence officials' readiness to admit past mistakes and to adopt

fakarta's preferred low-profile approach. Bilateral military contacts
were expected to improve gradually, notwithstanding Canberra's
active involvement in the reiuvenation of the FPDA, which occurred
contemporaneously.

Canbena's potential as a participant in regional politico-
military affairs survived, and was in most quarterc enhanced, despite
angst in the minds of Australian critics regarding the military
component of its approach.



CHAPTER 8

AUSTRALIAI{ CRITICS AND
SOUTI{EAST ASIAN REALITY

Australian critics were emboldened in their case against the
FPDA by the possibility that nations inspired by the new bipolar
d€tente might resort with decreasing frequency to military means. An
apparent resolve annng ASEAN members that regional nations
should adopt a rrrore active approach to the management of their own
security was also encouraging.

However, at a time of flux in global and regional affairs,
across-the-board uncertainty, a lack of clear direction, and occasional
discord characterised the analyses of ASEAN observers regarding key
issues pertaining to future order in Southeast Asia. The likely
characters of the extra-regional nations to be involved, and the types of
intra-mural and extra-mural military cooperation that would be
appropriate in response remained illdefined.

The signs of uncertainty were evident at least from the earliest
days of 1989. They were by no means clarified late in the year when
the works of academic critics of the Australian miliary contribution
had been printed and when the Evans review was under draft. Yet
amid manifold uncertainty, the one corrunon proposal upon which the
critics could agree was that the FPDA should be terminated.

The following observations can be made regarding the gulf
between the views of Australian critics contained in, or championed by
the Evans review, and regional conditions and perceptions which the
critics purported to reflect.

Academic Critics

First, neither Australia's commitrnent to the FPDA, nor the
national defence aspects of Australia's poliry of defence self-reliance
fuelled an arms race in Southeast Asia. The development of ASEAN
members'military capabilities reflected their ability, due to improved
economic performance, either to address long-neglected aspects of
their defence postures, or to build upon progress registered
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previously. ASEAN members were motivated by national prestige
and desired to develop maritime and air defence capabilitiesl
particularly, on the eve of a decade of uncertainty in regional affairs;
they were not rnotivated by perceptions of a militaristic Australian
ogre.

Second, rejuvenated forms of Australian military commitnent
under FPDA auspices were not foisted upon regional members. By
mid-1989, the FPDA had experienced two phases of what was read by
Malaysia and Singapore to be hesitancy on the part of the external
participants, Australia and New Zealand; narnely, Canberra's decision
in April 1988 to move from a pennanent to rotational fighter presence
at RMAF Base Butterworth, and Auckland's earlier decision to
redeploy NZFRSEA. That the Arrangements survivd both
modifications was largely due to active encouragement from the
regional participants for Australia and New Zealand to maintain and
upgrade their respective commitments.

As had been made clear during the early 1980s, when the local
participants voiced concem at the dwindling relevance of FPDA
exercises, their support for the Arrangements could not be taken for
granted. Efforts to improve FPDA exercisbs during 1989 strengthened
Malaysia's and Singapore's perceptions of the worth of the Australian
contribution to their respective national interests and to regional
strategic circumstances. Indeed, the New Zealand redeployment
phase in fuly 1989 was made more palatable by positive initiatives
registered in the same month during Exercise Starfish.

Third, the twin criticisms rnade by Australian critics, that
through its active participation in the FPDA Australia gave false
assurance to Malaysia and Singapore, or that Australia risked being
automatically embroiled in a regional conflict, were not borne out with
reference to the perceptions of the parties allegedly thus duped.

Both Malaysia and Singapore recognised that Aushalian
military action in response to aggression from regional or extra-
regional sourc€s would be closely circumscribed by calculations of
self-interest in Canberra. The fact that Singaporean officials worked
tirelessly to narrow the margin for hesitancy on Australia's part
indicated their lack of naivety. Coverage in the semi-official media in

See Chapter Three.
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Malaysia and Singapore of each FPDA exercise stressed that the
Arrangements facilitated consultation in the event of external
aggression. Although neither nation would be shy in pushing
vigorously for Australian military assistance at a time of crisis,
regional members dearly accepted that Ausbalia would be involved in
such a scenario only as far as calculations of self-interest in Canberra
dictated at the time. They had been digesting that message at least
since the release of the Dibb Report.

Indeed, while Malaysia and Singapore expected that the
FPDA's consultative mechanisms would be activated at an early stage
and that support would be forthcoming in some form from their
ASEAN neighbours, their national defence strategies were premised
on the tenet that they themselves should expect to deal with
aggression primarily in the short-term from their respective military
resources. Australia's involvement in FPDA exercises was thus
recognised, doubtless with more satisfaction in Kuala Lumpur than in
Singapore, as designed to help improve the regional participants'
defence capabilities under a cooperative though loosely structured
regime.

It is also arguable that, notwithstanding the concept of the
indivisibility of Malaysian and Singaporean security, through its
aftention to the detail of the FPDA text during media presentations,
Kuala Lumpur reminded its partner that the 'mutual commitmenf
symbolised by the FPDA remained loose and non-binding. The
absence between Malaysia and Singapore of the sort of on-paper
agreement which linked each of the external participants to the
regional members added weight to this interpretation.

The fourth proposition, that in 1989 the FPDA were a neo-
colonial anachronism, also misrepresented their character. At the
widest level, Australia was decreasingly perceived as a neo-colonial
outpost. Canbena was seen to have legitimate interests in the stability
of Southeast Asia, and an improving, if imperfect, record of aftempts
to interact across economic, political and military levels with ASEAN.
Australian critics were nevertheless fond of condemning the FPDA on
the region's behalf as a contravention of the ZOPFAN principle.

Yet the FPDA were signed after the ZOPFAN declaration,
indicating that in the early 1970s the Arrangements were not
considered to constitute a serious contradiction to ZOPFAN. Military
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cooperation with select external powers had remained an enduring
feature of ASEAN memhrs'security environment. The Arrangements
had settled into the grey area between the realisation of an ASEAN
ideal and the recognition of the practicalities of the security
environment. By virtue of the continuation of both, the FPDA had
been explicitly cleared of the ZOPFAN complication by Malaysia and
Singapore. Regional resilience tenets pertaining to the sovereign
independence of individual ASEAN members' foreign and defence
policy decision-rnaking also extended implicit tolerance towards the
Australian connection. The review of regional resilience conducted
during 1989 did nothing to revoke that toleranc€.

Even if the FPDA developed by default in the absence of an
indigenous alternative, and notwithstanding Malaysia's high-profile
foreign policy stance on the principles of non-alignment and
neutrality, both Malaysia and Singapore continued to emphasise the
key question of 'military credibility'.

Initially, the Arrangements had provided the local participants
with the opportunity to develop their national armed forces at their
desired pace and without damage to their respective plans for
economic and social development. Ftrowever, as Malaysia's and
Singapore's military capabilities became more sophisticated, so the
rejuvenation of FPDA exercises w.rs necessary. While the letter of the
FPDA agreernent remained unchanged from the 1970s, the
Arrangements in 1989 were perceived by the regional members as
vastly improved in terms of the quality at least of Aushalia's
participation in exercise activities. C-anberra's active contribution
under the FPDA was often conhasted privately by Malaysian and
Singaporean officials with that of the other 'sleeping' external
participants.

By 7989, with Malaysia and Singapore calling for FPDA
exercises to achieve further levels of sophistication, the concepts and
practical arrangenrents pertaining to wholly indigenous regional
military cooperation had yet to provide the viable alternative
envisaged some twenty-two years previously under the rubric of
ZOPFAN. Intra-regional air, naval and land exercises were restricted
no bilateral contacts and presented no challenge to FPDA activities.
Arguably, if the ZOPFAN ideal could not be aftained during decades
when the region felt itself a potential target of superpower military
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rivalry and of aggression from Vietnam, then in a new era when the
potential sources of military aggression had become more obscure,
ZOPFAN would eclipse the FPDA only in the minds of idealists.

The FPDA also survived as a 'rnake-shift' measure partly
because activities under its auspices had been modified in ways suited
to the ZOPFAN prescription. In particular, no foreign military bases
were maintained under FPDA auspices on regional soil.2 Instead,
external participants maintained support facilities for rotational
deployments. Regional participanb had also gradually assumed the
lead role in determining the p"licy direction and practical activities
pursued under the Arrangernents. If Singapore appeared particularly
concerned that the Arrangements should not be dropped in the
absence of a viable alternative, Malaysia (on the occasion of its most
forthright call for a regional defence community) suggested that such a
proposal could involve the 'extension8 both of extant inha-regional
bilateral military exercises and of the FPDA.

While F?DA exercise activities were considered worth
preserving, the FPDA were not perceived by Malaysia or Singapore as
an instrument for the imposition by external powers of their strategic
interests or spheres of influence at the expense of regional nations. In
fact, Malaysia and Singapore regarded the FPDA as a usefirl venue
through which their respective policy prescriptions and military
requirements could be voiced. Canbera's affirmation that the policy
direction and practical activities under FPDA auspices were largely
determined by the regional participants, or that Australia interacted on
an'equal partner'basis, was not hollow rhetoric.

Neither was cooperation by Malaysia or Singapore with the
external FPDA members perceived by regional non-members to
compromise Malaysia's or Singapore's sover€ignty in foreign and
defence policy matters. The Arrangements were not considered by
officials in fakarta to present Indonesia with an obiectionable colonial
legacy which they felt compelled to rectify with the same absolute
conviction that lalqrta had addressed the problems of East Timor and

Or.rnership of Butterworth air base had been hansf€rred frocr the UK to Mala)rsia
in Mardr 19m. In mid-1988, Mdaysia asumed control of all maix functions at
the base.
Hassan, 'Defene Plan not Prourpted by Any Threat', Stmits Tints,14 May 19E9,

P.10.
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Irian faya. At worst, the Anangements allowed a decreasingly
relevant United Kingdom to maintain a voice equal in theory to that of
Malaysia and Singaporc in limited FPDA-specific considerations. In
addition, from fakarta's perspective, the absence of sufficient political
will between the regional members to cooperatie at a higher
operational plane beyond that achieved through the IADS precluded a

more assertive Australian role should Canberra have attempted to
abandon its practice of awaiting local consensus on policy initiatives.

Agairu through the eyes of ASEAN members, including
officials and analysts in Jakarta, the FPDA remained as much a relic of
maritime Southeast Asias Confrontationist past as Malaysia and
Singapore perceived and required it to be. In that respect, the
Arrangements' most conEoversial,least mentioned and negative form
of relevance was locally defined and sustained rather than externally
imposed. Australian military action under the FPDA, in the context of
a dispute within the Indonesia-Malaysia-Singapore triangle, could
only be activated in defence of the regional membels following actual
or threatened aggression by Indonesia. Such aggression, as noted
earlier, could have best been described during 1989 under foreseeable
circumstances as irrational, damaging to Indonesia's own political and
economic interests and furthest from the minds of policy-rnakers in
Jakarta, as they were prleocrupied with the maintenance of national
resilience and eager to pursue stable and productive relations with
regional (and like-minded extra-rcgional) nations.

It was also arguable that the FPDA's 1989 reiuvenation phase
hel@ sway Indonesian officials towards a more accomnpdating view
of the Arrangements, based on a realistic appraisal of the benefits to be
derived for regional security. Singapore in pa.rtiorlar undertook low-
profile initiatives, at times implied rather than overtly stated, to bridge
the gap between the FPDA and Indonesia. The Republic's officials
backed Malaysia's view that by bringing the Adex and SArfish exercise
series together, the security of regional sea lanes of communication
would be enhanced. More explicitly, a military representative from
Indonesia was invited to attend exercise Lion Spirit. It is also likely
that both local participants conducted behind-the+cenes consultations
with Jakarta to sound out Indonesian views on the prospect of Brunei
entering the Arrangemenb.
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The FPDA nray never be recognised explicitly by Jakarta as
making an indirect contribution to the developnrent of regional
resilience by the improvernenb it allows the local participants to effect
in their individual and cooperative military capabilities. However, the
Arrangements' continuation was not cited by Jakarta as a serious
impediment to Malaysia's or Singapore's national defence
development or to closer intra-regional military cooperation.

In additiory the FPDA were usefully placed across an at times
troubled strand in the regional defence spider-web. The fact that the
transitional arrangenrent had been sustained largely due to local
prescriptions testified to its value as an adiunct to Malaysia's and
Singapore's respective efforts to promote their bilateral military links.
As thee contacts faltered periodically, the FPDA were cited as one of a
number of fall-back venues which had survived to prove that bilateral
politico-military relations had not been ineparably damaged. Rather
than providing an additional, unnecessary venue for the airing of
differences between the two, the FPDA were used to complement the
complex confidence-building prrcess required in a relationship which
both nations recognised would erperience periodic tension.

This was not to imply paternalistic benevolence on the part of
the extra-regional nrembers or to portray the FPDA as the grand
saviour of the relationship. The observation simply reflects Malaysia's
and Singapore's shared need to keep, in Brigadier General I-ee's words,
as rrnny'channels of communication' open as possible.

Furthermorc, it was questionable that Malaysia and Singapore
would automatically come to each othey's military assistance under all
circumstances, by 1989 the concept of the 'indivisibility' of the defence
of Malaysia and Singapore had been rendered most credible in the
FPDA context: first through air defence cooperatiory and then through
improvenrents in rnaritirne exercises which incorporated collective
expertise developed at the IADS. The concept remained rarely defined
and most vulnerable in the realm of bilateral land exercises between
the two.

In sumrnary, proposals by Australian academic critics for an
alternative approach to Southeast Asia not only lacked detail, but were
themselves divorced from regional circumstances. Vague calls for the
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'progressive demilitarisation of the region'4 through arms control,
confidence'building measures (CBMs) and the withdrawal of
Canberra's military assets to national boundaries were uttered as if
with reference to another world. Australian critics who called for the
eclipse of the FPDA by various confidence'building measurles ignored
the reality that the Arrangernenb already provided a sophisticated
CBM in theirown right.

Predictions that Canberra's military activity might in future
provoke a regional arrns race or attacks on the Austrdian mainland
could be sustained only for as long as negative views of the FPDA
from the region were highlighted as indicative of potential dangers,
and for as long as regional perceptions in favour of Australia's
approach were surrurulrily dismissed as being voiced by mere'vested
interests'.S The critics' lack of a balanced and detailed understanding
of regional perceptions ensured that the costs and benefits of politico-
military interaction under the FPDA, to Australia and to the regiory
could not be gauged.

Despite self-righteous calls for a reappraisal of the 'work
practices and value structures that [operated] within Russell Hill'6
during 1989, those attributes were well suited to the complex reality of
conditions in Southeast Asia. fust as ASEAN nrembers had long been
aware that the concept of 'securi$r' involved morc than military means,
military infrastmcture remained by regional definition an essential
element of stability. Value structures and work practices on Russell
Hill which had resulted in sophisticated cooperative exercises were
seen explicitly, at least by the pragrnatic rnaprity in the region, as
particularly relevant.

The Departnent of Foreign Affai$ and Trade

During 1989, critics within the Australian foreign ministry
made concerted efforts to regain lost inlluence over the formulation of
Australia's politico-military policy towards Southeast Asia and the
Southwest Pacific. Since the mid-1980s, their colleagues at the

Cheeseman, Oaar-tad ia Austmlb's kgional Militery Poliq,p2l.
ibid., p.13.
Cheeseuran, An Altcnrr,tiu DcFnu Postun pr Australb, p28.
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Departrnent of Defence had worked to devise a thorough and coherent
policy for the defence of the continent. Ttrese AuJtralian defence
planners had placed first priority on Australia's national defence
interests. 

- 
This rcquirement entailed a clinically obiective analysis of

possible threats to Australian security, as well ai of tire overall piace of
Australian policy in the regional context.

Notwithstanding thg gradual politicisation of the FPDA urged
b-y its regional members and crcmmenced in the Defence white paftr,
the concepts and methods adopted to promote the national, and
complementary regional, aspects of 'self-reliance within the framework
of alliances and regional associations'retained the defensive character
prescribed by Dibb. It was therefore unfortunate that the first
successful attempt by Australian planners to devise a coherent poliry,
a disciplined exercise arguably suited to the interests of Australiis
closer neighbours, should become a source of controversy. The
tensions a1o|g Indonesian critics which resulted from the intry of
Australian defence self-reliance onto the southem flank of the regional
stage reflected more 

- 
rudely on the prevailing state of poor

communication, mutual ignorance and suspicion between c-anberra
and Jakarta, than on the merits of the strategy at the eye of the storrn

In addition, contrary to rredia allegations during 19g9 that by
defining Australia's regionar defence posture, a precocious Defence
Deparhnent'state within a state' was it work to iecast the engine of
Australia's wider foreign policy, the defence component of that"engine
lemairyd firmly in perspective and distinctly military in character.
Beyond the avenues of access and influence though-to come from
exercise cooperation iudged effective by regional par:ticipants, defence
planners sought concrete military benefits from ADF pa"'ti"ip"tior,.

To that end, the reiuvenation of the Arrangements during 19g9
did- not compromise Dibb's original intention "to 

forge a credible
diplomatic tool from defence elements for use, along wit"h other tools,
by a future Australian government. As Dibb naa itated some three
years prior to the Evans review:

Defence poliry is but one element in our national
:ec"rity. Other national policies and organisations
have at least as much to do as defence po-licy in the
promotion of a strategic environment favouiable to
Australia. The effective cmrdination of our policies in
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areassuchastrade,immigrationandpoliticalrelations
is thus basic to the effective pursuit of our national

security interests. Defence can provide support for
theseothernationalpoliciesbutitcannotsubstitute
for them.7

It was therefore ironic that the strategy of defence self-reliance should

be berated for being obliged by default to serve as iust such a

substitute for a coherJnt crois-policy approach to national security.

DuringtheearlymonthsoflgSg,criticsintheAustralian
foreign minis-try comrfonced a comprehensive reevaluation of

Austlra1a's bona fides as an aspiring participant in Southeast Asian

affairs. The FPDA were identiiiea is a key military impediment to

effective participation. The demise of the Arranggmelts would mark

the return to piominence of the Department of Foreign Affairs and

Trade (DFAT) while clearing the way for a more receptive attitude on

the part of arguably the mori important ASEAN members'

onthepositiveside,theresultantEvansreviewrepresenteda
significant contribution to the prrblic foreign and d:F*: P"Ji:{ record

both in Australia and, iust asimportantly, in the libraries and on the

desks of the various 
"c"de^ic 

and official foreign and defence policy

instihrtions scattered throughout Southeast Asia'

The need to coordinate the previously disparate efforts of

Australian policy-makers in order to devise appropriate.forms of

interaction with Sutheast Asia across economic, political, educational

and cultural fields was properly higNighted with reference to policy

guidelines which .""ogt i*d tire importance to Australia's national

iecurity of comprehu*Irre relations with the region. Australians were

invitd to thini holistically about the nahrre of security by bringing

military and non-military aspects together'

It its coverage of non-military issues, the Evans document

mirrored established"AsEAN concepts aUo,tt the pronrction of national

and regional security. The document thereby Pl-"ttttt$ "n 
important

fanfare for efforts to improve Australia's non-military interaction with

Dibb, Rcrit'ut of Austrelie's Defare Apabiliti6,P'37 '
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Asia, as outlined for example in the earlier Gamaut Report,S or
subsequent work on Australia's ApEc and cambodia initiatives.g
Indeed, interviewees visited by the author in Brunei, Indonesia,
Malaysia, singapore and rhailand some eight months after the
document's release confirmed that, despite initial hesitation as to the
consequenc€s of Australian policy initiatives for ASEAN solidarity, the
'new.Australian_ diplomacy' was generally welcomed as reflecting a
genuine, consultative and constructive approach. c-anberra was
considered to have finally woken to the geo-srategic reality which
compelled it to improve its interactive links with soutleast Asii.

The document also signalled to southeast Asia the presence in
canberra of a flexible policy-making conununity ready to anticipate
and accommodate both change and local ptefetet c,.s for regional
development. The docurnent indicated a willingness, at least it the
official level, to adopt aspects of what might be Jerribed as ,ASEAN
practice'; namely, to work to establish between Australian and ASEAN
decision-makers the sorts of personalised, informal contacts which
ASEAN members maintained among themselves. The document
gigmfied Australia's resolve to cast off past hesitancy as to the
legitimacy of its role in regiorral affairs, but ASEAN's ieading and
enduring place was recognised. In particular, the Evans document set
the conceptual context for Australia's rapprochement with ASEAN's
most influential member, Indonesia.

The docurnent also further alienated from the Australian
policy-making mainsheam the various minority advocates of
'inllue199 through pgwer projection' theories. wt ite describing
Australia's established national defence capability as 'essential, to the
countr5r's well$eing, the document served the useful function of
reassuring tfe regionr.and in particular lakarta, of the non_aggressive
character of Australia's defence postur€. Following, direwhat
belatedly, the reactions to the piub Review and vdt" paper, it
reiterated unequivocally that:

Rcs C'arnaut, Austnlb erul tlu Northrct Asim Asurfuaqy, Report to the prime
Minister and the Minister for Foreign Affairs and fraae fi,irstrilia" C""*r,-l,t
Publishing Service, Canberra, Octoha l9g9).
QmMb: Aa Austmlbn nryc rrryl worring papers prepared for the Inforrral
Y*_qg on Cambodia, lakafta,'262E Febma"ry iC90 (Aior"li* Go".**t
hrblishing Serrrice, Canberra, Febrtrary 190).
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resort to military force is an option we would want to

do everythinS;e could to a.'oid h"*'ittg to take up'10

However, the Evans docurnent was less than successful in

terms of blending the initial evolutionary burst acknowledged to have

U*" provided 
"by d"f"tt." policy-makers into a wider 'multi-

dimeniional' approach to regional security'

During 1989, DFAT critics encountered increasing difficulty in

iustifying thei"r need to reassert control over the formulation of

iustialiis politico-military policy with reference to the FPDA' by

citing eithei general indifference toward the Arrangements, or grave

So,rfieast AJian obiections to them. As Australian rePresentatives

posted in Brunei, indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore. (the nations

which would be most affected by changes to the established defence

approach) had assessed Prior tb the release of the Evans review'

,r"ith"t indifference nor a dissenting clamour existed'

with the reiuvenation of Australia's political relations with

Indonesia underway largely due to its own efforts, the DFATs direct

line of attack (asserting that the Republic harboured serious

misgivings against the FPbA) faltered due to ib reliance on minority

e*piessiJr,s Jf 
"otr"u"t, 

from Indonesian spokesmen whose analyses

diifered from the more realistic assessments of policy-makers in
jakarta. Previous ambivalence towards the FPDA was also gradually

iempered by a more sophisticated understanding that Malaysia and

S.jupot" derived poliiico-military benefits from cooperation both

witl each other, and with Australia under the Arangements.

The case against the FPDA made by lhe DePltment of

Foreign Affairs and irade came to rely more heavily, therefore, on the

assuription that because ASEAN rnembers appeared to be.developing

closer ?or.r of inha-regional military cooperation, Aushalia,-unless it

mended its ways, *oni-d at some point be left out in the cold. In late

1g8g, faced with strong counler-arguments from the Defence

Departnent that prospects for intra-region-al -military .cooperation
."-.ir.ud limited, th" Err"t s document signified the foreign ministry

critics' predicament. Enduring differences of opinion on the Putt 9f
some defence and foreign- ministry analysts werg registered.

Australian foreign ministr| officers interviewed by the author in

l0 Evans, Austrelb's Rcgionel Scarity,p:ragraph 173'
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ASEAN capitals during mid-1990 persisted with the view that the
Arrangements' 'anachronistic' label should be amended, and that
Australia should devote as much expenditure to bilateral military links
with Indonesia and rhailand as was spent on FPDA activities. some
determination was still evident that the FPDA should be phased out in
favour of a vaguely perceived intra-regional arrangement, to which
neither regional nations nor critics in the Australian academic or
foreign pnlicy communities had devoted adequate preparatory
attention.

The Evans document did not enhance the prospects for
cooperation between the Australian defence and foreign ministries in
the formulation of C-anberra's politico-military policy towards
southeast Asia. The document represented a disappolnting appraisal
of the relevance of the military component of thai policy based on a
premature analysis of the possibilities for close intra-regional military
cooperation, a selectively nqgative assessment of regional perceptions
of the FPDA, and a hastily conceived collection of alternativbs.

Enduring Tensions over Politico-Military policy

While it is beyond the focus of this paper to examine the
prospects for successful coordination of the elements of a
comprehensive cross-poliry approach to regional security, two
observations pertaining to the controversy during 19g9 over the
military component are worth making.

First, a measure of self-righteous humbug lingered among
those in academic and bureaucratic circles who sought io perpetuate
past stereotypes which associated the use of the military as a tool in
regional affairs with the assumed machinations of faceless brutes
intent on asserting power b,v cmde means. In the Australian defence
policy context such stermtypes had no validity. Despite differences of
opinion between the two key departnents involved in formulating
Australia's politico-military activity in southeast Asia, both were in
pursuit of essentially the same end: the development of a sophisticated
contribution to regional security which served Australian inierests and
suited regional requirements. contrasts drawn between 'new era
visionaries' and 'cynical militarists', either by observers or in the minds
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of participants in the debats,ll were false and unhelpful in the

development of an appropriate military contribution to the cross-

policy'frarnework Ati oLiecti*re assessment of the relevance and

i"t"t[ potential of the FPDA remained beyond the grasp. of those

DFAT ititi.r who, despite their relative ease of acc€ss to interested

ASEAN officials, periistea with preconceptions questio-ning the

legitimacy of the nauon's military involvement in regional security

"f"f"irc. 
Although without such an obiective assessment, the

possibilities for -Australia's effective participation in the sort of
informat security regime they espoused could not be rnapped'

A second observation pertains to the future implications of the

policy debate of 1989. Whether or not the details of a multi-

iit*t tiot.l approach are developed in official circles and publicised

in ever more iefined forms for the benefit of the poliry-makers'
domestic and regional audience, periodic and self<ritical review will
remain a complex imperative for both the defence and foreign

ministries. To define thl most effective means of pursuing Australia's

national interests, close and obFrtive analysis of regional perceptions

of the Australian military contribution will rernain necessary'

ll SeeChapbOne.



CHAPTER 9

A COMPATIBLE AUSTRALIAN
MILITARY APPROACH: CONCEPTUAL

AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS

This chapter will argue that while the Defence Department
approach requires improvement, policy-makers in Canberra could
better coordinate their approach to the region by agreeing that FPDA
exercise activities should continue, as the flexible centre-piece of a
politico-military contribution to regional security which serves the
interests of Australia and of ASEAN members.

The effectiveness of the FPDA will always be constrained from
lime to time by differences over policy direction between Malaysia and
Singapore, as well as between the other members. However, the full
potential of the FPDA as a regional security model has yet to be
realised.

First Principles

Australia's interests and obiectives in interacting militarily
with Southeast Asia, including under the auspices of the FpDA, arb
communicated through ministerial statements, speeches and
correqrondence, and departmental reports, as well as media coverage
of defence events such as exercises.l In the pas! tension has arisen
both within the Defence DeparEnent, and between the defence and
fore-rsn ministries, over the appropriateness of canberra taking the

lg9 g" policy issues in pursuit of those interests, particularly in tt e
FPDA context. while it is acknowledged that it would be iounter-
productive for canberra to attempt to dictate policy directions to
regional nations, the following observations can be made.

The'Beadey approach', indicating Australia's deference to the
views of Malaysia and singapore during FPDA policy deliberations,
was appropriate at the time but will increasingly appear dated if it is

Established interests were outlined in Chapb One.
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used to discourage independent forethought on FPDA and other
regional security issues. The approach was refined during the late

19-80s, when the defence establishnpnt was seeking acceptance for
large.scale fPDA exercise initiatives. Relations with Indonesia were at

a lJw ebb, with a consequent need to b.ead carefully. However, during
that period of strain the Arrangements wer€ not seriously challenged

by fakarta. In 1989, further FPDA exercise initiatives were generally
aicepted either explicitly or tacitly by regional nations. .Bilateral
relatlons with Indonesia improved steadily, if cautiously. Australia
established its bona fides as a nation genuinely interested in the

political, economic and military aspecb of regional securitl' The

military component of that approach was acceptd inofficial ASEAN

circles 
-as 

t or,-aggressive, erhewing a 'policenun's' role and removed
from the concept of forward defence.

While the Defence Departnent will continue in practice to

disprove domestic and regionally sourced misrepre-ryltations of its
approach as aggressive or neo-colonial, during the 

-1990s 
the ASEAN

rii""ity comrnunity will be increasingly open to informed conceptual

and practical military input from Canberra, input which serves

Austrllian interests, reflects the reality of regional circumstances and
meets regional requirements.

For those intent on improving Australia's military contribution
to regional security, a passive approach will be inadequate. There will
be nothing arrogant, pabonising or neo<olonial about developing
intellectual and practical military proposals with potential to attract
the interest of ASEAN members. Australia already possesses the
obiective intellectual credentials to Present initiatives through its work
on the concept of 'defence self-reliance within the framework of
alliances and regional associations'. Given the need among most
ASEAN members to develop similar strategies suited to their
respective requirements, Australia's conceptual work of the mid-to-late
1980s could gain new value as part of Canberra's overall attemPt to
forge mutually beneficial links with the region.

However, notwithstanding the tentative reiuvenation of
politico-military relations with Indonesia during 1989, Australian
policy-makers have much work to do to change |akarta's image of
Canberra as primarily a defender of Western strategic interests, and as

a potential carrier of what one Indonesian editorial described as social,
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political and military 'incongruitiese which may continue to
undermine future relations. The debate over the most appropriate
means for Australia to use to achieve that elrd remains open despite
the publication of the Evans review which, through a simplistic
readiness to dissolve the FPDA, undersold Australia's key interest in
promoting itself as a participant in regional security affairs.

An improved defence approach would not require C-anberra to
adopt a domineering attitude. It would require heightened, though
obiectively critical, sensitivity to the intricacies of ASEAN nrembers'
security perceptions and requirements; aftention to the specific areas
of weakness in Australia's current military performance; and
continued confidence in the validity of FPDA activities as the basis of
Canberra's military contribution to regional stability.

ASEAN Menbers' Requirements

Proposals from ASEAN members to undertake cooperative
military activity with Aushalia are received on a continuous basis at
Defence Central in Canberra through bilateral channels. These
proposals reflect the reality that regional nations are motivated in the
first instance by distinct desires to upgrade their respective self-reliant
defence forces.

The extent to which these proposals rnight shift from their
current emphasis on individual rather than regional benefit will be a
matter for ASEAN members themselves to determine. AusEalia can,
however, ensure that it continues to be approached as a potential
participant in bilateral and multilateral regional security activities
through close attention to developments in both the regional 'defence
community'and the FPDA venues.

In the FPDA venue, as examined in Chapter Six, a number of
future requirements were identified during 1989 by the regional
participants. In terms of land exercises, these requirements included:
to develop participants' interoperability; to improve participants'
working relations; to improve participants' understanding of
cooperative procedures, sbategies and tactics; to increase the size of

2 Juk"ttr and Canberra', labrta Post,2l July 1989, p.6. The comment was made in
the aftermath of C,eneral Trv's visit to Canberra.
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exercises (brigade to task force level); and to incorPorate
complementary assets such as airborne elenents.

For FPDA maritime and air exercises, requirements identified
by the regional participants included: to practice colrunon maritime
techniques incorporating high-level technology; to test individual
participants' tactics, rnanoeuvtres, weaPons and crew procedures; to
coordinate air and surface operations; and to practice air and ground-
based air defence techniques. As indicated by Malaysian and
Singaporean officials, benefits would flow from improved FPDA
exercises to the wider regional security regime.

Requirements expressed during FPDA activities also mirrored
preferences outlined in the realm of inha-regional military
cooperation. Although the high-profile initiatives of 1989 were
registered during land exercises between ASEAN members, and
although details of the overall defence community had not been clearly
established,3 the following areas for attention were identified Dy

pr ticipnts than*Ioa: increased officer training exchanges; improved
basic cooperative soldier skills (shooting methods; logistics suPPort
arrangements for exercises; field drills); improved inter-personnel
bonds; increased opportunities for higher level, informal military
consultation. In additiory a reading of ASEAN members'expressions
of national intent or need4 confirmed the importance that both civilian
and miliary officials, within and beyond FPDA auspices, attach to
exercises, particularly maritime exercises.

In purely military terms, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore
will continue to develop sophisticated capabilities variously spanning
'multidimensional' sub'surfac€, surface and airborne elements. All
three will also be plagued by problems involving fishing incursions by
neighbouring or more distantly based poachers, strikes by pirates, and
the clandestine movement of criminals or itinerant workers. Regional
officials can be o<pected to continue efforts, stepped up during 1989, to
diminish both the prospects for intra-mural discord and the substantial
economic and environmental damage caused by maritime
infringements of this sort.

See Chapter Five.
See Chapter Three.

3
4
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It is therefore the central condusion of this work that once the
FPDA and regional 'defence community' models are relieved of
acrompanying rhetoric and misperceptions, dooe examination of the
two venues will reveal the compatibility of Australian and ASEAN
members' politico-military interests. An analpt with an objective
bent, access to informed contacts in official ASEAN circles, and more
detailed material than is available in the regional media, could unearth
comprehensive guidelines for compatible Australian military approach
by following the same line of enquiqy.

Thus, whether or not Canberra adopts a more active attitude,
it will be incumbent upon Aushalian defence planners to anticipate
opportunities for cooperation in areas which, acmrding to one
Indonesian analyst, C-anberra failed to adequately accommodate
during the 1970s and early 1980s; by assimilating the 'distinctive
ASEAN flavour'S which characterised the increased hend towards
intra-regional cooperation in areas such as maritime surveillance for
the essentially non-military benefits outlined above.

The Australian defence establishment already participates in
cooperative activities which, although iustified with reference to
military criteria, contribute indirectly to ASEAN's distinctive non-
military maritime requirements. While strict policy constraints
preclude Australian participation in policing tasks such as the
maintenance of internal security, further forward-looking analysis of
the ways in which Canberra could provide political and economic
benefits to regional participants through the application of military
assets would enhance the relevance of the Australian military
contribution as perceived by regional nations. For example, should
fakarta proceed in the medium term to develop infrastructure in the
eastern parts of the archipelago, partly in crcoperation with Australian
development assistance and private business interests, the potential
could arise for complementary activities by the Australian and
Indonesian navies to improve maritime exercises covering sea lines of
communication and EEZ patrol.

Anwar,'ASEAN as an Aspect of lndoneian Foreign Policy', p255. See also ideas
by Malaysian analyst J.N. Mak in Dhtr'tlns for Grata Dcfaw fupation, lSlS
ASEAN Series flnstitute of Strategic and International Studies, Kuala Lumpur,
1966).
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Canberra could move in future on a caseby-case basis further
from the realms of purely military to politico-military cooperation,
using FPDA assets in fact if not in name, provided Australia's interests
are served in doing so. It would not be overly optimistic to suggest
that, as argumenb against the FPDA continue to weaken, the prospects
of better coordinating the Australian defence and foreign ministries'
respective inputs to the formulation of Canberra's politico-militaqy
policy towards the region might also be improved.

With those objectives in mind, defence officials must in their
turn acknowledge that while their conc€ptual approach was in tune
with regional requirements on the eve of the 1990s, weaknesses in the
corporate performance should be addressed.

A Self-Critical Defence Approach

Identifying weaknesses in an individual or collective
performance will always be a delicate matter. Certain perceived
failings may be attributable to difficulties in the working conditions
under which officers must operate; difficulties which will be
intensified during tense periods in bilateral relations and which may
take time to be resolved following an apparent return to normalcy. For
example, Australian defence officials stationed in |akarta have long
operated under a policy among ABRI officers which discourages
contacts with foreigners. |ust as dealings with the Australian defence
establishment are often considered baffling and circuitous by outsiders
and insiders alike, so a regional defence bureaucracy may perpetuate
work practices which bring indefinite delays to apparently agreed
activities; including those supported by a particular service arm within
the nation's own military establishment. In addition, lack of support
from officers based in other ASEAN capitals or at Defence Cenhal in
Canberra could complicate the process.

The following list of weaknesses in the corporate defence
establishment approach to military relations with ASEAN members is
not, therefore, intended to imply incompetence on the part of any
Australian defence office or officer. It is an indicative rather than
exhaustive set of proposals from an observer with significantly less

experience than those at work within the Australian establishment,
regarding the areas to which greater attention could be devoted.
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First, regional security concepts and perceptions could be
better understood by officers involved in defence relations with
ASEAN nations. Quasiofficial and academic instihrtions in |akarta are
important sources of this knowledge, particularly as Indonesia has
traditionally been influential in shaping regional security concepts.
Representatives of the 'tolerant' and 'less tolerant' schools in Jakarta
agree that, when formulating policies for military interaction with
ASEAN members, Canberra should pay closer attention than it has in
the past to the evolving concept of regional resilience.

The concept is not without its limitations. Economic, political
and military cooperation among ASEAN members, or their relations
with extra-regional nations, are not always conducted with strict
reference to its tenets. ASEAN members are not themselves
committed with unanimous intensity to the concept which, despite
attempts at its rejuvenation during early 1989, was left wanting in the
wake of fast-moving global and regional events.6 More rmlistic
regional analysts admit that considerable work remains to be done
both to flesh out the practical military aspects of the theory and to
relate it to the reality of strategic circumstances in Southeast Asia.

In addition, as was confirmed in ASEAN circles during 1989,
military contacts can never be made immune from fluctuations in
political relations. Barriers pertaining to racial distmst or cultural
incompatibility, which affect relations between ASEAN members
themselves, will continue to detract to a greater degree from
Australia's interactive potential.

Finally, as initial disquiet over the Dibb Review and White
Paper revealed, it rnay simply not be in Australia's interest to render
an initiative less controversial by deferring to misguided regional
sensitivities.

However, these limitations should not discourage Australian
officials from establishing a genuine interest in the substance of
regional resiliencn, reaching back as it does to principles expressed
since the early 1950s and which, in revised forms, can be expected to
affect the nature of ASEAN rr€mbers' relations with extra-regional
nations for the foreseeable future.

See Chapters Three and Four.
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Australians need not fully subscribe to the conc€Pt. However,
those officers who retain the view that the only worthwhile strategic
thinking is conducted in londory Washington and Canberra, should
abandon their haughty attitude. To be seen b do so credibly would
require rnore than hollow atbntion to concePts held in thinly
disguised contempt. It would require the allocation of financial
resources and talents (particularly of younger officers) in a long-term
bid to understand regional resilience, to stop'talking pasf regional
analysts and officials, and to break down the 'them and us' feeling
which still prevails in regional circles.

Active attempts by Australians to establish two-way
communication would add further substance to moves during 1989 to
alter the once 'paternalistic' nature of Australian policy towards
fakarta. Inhibitions would be reduced which might otherwise
preclude approaches to C-anberra for input on strategic matters, or
might sustain festering resenfinent once cooperation had been'agreed'.

The fact that regional resilience is an evolving concept,
troubled at times by intra-mural differences, itself provides an answer
to sceptics who would dismiss the need for C-anberra to work towards
genuine reciprocity. Efforts to understand regional resilience would
contribute to the establishment of foundations for cpmmunication and
cooperatiory helping to protect bilateral military contacts from collapse
under the weight of inevitable political tension. ASEAN members'
perceptions and interests would be more acorrately identified and
understood by Canbera. Australian officials would be better placed
to calculate whether it is in Australia's long-term interest to
incorporate ASEAN members'requirements. Prior to the presentation
of, or decision to support, a military initiative, possible obictions on
the part of regional nations could be identified and addressed in
advance, thus reducing or avoiding emotive responses; a technique
which, iudging from evenb in 1989, at least one ASEAN member had
still to perfect.T Canberra could thus take steps to minimise the rnargin
for controversy by working to determine those aspects over which
conflicts of interest in fact o<ist and to clarify the potential for
compatibility.

7 s*Q,"pbFour.
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From the basis of an improved understanding of Indonesian
and wider regional strategic concepts, Canberra could also improve
the presentation of ib military contribution. The relatively superficial
though extrenrely important 'marketing' aspects of the corporate
performance could be addressed. For example, Australian
representatives were criticised during 1989 for inept presentations of
defence initiatives such as military exercises. Canberra was seen in
some quarters as a poor performer, although paradoxically
contributing more of substance, compared to other extra-regional
nations who gained greater respect from their rcgional counterparts
for relatively less commitment and expenditure. For example, stories
of Australian representatives arriving at ASEAN members' official
functions in hired cars minus hub-caps provided false, selfdeluding
humour if C-anberra intended to be regarded as a truly professional
participant in the business of politico-military diplomacy.

In that respect, it was discouraging for the author to be told by
one senior Australian military official in the region that Australia's
presence under the FPDA was 'alnrost like forward defence' and that
the Dbb Review and White Paper presented a strategy which
'resembled fortress Australia'. Loose presentations of that sort only
compounded confusion among regional analysts as to the 'hidden
obiectives'of Australian policy, and sustained the image of Australians
as out-of-touch with the region; an impression confirrned by a senior
visiting politician who, during a lengthy address in Singapore, made
repeated references to'the seven nrembers of ASEAITI.

Recommendations

Some specific recommendations pertaining to a more self-
critical defence approach to the region will be presented in conclusion,
with regard to the three case studies central to the terms of enquiry of
this work bilateral defence relations with Indonesia; intra-regional
military cooperation; and the Five Power Defunce Arrangements.
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Bildqal Military Rclations uith lndotusia

o Canbena should continue to add substance to its long-held
recognition that bilateral military relations with Indonesia are its
most important initiative in Southeast Asia.

. Canberra should reiterate publicly that in relating militarily to
Indonesia, Australia proceeds unashamedly from:

o Calculations of self-interest as to the benefits to be

derived for its national defence forces from bilateral
exercises and training exchanges.

o A recognition that positive contacts with Indonesia
could facilitate Australia's acceptance into cooperative
regional military arrangernents.

r Shaightforward military obiectivity devoid of the
aggressive, racial or neo-<olonial overtones attached to
the defunce approach by poorly informed critics.

o In the past a leading source of regional security concePts, Jakarta
will be instrumental in their future modification and
implementation.

o Efforts to consolidate bilateral military relations with
Indonesia will also provide Ausbalia with key
conceptual and practical guidelines as to how
Australia could relate militarily towards Southeast
Asia at themultilatqal level.

Canberra should improve its liaison with official and academic
security analysts in Jakarta, amongst whom the concept of
regional resiliencn, including the links between intra-regional
economic, political and military cooperation, will be developed
before being introduced for consideration by other ASEAN
members.

o low-key aftendance by Australian defence officials at
Indonesian and other regional conferences at which
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key Indonesian officials or academics attend should be
encouraged.

Offurs should be extended, especially for junior
lndonesian officers, to aftend strategic shrdies courses
in Aushalia as a way of meeting fakarta's expressed
need to broaden its military officers'understanding of
seority issues.

An annual, short-term scholarship could be arranged
to allow a young civilian or military officer from the
Australian Defence Department to attend a strategic
studies institute in fakarta.

The Defence Section at the Australian Embassy in fakarta should
be developed as Canberra's model section in Southeast Asia.

Basic requirements for adequate clerical staff should
be met, freeing more qualified staff for liaison and
reporting duties.

A training program should be established to prepare
defence representatives for lakarta well in advance,

{r-1wing on expertise from the Departsnent of Foreign
Affairs and Trade and universities in Australia, as wel
as from work experience at the Embassy itself prior to
Posting.

Outgoing representatives should be required to be
available to allow replacement officers to benefit fully
from predece$sols' experience.

The program should be designed to ensure that
Australian representatives understood Australia's
poli"y obiectives in interacting miliarily with
Indonesia, and were awane of the wider political and
economic aspects both of the bilateral relationship,
and of Australia's relations with other Southeast Asiin
nations.

The position of C-ounsellor, Defence policy (or
additional Assistant Defence Adviser) should

an
be
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created, similar to that in operation at the Austrdian
Embassy in Washington. The officer would be tasked

:'*^'Xse with Indonesian analysts and officials
of substance and importance in the develop
ment of Indonesian strategic concepts.

Work to a Canberra-based analysis unit
(described below) with a forward-looking
brief to explore practical opporhrnities for
Australia's bilateral military interaction with
Jakarta, as well as to ProPose multilateral
initiatives with closer reference than devoted

in the past to regional security perceptions.

lntra-Regional Military Cooperation

o Australian policy-rnakers should be well versed in the detail,

limitations and potential of cooperative regional concepts on

security matters; especially those devised apparently for an

exclusive regional audience.

o An analysis unit could be established to suggest policy initiatives

based on close and continuous study of intra-southeast Asian

military cooperation and its relationship to regional non-military

cooperation.

o The unit's main function would be to indicate ways in which
further substance could be added to Australia's policy of 'defence

self-reliance within the framework of alliances and regional

associations' by complementing the crcncephral and practical

progress made by ASEAN members to Promote intra-regional

military cooperation.

o The unit would move beyond data collection to:

o Examine in deAil the elements of the interactive

Process between ASEAI{ members by defininp for
example:
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o The various q?* of informal military

cooperatiory and how Australia might
establish similar venues for cpmmunication
between service and civilian officers at all
levels (for example through improved 'golf
course diplomacy', or the conduct of so<ailed
relaxed or ad hoc gatherings between higher
officials).

o Current unstated linkages between FPDA
maritime exercises and those held on an
opporhnity basis between Australian and
regional navies, as well as between regional
navies themselves.

Recrcmmend in advance how to crluch Australian
military initiatives in terms nnst acreptable to the
rcgional audience, in part by weaving military
contacts into the fabric of ASEAN membens'politicai,
and especially economic, interests.

Recommend how b address donrestic and regional
criticism of the Australian military crcnhibution with
rcference to ASEAN conc€pts; perceptions and
interests. loticy briefs tio, and speeches by, the
Minister and senior officials should contain sections
framed in this way.

Communicate ib recnmmendations to all
deparEnental officers, senior and iunior, involved in
cooperative military contacts with ASEAN members.

Y:f with-counterparts in the Deparhnent of Foreign
Affairs and Trade. Reciprocal secbndments crculd be
arranged to exchange mediunrlevel officers on a
short-term basis.

locate and liaise with counterparts in regional defence
departrnents, and with regional analysb of substance
(including those critical of Australian defence policy)
to encourage them to be more fortlrcoming as to ttrdir
p-rcgress.i1 leveloping cooperative regional concepts,
if not activities.
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o Regularly dispatch ministerial speeches to regional

strategic studies libraries and Australian embassy

outlets.

. Maintain calendars of forthcoming academic and

semiofficial conferences in the region covering

security issues, from which paPers could be requested

or to which defence representatives could be sent'

o Identify at a younger age Potential Australian defence

representatives who Possess suitable interactive

qualities and experience in the region, for example

from attendance at a regional staff college' The unit

would: 

Monitor the progress of experienced
candidates through the domestic military
system.

Work with milihry personnel offices to make

overseas service part of an attractive carser

path rather than having its present peripheral
worth.

Given sufficient improvement in its approach, the Defence

Deparfinent would be better placed to test the exclusivity of intra-

regional military cooperation by propo-1ing compatible,
mirltilateral initiitives incorporating Australian participation.
Some examples might include:

o Informal expressions of interest in sending ADF

observers to bilateral and multilateral intra-regional

exercises; much in the way, for example, Indonesian
attendance was arranged for Exercise Kangaroo 89'

. Identifnng regional officer training courses to which
Australia 

-could informally indicate an interest in
sending candidates.

o Arranging technical and information exchange visits
betwdn Australian and ASEAN members'defence
science personnel involved in intra-regional
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cooperation proiects; for example at Indonesia's Siabu
weapons testing range.

Reviving Australia's defence industry sales record,
partly through identifying low-key initiatives suited to
ASEAN members' collective requirements.

Identifying similar complementary logistics training
initiatives.

Attempts to'probe'intra-regional military cooperation in the long
term would require careful presentation. To that end, the
department's publications covering military relations with
ASEAN members should be improved. Future annual reports
and White Papers should devote spac€ to demonstrating
Canberra's understanding of regional resilience and indicate how
Australian military activities complement regional progress in
developing cooperative contacts. Rhetoric of the kind released
during the last post-White Paper phase, emphasising Australia's
'long-range' and 'formidable' strike capabilities, need not be
repeated.

Canberra should publicly and frequently indicate that:

o Its interest in regional security is genuine, stemming
from calculations of national self-interest.

o Australian military planners of the post-1986 defence
self-reliance era recognise that in tirnes of peace the
military component of the nation's contribution to
regional security should be subordinated to the wider
economic and political aspects.

o However, the 1990s will be an auspicious decade for
cooperative military training and exercises of
improved relevance to regional conditions and
national defence requirements.

o Australia hopes to participate in, not 'hiiack', intra-
regional military cmperatiory and welcomes
suggestions from ASEAN members as to how its
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military contribution to regional security could be
improved to that end.

The Fioe Pouter Defenee Anangenents

o Australia's contribution to regional security under FPDA auspices
should be regarded by Canberra as legitimate; not as a less-than-
perfect rrechanism for which C-anberra must continue to
apologise.

o The experience gained from interaction with regional nremhrs
and indirectly with Indonesia since 1971 will crcntinue to provide
valuable insight into the intricacies of entering the wider
multilateral field.

o The FPDA should be used as the hub of further direct or indirect
military contacts with members and non-members in ASEAN.

o However, efforts to Promote'multilateral will' should
be focused on cooperation in maritime Southeast Asia,
the area directly relevant to Australia's national
defence interests and less complex to develop than
'Pan-Southeast Asian' cooperation.

o An Australian niche in rnaritirne Southeast Asia
would provide an entr6e to wider multilateral
cooperation should it eventuate through ASEAN
efforts.

Australia should continue to suggest rnodifications to FPDA
exercise activities relevant to its own and regional security
interests.

Whether those modifications carry the FPDA label
would be a matter for regional participants to decide
in consultation with extra-regional members. It is the
politico-military substance of the Arrangements that
is worth retaining, not the FPDA title.
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Modifications should be suggested by Canberra with
informed but indirect reference to regional resilience.

However, Australia should not ftel obliged to follow
minority interpretations of regional concepts and
should entertain no less than a regional consensus that
the letter of the FPDA agr€ement should be altered.

Suggestions lacking such a consensus which involve
downgrading Australia's commitnent through, for
example, the dosure of the IADS, an end to rotational
deployments at RMAF Base Butterworth, or
termination of maritime and land exercises should be
resisted strongly.

Civen the requisite mix of active and tacit approval by regional
nations, Brunei's entry into the FPDA on its own initiative could
allow the reiuvenation of FPDA air and maritime exercises on a
scale arguably of greater importance to regional security than that
experienced during 1989.

o The Arrangement's label could be altered to a
semantically acceptable alternative.

o Air defence and maritime exercise cooperation could
also be dramatically enhanced should the regional
participants agee that FPDA air defence coverage be
extended to East Malaysia.

Efforts, particularly by Singapore, to bridge' the gap between the
FPDA and Indonesia should be complemented by Australian
initiatives.

Consultations between Australian and Indonesian
officials should continue prior to, or following, mapr
FPDA activities.

Defence representatives from non-participating
countries, especially Indonesia, should continue to be
invited to obsere FPDA exercises.
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o Visits by senior Indonesian military officials to
Australia should cpntinue to incorporate confidence'
building calls on FPDA homebased assets.

While avoiding explicit evocation of the FPDA label, and given
that the navies of Australia and the ASEAN members are hard-
pressed to effectively patrol their respective maritime zones,
cooperation could be enhanced.

e Expertise gained from past unilateral oPerations could
be exchanged through consultations, coutses and
eventually pint patrols where economic interests
coincide; for example in the Arafura Sea and Timor
GuP.

o Collective consideration of the issues in advance could
inspire future moves by regional nations to enter
multilateral cmperative arrangements with Australian
participation as a natural, rather than problematic,
option.

To that end, Australia could devise a renario for the ADF and
regional forces to participate outside FPDA auspices in one
annual multilateral maritime and air defence exercise in Southeast
Asia.

The scenario would focus on opportunities for pint
(air, sea, land) force coordination.

Participants' ministers or defunce chiefs would meet
for the occasion following consultations between their
respective politico-military delegations.

Conclusions

The main conclusions of this work have been straighfforward.
First, in terms of politico-military interests, Australia and the members
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of ASEAN, particularly those in maritime Southeast Asia, are
developing towards, not away from, each other.

Second, the potential for improved Australian participation in
the pattern of interdependent defence self-reliance', which will emerge
in the ASEAN region during the 1990s, will depend largely on the
extent to which C-anberra adopts a more self<ritical and active
approach.

Self-criticism need not be a sign of weakness. It should entail
two aspects: confidence in the merits of Australian defence policy; and
a respect for, understanding of, and willingness to accommodate, the
perceptions of regional nations.

From that basis, Canberra can develop detailed, forward-
looking plans outlining objectives to be achieved during bilateral and
multilateral military cooperation with ASEAN members. Those plans
may incorporate initiatives whictU due to their political sensitivity,
need not be proposed at the time of conception. However, informed
foresight, perhaps 'wasted' in the short term, will assist Canbena to
move from ad hoc and reactive to more considered forms of interaction.

Philip Methven
january 1991



POSTSCRIPT

Additional chapters would be required to do full justice to
developments since 1989 under FPDA auspices and in the realms of
intra-regional military cooperation. However, the following events
during 1990, and in particular during the first half of 1991, were of
note.

Intra-Regional Military Cooperation

In terms of developing a conceptual framework for regional
security cooperation, ASEAN members' efforts were characterised by a
growing urgency regarding the need to respond collectively to actual
and likely changes in the global and regional environments.

A combination of familiar issues contributed to that concern,
including: the prospects for regional nations to assume gteater
responsibility for Southeast Asian economic and military security; the
future relevance of ZOPFAN and of the US regional military presence;
the likelihood of a C-ambodia solution, and of integrating Indochina
into a wider cooperative scheme.

In fanuary 1990, Indonesia hosted an ASEAN workshop on
resource nvrnagement in the South China Sea. In luly 1990, Manila
repeated its call for ASEAN rnembers to conduct indepth discussions
on regional security to clarify their positions. In the same month,
ASEAN foreign ministers agreed on the need for a rare, fourth summit
to formulate a more coherent approach to security issues. In
September 1990, Indonesian Defence Minister Moerdani called for an
informal regional forum as a suitable preparatory mechanism.

If 1990 was marked by diverse darion calls, the new year
brought more substantial and coordinated dialogue. Linkage between
official and academic analysts in Indonesia, Malaysia and the
PNlippines intensified. Moves by Malaysia to develop Iayang Layang
Island in the South China Sea encpuraged discussion during quasi-
official seminars in Manila and Kuala Lumpur in |une 1991 at which
proposals for cooperation among claimanb were aired. The Spratlys
dispute was confirmed as the next potential flashpoint for conflict in
Southeast Asia.
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In that light,Indonesia hosted a second seminar on the South
China Sea in fuly 1991, which induded all dairnants. A further round
of informal discussions on rcgional security was sclreduled for
November 1991 in Bangkok, in the lead-up b the Fourth ASEAN
Summit in Singaporc in fanuary 192.

In ]uly 191, following the ASEAN foreign ministers' nreting
in Kuala Lumpur, members received a barrage of proposals from their
dialogue partners outlining improved regional security management
techniques. Most attention centred on the |apanese suggestion that
post-ministerial meetings should be increased from an annual to a
triennial basis, and that meetings should focus on specific regional
security questions. However, in response through the Malaysian
foreign minister, ASEAN chose !o reiterate its long-standing
opposition to institutionalising an explicit security component;
particularly in the form of a military wing.

In view of the renewed sense of purpose in ASEAN circles,
due largely to confidence in the prospects for improved economic
cooperatiory members were prepared to gamble on the potential
substance, rather than bank on the past rhetorig of their independence
from outsiders' prescriptions. The dialogue parhers were in effect
directed to await the Fourth ASEAN Summit for the unveiling of a
coherent, indigenous, conceptual approach to the management of
regional security.

However, in terms of practical military cooperation in
maritime Southeast Asia, as mentioned, ties between Malaysia and
Singapore had faltered during the early months of 190.1 Despite
advice from the Indonesian ambassador to Malaysia in February that
Kuala Lumpur should not feel threatened by improvernents in defunce
cooperation between Iakarta and Singaporg and despite assurances in
early March from the Malaysian military establishment that it was not
alarmed, the cancellation of bilateral land, sea and air exercises was
announced less than two weeks later. The Malaysia-Singapore nexus
languished for a further fourteen rnonths.

It was not until the arrival of Malaysia's Defence Minister
Naiib in Singapore on 9 May 1991 that agreement to resurne stalled
bilateral military exercises was achieved. The reconciliation was

See Chapter Sevm.
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tentative and conditional. No dates were given immediately for the
resumption of sea and air exercises. land enercises were only to
necorrunence if the other venues advanced without incident.

However, the stand-off between Malaysia and Singapore had
discouraged neither the forrner entir,ely, nor the latter in the least, from
pursuing improved bilateral contacts with Iakarta. In February 19%),

Malaysia's General Hashim met for discussions with Indonesian
officials. The principal outcome was a confidence'building
undertaking to exchange information on the development of
Indonesian and Malaysian military forces. Jakarta subsequently
step$ up its reassuring diplornacy both directly with Kuala Lumpur,
and implicitly as a go-htween on behalf of Singapore. Malaysia was
duly invited to attend the Indonesian aerospac€ show scheduled for
1996, as well as to use the Siabu air weapons testing range, developed
originally by fakarta and Singapore.

Singapore's attempts to promote defence ties with Iakarta
were more productive. In May 1990,Indonesia and Singapore held a
twoday naval exercise in the South China Sea. In |uly, a visit by
Brigadier Ceneral Lee to fakarta brought the announcement that a ioint
committee would be created to explore improvements in bilateral
military relations. In September 1990, the sixth bilateral air exercise
under the Elang Indopura banner incorporated naval renarios in the
South China Sea and air strikes at Siabu. Singapore introduced its
E-2C early warning aircraft for the first time; an initiative repeated
during the naval exercise Eagle in October. Exercise Eagle highlights
included computer-simulated planning for naval aircraft control, live-
firing practice in the South China Sea, and activities covering the
protection of sea lanes of communication. In December 1990, the
Saftar Indopura land exercise was held for the first time in Indonesia.
A tentative plan was aired to introduce troop deployments and
computer war games for the mapplanning series within six to seven
years. The Indonesia-Singapore nexus thus continued to develop as a
key venue for intra-regional military cooperation, particularly in the
realm of maritime defence.
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The Five Power Defence Arrangements

Despite flaring briefly in a 1990 publication,2 criticism of the
FPDA from Australian academic and peace rnovement circles faded,
with little impact in the region. Similarly, the view expressed by a
long-standing Indonesian critic that the Arangements should be
abandoned3 was not endorsed by regional officials. fakarta's silence
was notable.

In April 1991, excerpts from a confidential DFAT submission
on the FPDA were revealed in the Australian media.a Prepared in late
1990, the submission supported the FPDA as the basis for the
departrnent's efforts to promote a confidence'building regime in Asia
modelled on the Conference on Security and Cooperation (CSC) in
Europe. While the deparbnent appeared to persist with the so<alled
CSCA initiative despite its reiection by ASEAN at the fuly 1990 foreign
ministers' meeting, the DFAT position on the FPDA had apparently
come full circle. The FPDA was no longer portrayed as an expendable
stepping stone, but as a useful element within extant and future
regional order. The DFAT submission admitted that:

In the past we have occasionally given hinb that we
wonder about the real value to us of the FPDA. There
should no longer be any doubt. The FPDA is
something of a bonus for us these days as we seek
grcater identification with the security needs of our
neighbours.s

In May 1991, Prime Minister Ftrawke appeared to dump the
CSCA proposal in preference for an'Asia security system'comprising
a mix of formal, informal, bilateral and perhaps multilateral
arrangements specifically tailored to Southeast Asian conditions and
requirements. In that contrext, Flawke described the FPDA as

'increasingly importanf. The Arrangernents assisted in Canberra's
overall quest to become'enmeshed' (as the new buzz-word described

Graeure Cheeseman and St John Kettle (eds), Tlu Ncnt Avshdien Milibism:
Uadcrnking ar Futurc Scanrity (Pluto he, Sydney, 190).
Forurer Indoneian Foreigrr Minister Mochtar, Time for a Three Nation ASEAN
Defence Arrangemmt', St'r,its Tirlcs, ? Septembet 199O, p.1.
'Canberra's Plan for Regional Secrrity', Ausfielian Fircnciel Revicro,29 APril 191,
p.1.
As cited in ibid.

2

3

4

t
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it) in Southeast Asian affairs by rnaking a 'vduable contribution to the
militaqy dimension of rqgional security'.6

During April and May 1991, as part of ttrc FPDA's twentieth
anniversary celebrations, maix air defence arucl naval exercises (Ader
97/2 and Sarfish 77/911were held for the first tirE in a back-to-back
configuration. Singaporc continued b stress the value of the
Integrated Air Deftnce System. Kuala Lumpur launched high-profile
support for the extension of FPDA air defence coverage to the East
Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak. Ministers agreed to conduct
feasibility studies into the proposal, which ttrey accepted in principle.
lvtalaysian officials also shongly supported Brunei moving from
observer status to full FPDA membership. Austsalia's participation
was explicitly protected by Malaysian officials from serious tensions
which prevailed in the bilateral political relationship. Thus, while
FPDA members reognised that their politicu'military relations would
never be entirely smooth, the vita[ty and potrential of the
Arrangenrenb was confirmed.

The main conclusions and underlying thenrcs of this work,
questioned by some during 1989, were in fact evident during that year
to obictive analysts, and were confirmed by mid-191. The FPDA and
intra-regional military contacts continued to develop as compatible
models for security, particularly in rnaritinc Southeast Asia.

The forms which the models rnay take, as well as the long-
term possibility that they might at points nrcrge, remain open to
speculation. Sone of the ideas mentioned above pertaining to
Australia's future defence policy towards Soutlreast Asia have been
pursued prior to publication of this work. Others will prove to have
been easier to conceive than b implement, since ttrey challenge
inhibitions and rivalries between s€ctions within bureaucratic
deparhnents, between competing departnrnts, and, not least of all,
between nations.

Australia'B Security in Ada', The Ade Lectue, The Ada-Aughalia Institute
University of New South Wales, Sydney,2lMay799l.
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However, more immediate interest lies in the prospect that the
FPDA and the inba-regional defence models can be rnade to work in
complementary ways to prornte regional order; both being legitimate
poducts of the complex political and military factors involved.

Philip Methven
September 1991
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STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE STUDIES CENTRE

The aim of the Strateeic and Defunce Studies Crntre, which is located in
the Research School" of Pacific Studies in The Australian National
University, is to advance the sh,rdy of stralegrc P*Pl:*:-*pecially those

relating tb' tt e general region of i\sia and the Pacific. The Centre gives
particu"lar atten-tion to Aistralia's strategic neighbourhmd of Southeast
hsia and the Southwest Pacific. Participation in the Centre's activities is
not limited to members of the Universlty, but indudes other intereted
professional, diplomatic and Parliamentary Fo"pn. .Rqegch includes

ioilit"ry, politiial, economic, rientific Cnd technoloqical aspects of
sf"t"gi. developments. Stsategy, for the p-uryose of th9 Centse, is defined

in the broadest sense of embraiing not only the control and application of
military force, but also the peace-iul settlement of disputes which could
cause violence.

This is the leading academic body in Australia specialising -in
these studies. Centre meirbers give frequent lecture and seminars for

other deparhnents within the AI{U and other universities, as well as to

various Coue-mmt departments. Regular seminars and conferences on

topics of current importance to the Gntrc's rcsearch are held, and the

^li.rt defence training instituti_ons, the Joint Services Staff College and the
N"iy, Army and RAXF Staff Colleges, are heavily-dependent-u-pon SDSC

assistance *.'itt tt e strategic studies sections of their courses. Merrrbers of
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